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PREFACE 

Post-war Britain witnessed two important political deve

lopments. Externally, she suffered decline in her status as a 

world power. And internally the Labour Party came to power with 

an overwhelming maJority. The Labour assumed the reigns or 

Government with the declared obJective of a 'break 1n the conti

nuity• of the traditional British foreign policy and effecting 

in its place a 'socialist foreign policy•. Added to these two 

important developments, Britain was also to face a rapidly 

gathering momentum of the movement for "European Unity" on the . 

continent. Partly because of the traditional British role in 

Europe ann partly because of the socialist outlook of the Labour, 

European unity movement was not enthusiastically supported by 

the new government. The first two chapters of this dissertation 

will discuss the nature of the movement for "European Unity" and 

the opposition of the Labour Government to such a movement; with 

particular reference to the issue of British entry into the EEC. 

The Labour Party was back 1n power in 1964 and held it 

till 1970 • Almost two years after coming into power the Labour 

shi.tted from "anti-marketism" to "pro-marketism". Several factors, 

of which the economic factors such as the decline in Britain's 

trade with the Commonwealth, the EFTA, and the impressive strides 

made by the EEC compelled the Wilson Government to modify its 

stand on the EEC issue. The subject matter of the third chapter 

would be to analyse these economic factors and also the signifi

cant·role played by Wilson. 
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Wilson played a maJor role not OIJ.l¥ in rall.Ying his 

Party's support to his "pro-market" policy, but also 1n pro

posing the creation of a "European Technological Community" 

which- added a new dimension to "European Unity". The call tor_ 

poolJng'together the scientific ann technological resource$ ot 

\'lest' European cotmtries to counter the American domination 

constitute a major part or his continental campaign for Bri

tain's membership. The fourth chapter will analyse the relative 

sc1entif1e-and technological capabilities of America anri iurope, 

Britain's own possible contribution to this field, and the dip

lomatic significance ot Wilson's concept. 

After completing his continental tour, Wilson, backed 

by a massive Party and Parliamentary support, applied anew 

tor Britain's membership to the EEC. But de -Gaulle's veto 

blocked once again Britain's entr1 into the gsc. 'Ihe reaction 

or·~abour Gover.nment to the French veto, and its post-veto 

policy ~~11 be dealt in detail under the fifth chapter. 

In ·working for this dissertation I depended largely on 

the. available secon~ary sources. Owing to the inadequacy or· 

time, .,I could not draw much upon primary sources. Yet I endea

voured to make an analytical exposition of the topic of this 

dissertation. 

I feel morally obl~ged to express my thanks to Dr. H.S. 

Chopra but tor whose guidance and kind coQperation this disser-. 

tation would have had noi ther an enthusiastic beg1rm1ng nor a 
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successful completion. By confining myself to these few words, 

I express my gratitude the most, not the least. 

rate 23 December 1975 

New Delhi-57 

p.v-~· 



Chapter I 

BRITAIN ANI' THE POST-NAR EUROPEAN UNITY lt.OVENENT 

Britain's role in post-war Europe could be well under

stood by examining the traditional British approach to the per

ception of world realities. The long diplomatic history of 

Britain and her role as a world power enabled her to evolve 

certain notions that guide her practical role in world politics. 

These notions may be logical or illogical but that is not the 

serious concern of the student of British foreign policy. The 

fact ·that they influence the foreign policy fo~ulations of the· 

British policy-makers itself is of utmost importance. 

Then what is the nature or these notions, or to put it, 

the per.manent bases of Britain's world policy. ristaste tor 

dogma and doctrinaire concepts, a sceptical attitude at distant 

object! ves and even systematic thought are deeply ingrained in 

the mind of Englishman. ''The British are not as a rule attracted 

by abstract 1rleas. Their pragmatic approach to any problem 

makes them distrustful of general concepts ann distant objec-
1 

ti ves." It is this oislike for systematic planning and readi-

ness to view 'and tackle things as they are that makes the 

British to find pragmatic solutions to practical world problems. 

But· pragmatism and logic are not good friends. Logic, with its 

definable purpose of 'scientific thinking' clashes with pragmatism 

l A.H. Robertson, European InStitutions, Co-operation: 
rntegratAoni Unification (London, 1959), P• 14. 
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that demands conclusions and results. not from scientific princi

ples but .from experience of men, their true Ilature and stark 

realities. Given this conflicting relationship between logic 

atld pragmatism, the British,· in dealing with international prob

lems are too oriented towards the latter than the for.mer. 

He (Englishman) distrusts logic at all times 
and most of all in the government of men, for 
instinct and experience alike teach him that 
men are not governed by logic, that 1t is un
wise tQ .treat PoliticAl issues as exetQises 
tn logig and that wisdom more often lies in 
refraining from pressing soW'ld arguments to 
their logical conclusion and in accepting a 
wgtkable though illogical ComPtomise. 
(Emphasis ended) 2 

It is this pragmatic d1spos~tion that underlies the whole 

course or British foreign policy. In fact; it is a mental 

attitude, a tradition, deeply rooted in the centuries of British 

diplomatic history. And this tradition is still carried right 

down into.the twentieth.century by the British statesmen. On 

15 August 1950, Harold Nacmi11an, then an opposition leader, 

commenting on the Schuman plan and contrasting between the Bri

tish and the continental temp;noaments, expressed the .Anglo-Saxon 

pragmatic tradition as below: 

The differenqe is temperamental and intellec
tual. It is based on a long divergence of 
two states of mind and methods of argumenta-

. tion. The continental tradition likes to 
reason a pd,gri from the top downwards, from 

2 Sir Austen Chamberlain, "The Permanent Bases of British 
Foreign Policy", Foreign Affaire (lqew Yori, vol. 9, no. 4, 
p. 537. . 

1'1. I' ·-"Y')-"V' u. j : • 



the general principles to the practical 
application. It is the tradition of st. 
Thomas of Aquinas, of the school.L..en, n.nd 
of the great cor~tinental scholars and 
th1n!rors. The .wlg-Saxons 111ro to aratlfl 
a_poste.riori grgm_t,he bgt;to!l) UPWBr.d Sa i:tQID 
prac!J.sa1 experience. lt is the tJ:Il(!iticm 
gf Bacon ann ;;q.rton· (E!tph&sis ooden) 3 

This trarli tion, as it would be seen in the ensuing ri1seuss1on, 

lurked behir~ the post-~r British turope~l policy. ~nri one 

cannot unrierstanrl this aspect of Jr! tish policy Wlless one matce.s 

a brief survey of Britain's role in Europe atleast since the 

nineteenth century. 

The three great British interests 1n .c~odern tl.ILes have 

been: the socurity ot the British isles from attack by the 

external forces; the maintenance of the all-iu.portant British 

foreign trade; end the developwent aJJt securit.r of the oversens 
4 

possessions. The wethod or weeting all these three needs had 

been the possess1or~ or predominant sea power. once this &aJor 

interest is recognized, 1t is not f11ft1cult to unrierstend Bri

tain•s role in Europe. 

T'uring the later half of the nineteenth century Dritain 

~iri not feel herself a part of Europe. She pursued a policy of 

balance of power, t~tbich meant that, rlepenriing upon her own 

interests, she coulrl keep out or, or intervene in, military 

3 ~uoted in lJora Beloff, jbe General Say 3 I)o ( Lonri on, 
1963), P• 60. 

4 British SecuritJ, A leport by a Chatham House Study 
l.lroup (Lo~ndon, 1~6), P• 26. 
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conflicts or to intervene on either of the two sides if a war 

broke out in Europe. Her aim ws to prevent the emergence of 

a dominant power that might threaten her securit,v in Europe and 

hence her world possessions. It is in this sense that her polic,v 

was interpreted to be "defensive"_. 

••• the chief spectre or British diplomacy in 
modern times has been the domination of 
Europe by one power. This has rightl.v been 
regarded as intolerable from the point of 
view of British security.... Her :Qal aim 
~&a the preaeryatiaq of a reasonable eguili
grJ.um on the continent and this meant · Wlalte~
able gppos1t4gn to auch sweeuing accessiona 
Q( strength to AQY One state AS WOuld give 4t 
a positiQA of potentia! dgminaocc. Her first 
hope always remained that a state or equili
brium would continue, for that was an essen
tial condition to be fulfilled before she 
could devote her main energies to the develop
ment or her overseas possessions and foreign 
trade. (Emphasis added) 5 

Thus with rev exceptions, that too mostly connected with the 

safeguarding or her oceanic communications, as in the case of 

Alliance with Portugal, Britain never formed permanent ties with 

other powers. Her friend ships and Alli.ances within Europe were 

ad hoc, governed by her larger interest: protection to maritime, 

transoceanic and commercial interests. 

The continuity or this British European policy, however, 

received a jolt arowuJ the early years ot twentieth century. 

She was overlaid b.Y fear or Aust·ria-HWlgary' s expansioni·st policy 

that was supported by Germany. The British were becoming aware 

5 Ibid., PP• 28-29. 
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ot the threat fr~ the young, prosperous and militarily strong 

Germany, determined to outbid Britain both inside and outside 

Europe. "The British were uncertain in their reactions to this 

new phenomenon in Europe; they were seriously worried; they were 

admiring; they were reluctant to regard war against Germans as 
6 

necessary or inevitable." So, in spite of the Entente Cordi ale 

with France from 1904 onwards, Britain hesitated to take a clear

cut stand when, in 1914, Germany decided to back Austro-Hungary's 

expansionist policy in South-East Europe with armed force. It 

is a contentious issue as to how much blame Britain should carrY 

for the outbreak of the First world War. 

After 1918, the British, however, found it difficult to 

keep up the war-time ven~ul feelings towards the Ger.mans. Nor 

did they give whole-hearted sympathy to the French demands for 

repression of the German people and tor tight security against 

renewed German aggression. 

Moreover, the rise of the two dictators in Europe, Musso

lilli and then Hitler, produced contused and ambiguous reactions 

in Britain. Some politicians advocated conciliation because they 

thought Britain needed time to rearm. This was a defensible 

policy, ann it was the defence frequently put forward for the 

1938 Munich Agreement. The 1·1unich Agreement could only lead to 

the quick destruction of Czechoslovakia, ann left Hitler 

6 Elisabeth Barker, Britain in a Diyirien Egrope, 19i5=70 
(London, 1971), p. 12. 
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undeterred in carrying the offensive further. Instead the Agree

ment badl.Y damaged the credibility of British warnings to Hitler, 

and even made many British people doubt the kind of policy their 

country was pursuing • 

••• the whole Munich business left many 
people in Britain with a sense of guilt, 
or at the very least, a feeling that the 
kind of diplomacy Which Britain practised 
in the 1930s was feeble and inadequate. 
Something firmer and clearer would be 
needed in the future. 7 

!he second worlci t..rsr wqs fought ann won. But tho victory was 

only a Pyrrhic victory. The war lett the British Empire with 

many wounds and set the process of her decline. The Royal havy 

was no more unchallenged with the rise of new sea-powers. There 

was the rise of new world powers, changing the very nature of 

global politics. The British economy itself was severely 

shattered leaving Britain incapable of sustaining her Empire. 

In short, Britain ceased to be a world power. Yet the British 

people were not ready to accept the truth. They still enter

tained the myth that their nation was a world power. 

In the early years after the war most of 
the British believeri that they coulri still 
go home agnin to the world or 1939 •••• The 
ecor.omic belt-tightening at home, it was 
thought, was only temporary •••• In 1945 the 
Empire seemed more powerful than all or 
~·restern Europe - an<' the Br1 tish believeri 
it was. Thus when Britain couln have had 

7 Ibid., P• 13. 
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the leadership of Europe for the asking, 
she saw no reason to ask. 8 

In fact, the post-war Britain ~as facing a dichotomy - a dicho

tomy bet\'reen her reluctance to accept the changed status and 

the inability to sustain the old position, if at all she believed 

it still existed. 

The contrast between her (Britain} accepted 
position and the power she could command 
injected ambiguity.into British foreign 
policy. Every post-war government from 
Attlee to Harold Wilson's has been unsure 
of England • s real place in the world. \.Jhat 
was Great Britain in the mid-twentieth 
century'l 9 

This was the question that faced every Englishman. And 

this was the question that failed to receive an unequivocal 

answer for a consioerable time after the Second world War. was 

Britain the third industrial 'Great Power'? Or the leader of 

the Commonwealth? Or a major European nation? Or America's 

'special partner'? Or was she the ~.Jest's 'hone.st broker' with 

~ssia? Some of these roles were mutually contradictory and to 

none of them Britain seemed to express her full commitment. 

Out of the many options before her, she evolved, as ex

pounded by Winston Churchill, a tripod relationship of over

lapping circles: Britain and the Commonwealth, Britain and the 

Un1 ted States, and Britain and Europe. But what was Europe • s 

8 George tv• Ball, Thft Disciplinft. of Powez: (Boston, 1968), 
P• TJ. 

9 Ibid., P• 72. 
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position 1n thoso three circles?-

All British Governments, Labour and Con
servative alike, looked at their European 
relationship as oz.~.e ot a set o£ three 
relationships •••• {But) in the first post
war decade most people would have said that 
1t tlA& the least important leg of tripod OJl 
which British foreign P2Aigy liSted. 
(Emphasis added) 10 

'It Europe ranked least in the tripod relationship, it 

remains to substantiate such a view by examining tho post-war 

British-European policy. But such an examination should neces

sarily be preceded -by a niscussion of another most important 

rievelopment in Europe after the l'Jar - the European tlni ty l-1ovement. 

The immediate aftermath of' the Second ~·~orlri 1·'ar Hi tnesseri 

the spurt of an emotional movement for the 'Unity of Europe' or 

'united Europe'. The movement took its inspiration and gathered 

momentum as a result of the consequences or legacies left behind 

by the war. The war severel~ crippled the economies of the \'Jest 

European states, disrupted their political life and institutions, 

posed a aed danger from the East. 11 ... fact post-war Hestern 
11 

Europe befaced four important questions: {1) physical and 

economic devastations bordering in saue countries on social 

collapse; and 'What to do about 1 t, ho,.., to start reconstruction; 

(2) pol1 tical weakness; hot! to builrl a strong government and how 

10 H1r1am Camps, Britain ann the ,Enropeen CommWlitX J,955=6;3 
(Lonrlon, 1964), p. 4. 

11 Henceforward 'Europe' would be usen in the sense or 
'Hestern Europe'. 
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to wrest hard decisions from fragile coalitions in a milieu 

without strong national parties or leaders; (3) what to do about 

Germany; an~ (4) how to conduct in the cold war ann resist the 
12 

threat from the East. 

This crisis - political, social ano economic - and its 

necessity of finding satisfactory solutions to its problems 

left the Europeans with one conviction: that the present system 

of 'nation-state' was no more relevant in the context of changed 

circumstances. However strongly nationalist movements maY have 

contributed to the liberation of Europe, the era in which poli

tics could be dominated by nation-states on the scale of Euro

pean ones was drawing to an end. "It became increasingly 

obvious that the nation-state was from many points of view an 

obsolete to~ of political organization, incapable of guaran

teeing to its citizens either their military defence or the 
13 

prospect of a rising standard of living." 

~is conviction led the European states (except Britain), 

particularly Frqnce, Italy ann the three Be~ countries to 

think and act in 'European' terms. The main source of inspirR

tion in these countries were the resistance movements against 

war-time oppressors. 

The Movement, however, carried greater weight and faith 

l2 George Ball, n. B, P• 47. 

13 heriam Camps, Eu;cgpe and the Europeans (London, 1957), 
P• 154. 
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in Europe as a result of the inspiring leartership that it 

received at tho hnndn of sowe of the most ~portant of European 

statesmen - Jeon Lonnet 1 t'instoti Churchill, follo'frred by Robert 

Schumo.n of Fronce, Karl Adenauer ot t-iest GerLUan¥ Olld De Gasperi 

ot Italy. 

Perhaps the createst COl!tribution to huropean movement 

was by Joan horu1et of .Fra11.ce, rightly called ';.ll:. Nurope •. 

f.:onnet was deeply convinced that FrencbL.Ien and other Europeans 

hcd priceless energies ann !dens to contribute to the world, but 
• they uouln be able to moke their proper contribution only it 

they were unified. He believed that all nntion-states, including 

Franco, had hart their day, anf9 thnt moo ern society should develop 

n td~er, "supranational" framework. He aought an internr.ttional 

orrler in 't'hich nat1onnl or supranational groups dominating the 

other groups t~ulri not arise. This is the conviction of a man 

\.thO 1 s at the same time, both practical. and philosophic, a con

viction springing frOIU a deep desire to crento the conditions 

in which Europe ca~n fulfil itself: 

A creat part of t1hnt has been dono to 
build ur.i t,y in Europe today - and the 
OOtJIUon ha.rket aloxo~.o is a li.£011IXI.lental 
achievement - rosulto fr~ the genius 
ar.d persuanive qualities of this one 
illdi vidual (i·~onnet). l·!hat exists Lu 
tjS!,topq'a W1J.t.Y t2dn.Y is, !iQ a laztA:t 
extent, a Honnot tour de force. 14 

Z.1onnot, however, \<tas a bnck-room operator. !Jot being a poli ti

eian himself, he cnrrieri his indotat1g1blo efforts behind the 

14 ~eorgo Ball, n. B, P• 40. 
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scenes. But the most eloquent political leader rallying western 

Europe was Winston Churchill. It was in speaking to the masses, 

instilling the faith of ''European unity" in them, ann inspiring 

them to support enthusiastically that cause, that Churchill made 

his significant contribution to the movement tor European unity. 

In a broadcast to the world on ~~ t4areh 1943, Churchill outlined 

his conception of 'United Europe'. 

One can imagine that unrler a uorld insti
tution embodying or representing the United 
Nations there should come into being a 
Council of Europe. ~1e oust try to make this 
CoWlcil of Europe 1I.1to a really e1'1'ect1 ve 
league, with all the strongest forces woven 
into its texture, with a High Court to 
ad just disputes, and with ara.ed forces, 
national or international or both, held 
ready to enforce these decisions and to 
prevent renewed aggression and the prepara
tion or future wars. This Cow~cil, when 
created, must eventually embrace the whole 
or Europe, and all the ma.J.n branches or the 
European family ruust sowe d 8.1 be partners 
in it. 15 

The reaction to this speech t-ras Wlenthusiast1o, coming as it 

was in the midst of war. It vas not until his Zurich speech 

that he was able to obtain any real attention for his proposal. 

Speaking on 19 September 1946 at Zurich University, Churchill, 

now in opposition, sairi: 

He must build a 1dnrl of pna ted States Qf 
EurOP@•••• I am now going to say same
thing that will astonish you. The first 
step in the recreation or the European 
family must be a partnership bett"!een 

15 ~uoted in Europenn 1 .ovflmel+t en(i the Cc.;uncil of I:iurope 
(London, 1950), p. 30. 
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France and Germany. In this 'Way only can 
France recover the moral leadership of 
Europe. There can be no revival ot Europe 
without a spiritually great France and a 
spiritually great Germany. (Emphasis 
added) 16 

But what role did Churchill assign to Britain in his concept 

ot • Wli ted Europe'. This would be undertaken at a later stage 

when Britain's reaction as a whole to 'European unity'is exa

mined. Neanwhile, what exactly is meant by 'European Unity' 

and what are the different approaches to its realization would 

be discussed. 

Though the movement !or 'united Europe' or 'European 

Unity' received an emotional vent in the early post-war~ears, the 

protagonists of the cause were hardly unanimous over its meaning 

ann realization. Some regarded 'Uniten Europe' as an entity 

transcending national sovereignities an~ finding its institu

tionalized expansion in common European legislative ann executive 

wings. For some it meant a gradual phase-wise realization 

through effective politico-economic integration. These two domi

nant themes find their expression in two different schools: 

~ederalists* and the 'Functionalists'. 

In post-war European politics, there were those who be

lieved that instant federation of Europe ·was possible. Although 

they differed widely in their origins, ideology and social bases, 

all the post-\iar federalist groups shared an abhorrence ot' 

16 Quoted in H.S. Chopra, De Gaulle and European unity 
(New Delhi, 1974}, p. 169. 
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nationalism and deter.mination to construct, as quickly as possi

ble, a "United States or ~urope". Their main concern was to 

direct the unity movement toward a definite, well-articulated 

ideal - a supranational European system with specific charac

teristics. "Their proposal was that a constituent assembly 

shoUld be summoned to work out a constitution for a new politi

cal framework, together td.th the other measures necessary to 
17 

arrive at an anvanced form of' political ann economic union." 

Moreover they vanted construction or ~emocratic 'European poli

tical institutions' rieriving their legitimacy "from the consent 

directly expressed by European citizens ann would exercise their 

powers direct4i on European citizegs without interference tram 
18 

the member states." {En:.phasis added) 

But the federalist theory, with its revolutionary character 

demanding supranational institutions, lost its emotional zeal 

once it came to face hard realities. "l:;hore European federalist 

theor.v has developed, ••• it has done so 11£ splendid academic iso

lation, as rarefied conceptual analysis or as nor.mative political 
19 

philosophy." respite the fact that the doyen of the European 

movement, Jean Monnet, happened to be a federalist, most or the 

17 

18 

19 

Roy Pryce, The Politics ot tba t:uropean Communitx 
(London, 1973}, p. 46. 

Altiero Spinelli, Xbe Eurocrats (Baltimore, 1966), 
P• 11. 

Charles Pent1end, Intqrnaf1onal Theory aoo Europgen 
Integration (Lonoon, 1973 , pp. 175-76. 
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leaning political figures were to be founrl in other groups. The 

f~eralist efforts to build the Council of Europe, the European 

retence Community (EDC) and the European Political Community 

(BPC) into federal organizations remained hardly realized. Thus, 

whereas federalist ideas had gained a wide currency, federalist 

groups themselves had little direct influence on, or participa

tion in the major decisions of the early post-war integration 

movement •. 

Thus despite an abundance of the conven
tionally favourable conditions for federa
tion .. a strong external threat, recent 
experience ot internal war, a decline in 
nationalism and national capabilities, 
evident need for common efforts at economic 
ano social reconstruction ••• and numerous 
organizations with high-level contacts and 
propaganda skills capable of spreading the 
federal gospel - despite all these condi
tions, the 'federal revolution somehow 
slopped away. Clear1v British oppositign 
bad a great effect, byt in other Eyropean 
ggyernments, to9. tbere was considerablft 
~esitation about supranationality. 20 

Emphasis added) 

On the other hand, there is the functionalist school of European 

unity. According to this school, progress towards European 

unity could be attained by dealing with 'particular aspects' or 

the governmental function, primarily in the economic field, one 

by one, institutions appropriate for each function would be 

derived without suggesting that their 'Europeanization' neces

sitated an immediate loss of political author! ty by the existing 

20 Ibid., P• 179. 
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national governments. In the end it is hoped that sovereignty 

would find itself whittled awa.Y by this relatively painless 

process. The functionalist approach thus advocates& 

•••• the est'E.lblishruent of a nlllhber of inter
national functional agencies to perform 
specific welfare tasks, and conceived of a 
future world order - if only ir1 rather 
general ter.ms - as one characterized by a 
series of such agencies with overlapping 
membership and hence a diffusion on the 
part or the 1ndiy1duals attected bx the~ 
of their preyiouslx exclusive sense or 
loxa1tx to a single political cgmmupity. 21 
(Emphasis added) 

The two European Organi?.ations or a supran~tional kind to which 

the functional analysis applies in its strict sense are the Euro

pean Coal anri Steel cotrllliun1 ty (ECSC) and the Euratom. And Paul

Henry Spaak and Robert Schuman, are the most important or the 

functionalists. 

The main difference thus between the functionalists and 

the federalists is that the fW'lctionalists are concerned with 

eliminating the natior.-state s,vstera in the gradual process or 

building a welfare-oriented Europe~l society. vn the other hand, 

federalists see integration as superimposin6 a Lew state, either 

global or regional, to keep order ~ong the old ones, and after 

some time, perhaps to replace theJL entirely. 

A different variation of the Functionalist school is what 

has come to be kno"m as nr\eofunct1onal1sm'', whose most eloquent 

advocate is Stanely Hoffmann. The "l~eofunctionalists" tend to 

P.l Roy Pryce, n. 17, P• 47. 
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accept the supranational state as the goal of integration, but 

they are generally less concerned with the goal than with the 

process. They believe that "an affective community can be 

built on a conferleral basis with power remaining essentially in 
22 

the hands of national governments •••• " On pragmatic or ideo-

logical grounds many "neofunctionalists" are willing to contend 

with non-federal forms of political systems as the end-product. 

I~ot until the Treaty of Rome setting up European Economic 

community 1n 1958 did there exist a framework in which the 
23 

''L,eofunctionalist" methOd could find extensive application. 

The last of the approaches r~ains to be considered is 

the "pluralist approach"• Strictly speaking, the pluralist 

approach does not fall within the ambit of European integration. 

But since the post-war pluralist organizations contributed one 

way or other to European integration, anri more importantly since 

the pluralist·a:pproach closely correspontled to the British 

approach to European unity, it noes demand some attention. 

Pluralists see integration as essentially the formation 

ot a 'community of states' defined by a high anri self-sustaining 

level of diplomatic, economic, social ann cultural exchange bet

ween its members. The states are engaged in a continuous process 

of adjustment to each other's actions, and in bargaining. 

22 Ibid • , p. 46. 

23 Charles Pentland, n. 19, p. 131. 
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From the pluralist perspective ••• an 
international organization has no real 
will of its own and no power to create 
a new political entity apart from the 
wishes of.its members. It is merely the 
structural manifestation of more or less 
concerted national policies and interests 
where cooperation tor certain specified 
purposes has seemed desirable. ~everthe
less, as such it may serve to enhance 
international communication and thus la.Y 
the groundwork for more supranational 
forms ot integration in future. 24 

The influence of pluralist approach has been consistently 

strong in the recent history of attempts to unify Europe and 

can be seen in a number of organizations which hnve formed part 

of this effort. The most outstanding organizations of pluralist 

type in the post-war era are: Organization of European Economic 

Cooperation (OEBC), North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), 

Council of Europe, and Yestern European Union (fmU). 

So far the most important post-war historical phenomenon, 

the European Unity Hovement, and the varying approaches to its 

realization have been examined. The reutaining portion of this 

chapter would be devoted to an analysis of the various post-war 

European organizations and the British response to each of them. 

It would also be, •ater a11a, task of the ensuing discussion to 

demonstrate at relevant places, hovr the earl.Y post-war British 

position differed from that of the continentals, and how 1 t 

reflected on her response to the European unity movement. 

24 Ibid., PP• 62-53. 
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l4ever irl history have so many international organizations 

been set up, eonvergir.lg on a t'JOrld seale, practically every 

branch of hucan netivity, as in the ten years immediately after 

the war. This growth \'Jas followed td thin the limited framework 

or Europe by a similar development or European institutions, many 

or uhich han special characteristics or their own. These insti

tutions have been both mil! tary and politico-economic. \:lhilo 

tho outgrowth or the military organizations were largely due to 

the British initiative, that or the politico-economic organiza

tions was largely the result of continental initiative. 

To begin with the military organizations and the British 

role in regard to them would be undertaken. 

une of the major post-war problems Britain, or rather 

Western Europe, faced was defence. The British Goverr~ent, with 

the Labour Foreign Secretary £r~st Bevin, largely devoted to 

ensure the oecurity of Europe, ln view of any possible German 

rearmament and the Soviet threat from the East. Horeover, Bevin 

believed that an effect! ve defence system was not possible with

out the help or Americans. He was convinced that \<!estern Europe 

was too weak to meet any threat, either German or RUssian, on 

her own self. "Bevin, therefore, set out to organize the riefence 

of Western Europe with the long-term private aim of bringing in 
25 

the United States uhon the American opinion was ripe." 

In J.1arch 1946, after de Gaulle had w1 tM rawn from power, 

25 Elisabeth Barker, n. 6, P• 65. 
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the net1 French Prime l-11nister, i•1· Gouin, ur~ed the conclusion 

of an Anglo-French ~eaty of alliance on the lines of the Franco

Soviet treaty, Bevin immediately welcomed the French move. 

Negotiations on the proposed alliance were started in 

April 1946, and on 4 1•tarch 1947 the Treaty of tunkirk between 

Br1 tain ana France was signed. It was a treaty of alliance and 

mutual assistance in which each party undertook to come to the 

assistance of the other in the case of renewal by Germany of a. 

policy of aggression. The parties also undertook to cooperate 

with each other in the general interests of their propensity and 

economic security. 

Thus the runkirk Treaty was only bilateral al'Ji it 'Has 

largely aimed against Germany. But the importance of the treaty 

lies in the fact that it serveri as a grounriwork tor the future 

multilateral treaties - Brussels Treaty and ':!estern European 

Union. 

The runkirk Treaty '~s followed by certain cold war deve

lopments. In September 1947, the Cominform was set up. on 24 

December 1947, the Provisional remocratic Government or ~Free 

Greece'' proclaimed its existence. Against the background of 

these developments, Bevin's conviction or strengthening the 

defence of Western Europe by drawing more nations together was 

strengthened. Hence the ueed for widening the scope or the bi

lateral Dunkirk Treai1 was felt. 

overtures to the Benelux countries by the Dunkirk parties 

for the conclusion of a political and military alliance received 
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a favourable response. The result was that on 17 ~arch 1948 

the Brussels Treaty between the five states wa$ signed. The 

treaty was pritnarily a treaty of collective defence. If any 

one of the ·parties was attacked others would afford it all the 

mili tar.v aid and other assistance in their power. It was ex

pressl.v stated that such action 'tJOuln be taken "in accordance 

with the provisions of Article 51 of the Charter of Uhited 
P.6 

Nations.,. 

Importance or the Brussels Treaty in terms of European 

unity was that it exten~e~ from military an~ economic questions 

to cultural questions anif was the first in which the pot1ers 

talked of ''~taking every effort in CODUllon to lead thei"r peoples 

towards a batter understanding or the principles which form the 
27 

basis of their common civilization." 

However it should be noted that Bevin conceived the 

Brussels Treaty fundamentall¥ as collective defence alliance. 

Cooperation in this econQlll1c, social and cultural fields was 

oiU.y a necessary adjunct. n ••• the Brussels Treaty was never 

regarded by BeVin as more than a demonstration of European soli

darity to induce the United States to enter into a military 
28 

commitment to Europe.n 

P.6 ~uoted in ~obertson, n • 

~7 Quotert 1n • J.:•riam Camps, • 
' 

1, p. 9. 

n • 13, P• 159. 

28 G. St. J. Barclay, ~Q!'!'JmQDlfi.Uil!:h g.: E~SU2~ 
1970), 8. P• 

(Queensland, 
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In February 1948, Czechoslovakia suffered the Communist 

coup an~ came unoer the "Reri rule". 'rhe £9.l!Q. l-IaS soon followed -
by RUssian ~k out from the Allied Control Commission in Ger

many, am then the "Berlin Blockade". Against these develop

ments, the US Senate passen on 11 June 1948 a resolution autho

rizing the Uhited States to part1cipat~ 1n such regional arrange

ments "as are based on continuous and effective self-help and 
~9 

mutual aid and affect its security." 

Bevin, who always regarded .nlllerican guarantee tor Hest 

European security as essential, and was waiting for the right 

moment to cOI.WUi t the US Govertlment to such ca\,lse, acted quickly 

in mobilizing other European states to enter into a military 

alliance with the us. Tho r.orth Atlar.ttic Treaty was f'inall.v 

signed on 4 April 1949, thus'br1ng1ng into existence a maJor 

collective defence organization - Korth Atlantic Treaty organi

zation (NATO). 

In JWle 1950, !lorth Koren invaded South Korea. Though 

the incident was actually outsine Europe, its international 

importance made defence a topic of the day in Hest Europe, which 

had only handful of lfivisions against huge Soviet army deployed 

1n the eastern half of the continent. Against this situation a 

proposal Has made by Churchill and Paul Reynand on 11 August 

1950 for the creation of a "Unified European Arm.v" under the 

1 1111111111111111111111111111 
G34362 -
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command of a European Minister or rerence. The proposal ~ms 

made before the Assembly of the Council of Europe, but since its 

statute excluded national defence tr~ the Council's competence, 

it was not considered. Howevor, on 24 october 1950, the French 

Government once again took initiative and proposed the setting 

up of .the "European terence Com.tllunity" (BDC), popularly known 

as the "Pleven plan". 

The hopes aroused by this new plan had, hOl.'SVer, an un

enthusiastic response from Britain. on 28 ~ovember 1951, Sir 

David Maxwell Fyte, as the representative of the newly elected 

Conservative Government staten at Strasbourg that Britain could 

never envisage participation in a European federation on account 

of its vital interests in other parts of the world. on Pleven 

plan he said : 

I cannot promise that our eventual asso
ciation with the European Defence commu
nity uill amount to full and uncol'J:li tional 
participation, because this ••• is a matter 
which ~ust, in our view be left to inte~
governmental decision elsewhere. 31 
(l$lphasis added) 

Here Fyte was perhaps referring to the ~ATO negotiations pro

ceeding simultaneously at Rowe. 

'lhe same day, i.e. 28 I~ovember 1~51, Iwthouy Eden, the 

British Foreign Secretary stated that no British military 

30 Robertson, n. 1, p. 19. 

31 Quoted in Bd.tain in l·:estern Europe, A Report. by Chatham 
House Study Group (London, 1956), P• 15. 
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formatiolls would be made available to the EDC. 

The EDC Treaty signed by the Six ECSC Governments on 27 

1'1a.Y 1952, envisaged setting up of a permanent European structure 

of a "federal" or "confed eral" nature. The British Government 

sent only an observer, but did not sign the treaty. 

The EDC Treaty, however, coul~ not be implemented as it 

failed to receive ratification by French Parliament in August 

1954. nut, whether successful or not, what emerged from the E!lC 

negotiations lms that the British Government was not prepared 

to go beyond closer intergovernmental relationship with her 

continental neighbours • 

. After the rejection of the RDC by French Parliament the 

need for aT! organized western defence vith German participation, 

however remained. 'lhe Governruents~~re ~;~~till committed 

to the "European Political. COWJ1WJ.i t.v" spirit. This time the 

British Government took initiative by puttillg new life into the 

Brussels Treaty, by widening its membership and extending its 

At a nine-power conference in London in September 1954 1 

attended by the intenried members of EDC, plus Britain; USA and 

Canada, l.t uas agreed to 1nv1 te Italy ann Germany to arihere 

to the Brussels Treaty, to restore German sovereignty ano. to 
r . 

allol'r· the controlled rearmament of German.v in the Seven-Power 

defence organization to be created. · This uoulrl b~ accompanied . . 
by the British commitment to maintain armed forces on cont.inent 

I;, 



of Europe, anfl Germany woulrl then become a ra TO member. 

The treaty creating the ~estern European Union (BRU) was 

signed in Paris on 23 october 1954. Its object was to promote 

the unity ann encourage the progressive 1nte8ration of Europe. 

It included a provision for closer cooperation with the NATu. 

Thus the former Brussels Treaty organization ''had thus been 

transformed, almost overnight into one of the more important and 
32 

dynamic o£ BuropEtan .1nst1 tutions. '' 

Ho~~ver, the s1gnit1cant purvose behind the w~u was to 

solve the problem of ecst Germany, by restoring her sovereignty, 

there by bringing her etfecti vely lnto the fold of \rJestern I:;urope. 

The ~cste~n European union was an expe
dient, rap1rlly elaborated at the initia-. 
tive of Brien. to deal with the German 
problem .that th~ E~C was supposed to 
solve, that is, restoration of sovere
ignty to Germany ann the bringing of 
Germany into the Collective ~erence 
arrangements of the 1-rest. 33 

So far the military aspect of the post-t~r nevelopments 

in Europe anri ~r1ta1n's role or contribution has been considered. 

But the above account rloes not provirie one l'11 th clear-cut idea 

about Bri to.in' s att1 tUde to European un.1 ty, unless the other most 

important political and economic organizations and the British 

response to them are also considered. But before such discussion 

is taken up i~ is necessary to examine the condition and 

32 Robertson, -r-1. 1, p. 26. 

33 Mcriem Camps, n. 10, p. 5. 
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commitment of Britain and the west European states in the early 

post-war years. 

Politically, Britain had not suffered the same disillu

sionment and political convulsions before and during the war 

as the states of continental Europe. war not only destroyed 

the economic life, but the whole process of political life on 

the continent. The institutions of the continental states had 

been found wanting a stable power. Their soil was, therefore, 

ready for the growth of new institutions and loyalties in a way 

which did not obtain in Britain. 

After the war many of the continental 
countries and particularly France, Italy 
and the three Benelux countries were 
ready to think and act in European terms. 
The war had been different tor the British 
aud it had left them not with a sense of 
national failure and a sense of national 
inadequacy but with a sense of national 
achievement and cohesion and an illusion 
of power. The emotional support for 
.European Wli t.v, which was strong on the 
continent, was almost entirely lacking 
in the United Kingdom. 34 

Moreover, the belief was entertained in Britain that her 

interests lay in Commonwealth and not in Europe. It \>tas thought 

that British participation in a formal federation of Europe 

would be inconsistent with the continued existence of relation

ship with the Commonwealth. No doubt, there was Winston Churchill, 

who eloquently pleaded for a 'united Europe' and who was ••• the 

34 Ibid., P• 3. 
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most important or champions of European unity movement. But 

how far ~as he willing to bring Britain within the perimeter of 

his conception of Un1t_ed Europe. Here was the crux of the 

problem. For Churchill was always equivocal over the position 

that he woulri attribute to Br1 tain 1n the • Un1 ted Europe' and 

her commitments to Commonwal tb. Even in his Zurich speech also, 

uhich undoubtedly was the most pronounced declaration of his 

intent of a 'united Europe' Churchill did not fail to emphasize 

Britain's CQQmonwealth commitments. 

l:!e in Br1 tain have our own Commonwealth 
of ~at1ons. These do not ~~akenj on the 
·contrary they strengthen the united ~ations. 
Uhy then should the.L"'e not be a Europe8ll 
group, which could give a sense of enlarged 
patriotism and· common citizenship to the 
dol!.«lhearted people of this turbulent and 
mighty cont1nent.... Great Britain, the· 
British CQllilLonweal th, mighty America, and, 
I trust, Soviet Russia - for then, indeed, 
all would be t-Iell - must be the friends 
and sponsors of the net..r Europe. 35 

Three years later in 1949 Churchill, speaking on his "Uniten 

Europe" theme once again emphasized the British commitment to 

the Commonwealth ano its cons! stency with the "Unite, Europe''. 

I cannot think ••• that the policy of United 
Europe as ~~ conserv~t1ves conceive 1t can 
be the slightest injury to our British 
Empire ann Common,~alth or to the principle 
or Imperial preference •••• there is absplutelz 
no need to chogae between a Obited EmP~re aQd 
a Dnited ~urppe. Both are v~tally urgently 
necessary tc> our COUUIIonweal th, to Europe and 
to the free world as a whole. 36 (Emphasis 
added) 

35 ~uoted in l\ora Belot'f, n. 3, pp. 46-47. 

36 Qt.toted in ·aarcla,y, n. 28, pp. 13-14. 
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The trouble here in that it is difficult to sa.v t-Jhat exactly 

Churchill meant by "United Europe" and bi "United Empire"• It 

was, of course, clear that he did ~ant to keep the preferential 

sjstem intact. But this would have presented difficulties if 

the question arose or the United Kingdom's joining a European 

customs Wlion. The difficult¥ seems to have been there how to 

find a formula to bound a "European union" with Bri ta1n • s parti

cipation without upsetting her role 1n either of the other two 

circles - "Commonwealth" ann "special relationship" ~th the 

Uhiterl States - to which he envisag~ her concurrent role: 

(But) he was reariy to no with characteris
tic zeal to offer his oratorical talents to 
the European cause, without bothering too 
much about the contradiction involved in 
presenting Britain both as an integral part 
or the United States or Europe, and l-Tith 
its Commonwealth, as a separate pillar of 
world power. 37 

From the emphasis that he laid on the Comutonwealth and ''special 

relationship", and the later conservative Government's policy, 

it appears that Churchill, despite his emotional Comfuitment to 

a ''United Eur.ope" was not in fact willing to commit Britain. 
' 

j..ord Gladwyn, one of the most reputed British diplomats, records 

the same view in his memoirs: 

•••• Churchill was himself clearly not a 
• European' at all.. • • Wh¥ the european 
federalists should have apparentl¥ thought 
at one time that he was thinking of Bri
tish membership of a Feoeral Europe I have 

37 Nora Beloff, n. 3, P• 47. 
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never understood. He alwa.vs made it quite 
clear that Britain, it he had anything to 
do with it, would stand aloof. 38 

A different factor that drew divergence between the British and 

the continental approach to the European movement was certain. 

amount ot psychological rlistrust on the part of the British. 

Many or the plans tor European integration were arlvocated by 

politicians "tho were in opposition. In fact, Churchill himself 

was in. opposition when he made his Zurich speech in 1946. More

over, "foreign ministers ann expert advisers looked askance at 

the intrusion .into the field of international relations persons 

who had neither the responsibility tor their conduct nor training 
39 

tor Job." 

In terms of economy, relatively speaking, the British 

economy had quite an impressive upperhar!d over the economies 

ot the continentals in the early post-war years. No doubt Bri

tain had her 0'\>111 economic problems. The abrupt end to the "Lend• 

Lease" grants put by the United ~tates, the heav,v burden on her 

balance of payments position as a result or her overseas commit

ments, and the consequent devaluation of the pound etc. did exert 

severe strain on the British economy. But these problems, the 

British thought were only transitory effects of the War. Their 

confidence to get out or the economic crisis, and comparatively 

better economic position over the continentals, made the British 

38 'ntEt Mpoirs of Lord Gladwn (London, 1972), P• 218. 

39 Robertson, n. 1, p. 15. 
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look unenthusiastically at the economic rationale of European 

integration. The fact that the Labour Party was in power during 

late 1940's with its "socialist" objectives, added suspicion 

to her unenthusiasm. 

Moreover, the British industrial production had suffered 

less and recovered more quickly than that of any other western 

European states except the netherlands, as the table below shows: 

40 
Industrial Production (}6 Rate of Increase) 

Country 1937 1946 1947 1948 1949 1950 

U.K. 

France 

Belgium 

.Netherlands 

Italy ( 1938) 

100 90 98 109 116 127 

100 79 95 111 122 123 

100 80 95 102 104 109 

100 

100 

95 

85 

95 

95 

-
99 105 

140 

119 

This great industrial development marie possible an export drive 

that enabled Britain to have a better balance of payments posi

tion over the continental neighbours. Thus in 1938 British 

reserves of gold and foreign exchange amounted to about ga,877 

million. Those of the \·lest European "Six,. amounted to $4,855 

million. In 1950, the corresponding figures were !3,300 and 
41 

. .S3,195 million. 

40 Reproduced from Barcla3, n. 28, p. 15. 

41 Ibid., p. 16. 
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At the same time, British trade with the Commonwealth, 

betwe~n 19:38 and 1950 increased. In contrast during the same 

periOd her trade with \iestern Europe declined. While 'trade with 

Commonwealth in 1938 amounted to roughly 20 per cent of total 

British trade, with western Europe, the figure was only 12.4. 

By 1950 the trade figure tor Commonwealth amounted to about 40 

per cent, while that ot \Ie stern Europe declined from 12.4 per 
42 

cent to ].?, per cent·.· This is a factor that cannot be taken 

lightly. Improvement in trade with the Commonwealth, even lmen 

the Empire lms well on its road to liquidation, made the British 

to see eve~y reason in having further closer economic relation

ship with the Commonwealth than loTi th an 11inward looking" Europe. 

And it was this factor that dominated largely the policy of 

. successive British Governments towards European integration. 

Thus Britain dominated the other \-!estern Europeans 

materially even after the Second \'lorld vrar. As Barclay sa,ys: 

The British could thus well feel possessed 
of a capacity for a world power role simply 
not available to the continentals. ~o other 
~!estern European state seemed to have such 
a destiny outside Europe, nor such resources. 
with which to pursue it. 43 

\11th the kno'Wtl political position and the economically 

stronger status over the other West Europ~an states, it would 

not be difficult now to foresee the British response to the post

liar unity movement in Europe. Hence, the ensuing riiscussion 

42 Ibin., P• 14. 

43 Ib1n., P•· 16. 
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wouln concentrate on the emergence or the most important poli

tical and economic organizations in post-war Europe and analyze 

the British reaction to them. 

The most important anf'l earliest economic organization to 

came into existence after the war was the Organization of Euro

pean Economic Co-operation (OEEC) which was the institutional 

response to the ~arshaliPlan. Of all the European statesmen, 

11Ernst Bevin was prob8fl1 the first to see how General Marshallel 

Harvard speech of 5 JWle 1947 could be used to bring American 

economic strength to take a lon&•ter.m share in a recovery pro-
44 

gramme upon a European basis." r!ithin t110 days after l1arshnll 1 s 

speech Bevin rushed to Paris to discuss with the French Foreign 

l.Unister, Georges Bidault the possibilities opened by 1-larshall's 

speech. on 4 July 1947 both Foreign ¥~nisters jointly invited 

all European states (except USSR, Germany and Spain) to partici

pate in a conference for joint plen on Marshall's proposal. 

~~ile the USSR han neclined to participate in this venture, 

Spain and Germany were deliberately exclUried. 

The result was that on 16 April 1948 the Convention on 

European Economic Co-operation was signeri in Paris by sixteen 

European states, establishing the OEEC. The parties to the 

convention agreed "to develop, in mutual co-operation the maximum 

possible inter-exchange of goods and services", to achieve "a 

44 Meriam Camps, n. 13, P• 157. 

f 
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multilateral system of Payments among themselves", to promote 

"customs Union" and to facilitate the movement or people 1n 

order to relieve "local shortages of labour and unemployment." 
45 

The OEEC • s major task was to draft a tour-year co-ordinated 

recovery programme based on national recovery programmes of 

member states. It should then make recommendations tor the 

allocation of ·Am.erican aid among participating countries. 

The Labour Prime Minister, Attlee, however, tried to ally 

the impression that accepting the convention had meant committing 

the United Kingdom to any economic or federal Wlion with Euro

peans. He stated on 6 May 1948 in the House or Commons debate on 

the OEEC that he was disturbed by the suggestion that 

we might somehow get closer to Europe than 
to the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth 
nations are our closest friends. Hhile I· 
want to get as close as \te can with other 
nations, we have to bear in mind· that we 
are not solely a European power but a · 
member of a Great Commonwealth and Empire. 46 

Attlee's opposition to a European federal or customs 

unioL soon reflected in the vEEC deliberations on the political 

set-up and the closer economic unioL among its members. 

\'Ihen the French wanted a strong executive board working 

full time, and a transnational J::uropean secretariat lri th a 

Secretary-General with the power to take initiatives in matters, 

the British, on the other hand, 11anted to keep decisions firmly 

45 YJ.chael T. Florinsky, lntegratea Eyrope? (New York, 1965), 
p. 47. 

46 UK, Commons, farliamentary Debates, vol. 250, cols~ 1316-19. 
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under the control or the member governments. The British 

Government proposed a Council of Y~n1 sters working on the prin

ciple of 'unen1mi ty' , vi th most of the work being done by com

mittees of Experts provided by the member Governments. 

There was a prolonged debate, often heated, betwen those 

who supported the French view and those of the British view, 

which received the support of Scandinavian countries like renmark, 

Norway and Sweden. Finally the compromise solution reached 

provided for the OEEC which was not strictly supranational in 

character. DecisiOllS were to be taken by mutual agreement or 

all member stntes 1 but should avoid paralysis through lack of 

Wlanimi ty. The compromise solution was, however, 1n accord vi th 

the British view. 

Same wns the British position on the economic integration 

within the vEEC. \'Jhen the .American Administrator or the Euro

pean Recovery Programme, Paul G. Hoffman suggested a customs 

union in 1949, Bevin 1 s immediate reply was that the.British 

Government would not yield any degree of economic sovereignt¥• 

"vie are willing to consult, get advice, hoar views and get 
47 

opinions, but beyond 'that we cannot go. n 

British opposition to a further American proposal to 

create a "Europcnn Payments Uhionn for the multilateral settle

ments or accounts leri to scenes of unprecerlented ill-temper 

47 Quoted in Barclay, n. 28, P• 17. 

; 
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within the OEEC. 

Cripps insisted that the new agency 
should have no power to intervene in 
the economic policies of Governments; 
that existing bilateral arrangements 
should remain in force; and that ~ 
agonc.Y should · hf!ID no decision-ma1cing 
agyers bexona the da,Y-to=day settle
ment of intgmational payments. 48 
(Emphasis added) 

What emerges from the above account is that the British Govern

ment was, whatever may be the extent of opposition, not willing 

to shed any amount of decision-making power to a European 

organization. 

The 'Congress of Europe' was attended by delegates from 

sixteen states, at The Hague, from 8 to 10 May 1948. The British 

Labour Government refused to send official delegates to the 

Congress. However, one significant factor was that Churchill was 

chosen as the ttpresident of Honour". 

But when it came to the constitution ot the "Council of 

Europe", once again there was a rift between the British position 

anti that of other member states. The Franco-Belgian proposal 

suggested a Parliamentary 'European Assembly', elected by the 

national parliaments of the member states. Voting would not 

take on the instructions of the respective governments. The 

British proposal was that there should be a European Council ot 

Ministers that should meet periodically, and a 'conference' ot 

delegation~ • appointed • by the national governments voting as a 

48 Ibid., P• 17. 
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'national bloc •. 

Continental states were much disappointed at the British 

attitude. At one point the talks broke down altogether and the 

possibility of creating a European Assembly without British 
49 

participation was debated on the continent. 

T~e matter was taken up again in the Consultative Assembly 

of' the Brussels Powers in January 1949. This time it was agreed 

to set up a "Council or Europe 11 consisting or a 'Ministerial 

Committee• meeting tn private arid a Consultative Assembly whose 

members ~re the appointees of respective member states. 

The compromise formula evolved \vas, however, a gain for 

the Rritish line only. 

4t thg Congress, the divergence of views 
part1cularl~ between the more radical 
federalists and the cautious, predominantly 
British, pluralists was striking •••• The 
latter argued for the more traditional 
forms or cooperatiot. awon& European states, 
perhaps leading in time to closer ties, and 
tor an Assembly dravn trow national parlia
ments. In the end, it was this view which 
prevailed. 50 

\)ll 9 May 1950, the French Foreign .dinistor, Robert Schu

man, made an important announcement, co.lling for the creation 

or a common European Coal and Steel market. 'Ihe idea it selt 

was first mooted by Jean r.:onnet who was then the head of the 

49 

50 

pur'ft§ of IQternationa' Affairs (London), 1949·50, 
P• 1 • 

Charles Pentland, n. 19, P• 178. 
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French Planning Commission. 

The aim of the "Schuman Ple.n" was to set up among "the 

Six" a single coal and steel market, planning for the abolition 

of trade barriers. It was also the aim ot the Plan to encourage 

fair competition so that steel anrl coal sectors of European 

economy might mooernize and grow. The Schuman Plan was an 

attempt at functionalism on a grand scale for it was clear that 

it would not only be of considerable economic importance in 

creating a single markot for the two kay commodities or the 

industrial enterprise. But it would also so interlock the heavy 

industries of the participating countries as to make it almost 

impossible for France and Germany to arm against each other. 

"As a method ot integration and more important, in the European 

continent as 1 t developed 1n the 1950s and after, the ECSC 
61 

gradually assumed an unambiguous functionalist character." 

The draft treaty of the Schuman Plan was sent by France 

to Britain, Italy and the Benelux countries, after it obtained 

the federal Chancellor Adenauer•s approval. The draft treaty 

was accompanied by an invitation to participate in the treaty 

negotiations, hut onlv on cgnnlt1QD !hat they a&rftDda in advance, 

to agcept the principle of aEurgpean_autbgrltY wbtGh eould 

o:verruJae national governments. Except D.r!tain, all the other 

invitees accepted the invitation to take part in the ECSC nego

tiations on the above condition. The 'Six' Governments - France, 

51 lbid., P• 94. 
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the Federal Republic, Italy nnd tho three Benelux countries -

proceeded, despite the British retusal 1 with their negotiations 

on tho Plan. i\nd in April 1951, the treaty establishing the 

European Coal and Steel community was signed by "the Six". 

IJOW the Br1 ti sh opposition to the ECSC could be explained 

on two grounds: political and economic. 

" Pol1ticall¥t the British argument was similar to aer 
argumellts on the constitution ot the Council or Europe. She 

wanted a closer inter-governmental co-o,peration, through formal 

institutions. But she refused to participate in an organization 

that required the abdication of doc1sion-mak1ng power on the 

part of the component member states. Hers ~s, in short, a 

"pluralist" argument. 

Explaining his Government's post tion on the Schuman Plan, 

and mrur1ng implicit opposition to a 'fefleral' attempt, Hugh 

ralton, the Labour Party spokesman sairi at Strasbourg: 

Owing to the initial conditions imposed, 
the British Government regretfully, very 
regretfully, felt themselves unable to 
take part 1n the talks at this stage •••• 
Let those who wish to tread the federal 
road go ahead and good luck to them. 52 

~~en the Conservative Government succeeded the Labour 

1n 1950, its policy towards the Schuman Plan was not very much 

ditterent trom the previous Government's policy. The onl.v dif

ference t<Jas that l<iacmillan, on bohalt ot his Government, proposed 

52 Quoted in Ilora Belott, n. 3, P• 68. 
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at the Strasbourg Assembly, a plan for Joint intergovernmental 

committees, to concert their production and development plan. 

The idea was to eliminate the supranational power which the 

Europeans wanted to give to a European Executive. Macmillan's 

plan, however, was re3ected by the 'Six'. 

Economically speaking, the Labour Government expressed 

its opposition to the Schuman Plan on socialist grounds. The 

Labour Government expressed the fear that accepting the Schuman 

Plan would mean subordinating the British socialist policies to 

more general requirements and it would mean "placing British 

socialism in a minority 1n a European Community whose political 

and social tone would be set by the frankly capitalist economies 
53 

ot, say, Western Germany, in the early stages ot recovery." 

The Conservatives were also alarmed by the danger that 

the continental steel and coal producers might gang up into a 

cartel. They were equally reluctant to put the British coal and 

steel economles at the di$posal of a supranational High Authority. 

In the words or f.1acm1llan: 

vne thing is certa1n and we ma.v as vell 
face it. Our people are not going to 
hand to any supranational authority the 
right to close do~m our pits or steel
works. l'!e will allo,J no supranational 
authority to put large masses or our 
people out of work in ~urham, in the 
l~dlands, in South Wales, or in Scot
land. 54 

53 Meriam Camps, n. 13, P• 171. 

54 Quoted in Nora Belott, n. 3, PP• 58·59. 
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Meanwhile, as the EDC Treaty was under examination of the member 

Governments, the Foreign l.Unisters of "the Six" created an ad 

b.Qg_ Assembly. This body, after much deliberation and study 

produced in March 1953 a draft treaty for a European Political 

Community (EPC). This was perhaps the closest European plan tor 

a federal community. The EP~, which was to incorporate the 

European Coal and Steel Communit1 (ECSC), and the EDC, was to 

have as its main organs a bicameral l.eg1slatttre 1 an Executive 

Council, an Advisor¥ Council of l·11nisters, a Federal Court, and 

an Economic and Social Council. 

As noted earlier the British, at the very outset stated 

that they ~uld not participate in any deliberations tor the 

creation or a European federal organization. Their decline to 

participate in the ErC negotiations applied to the EPC also. 

Encouraged by the successful outcome of the BCSC Treaty 

and 1 ts working the continental 'Sir' moved w1 th a further plan 

to create a European economic community, commonly called the 

economic relancg. The Foreign ~Unister~f the Six appointed a 

Committee under the chai.rmanship or Paul-Henr)' Spaak to plan the 

economic relance, in June 1955. The British Government sent as 

observer, an official ot the Board or Trade, Mr Bretherton to 

the Spaak Committee. 

The Spaak Committee submitted its report on 21 April 

1956. Meanwhile the British Government. suggested that all the 

eighteen countries of the OEEC should examine a plan tor a free 

trade area. The communit¥ countries, hO\JSVer, delayed its 
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consideration so that the plan would not interfere with the deli

berations on the Spaak Committee Report. on 25 March 1957 1n 

Rome, "the Six" signed on the basis of the Spaak report, a Treat¥ 

setting up the European Economic Community and Euratom. 

By the aome Treaty, "the Six" agreed to undertake the 

creation of a • customs Wlion • that would remove the artificial 

barriers and forms of trade discrimination; and an 'economic 

union' that ~uld establish common economic policies by gradually 

coordinating the national economic policies. The Treaty also 

expressed the political objective or closer union among the 

European peoples. 

The institutional structure of EEC is not as 'supra

national' as that of the ECSC. There should be a Commission 

charged not onl1 with the execution or Community poliCJ and the 

safeguarding of the Treaty's requirements but also with the ini

tiation of policy. on the other hand, the Council of Ministers 

represents the national viewpoints in which majori t.v voting was 
55 

to emerge, even on major issues. 

The uniqueness of this institutional structure has been 

described variously. But at least there is the common agreement 

that it was not federal in nature. "The European Community is 

thus unique in being neither a classic intergovernmental 

55 The Luxembourg Agreement of January 1966, however, 
embodies the French view that decisions concerning 
the 'very important• interests or one or more members 
must be "unanimous". 
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56 
organization nor a monofunctional body nor a federal system •••• " 

Yet the British Government once again expressed its poli

tical opposition to the EEC on grounds of its 'federal' character. 

Explaining the Government's political reasons tor opposition to 

EBC membership, the Conservative Paymaster General Reginald 

Maudling, told the House of Commons on 18 February 1958: 

•••• we must recognize that the aim of the 
main proponents of the community is poli
tical integration •••• This is a fine asp1-

·rat1on, but we must recognize that to sign 
the Treaty of Rome would be to accept as 
the ultimate goal, political federation 
in Europe, inclUding ourselves. 57 

The Treaty or Rome, in fact, did not contain a commitment 

to ultimate federation like the ECSC Treaty. The British objec

tion was groundless. Nowhere in the Rome Treaty does the word 

'federation' appear. 

The economic objections to membership centred around two 

points: 'Customs Union' and 'Commonwealth'. If the British were 

to join the EEC, it amounts to acceptance or its customs union. 

And the customs union with its common external tariff necessarily 

ends the individual British tariff. Moreover the common external 

tariff applies equally to Britain's Commonwealth partners, which 

means that Britain had to forego the ''Commonwealth Preferential 

system". As Macmillan, as Chancellor of Exchequer, explained 

to the House of Commons on 26 November 1956: 

56 Charles Pentland, n. 19, p. 134. 

57 ~uoted in Barclay, n. 28, p. 108. 
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· The countries \trhich together tdll form a 
customs union will not only abolish tartrrs 
against all goods within tho union, but 
they ~111 also abolish their separate 
national tariffs against the oqtaide world 
and will replace them by a sin~ common 
tarift. It the U.K. were to join such a 
customs union •••• (we) could not expect 
the countries of the Comlnonwealth to conti
nue to give preferential treatment to our 
exports to them if we had to chlngo them 
full d u.t.v on their exports to us.... So 
this objection, even it there were no 
other, t..rould b2 quite fatal to elll propo
sal that the O.K. should seek to take 
part in e. European Common :ilarket by Join· 
ing a Customs Union. 58 

Th1 s was a olea~ cut statement ot Government • s pos1 tion. t-Jhat 

Hacm!llan, in short 1 making clear was that a customs union was 

not compati blo \11th a preferential system and that between the 

DEC ann Commonvaalth, the British 1:1ould opt for the Commonwealth. 

Having stated the Government's st~l, l4acmillan outline~ 
. 

the Government's proposal for n wi~er freo•trade area in Which 

each member country woultt preserve 1 ts ot-m external tariffs •.. 

''Foodstuffs, whether for man or boast, whether in the ra.w manu-. 59 
tactured, or processed state" were to remain outside such new 

agreement. This meant that access of Commonwealth products to 

the markets of Britain would be secured by limiting the scope 

of the froe trade area to i.ndustrial products only. 

The task of negotiations on the proposal for Free Trade 

Area propooal with the OEEC members was assigned to a ministerial 

58 Cuoted in !.ora Boloft, n. 3, P• 78~ 

59 Ibid., P• 79. 
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committee headed by Reginald i·Iaudling. These talks, however, 

had a tough going. Z.Iaud11ng_'s talks with the OBEC came to an end, 

when, on 14 November 1957, Jacques Soustelle, de Gaulle's 

Minister of Info.rmation said that it l-ras not possible to create 

a free trade area, as wished by the British. 

The British Government did not give up her attempt. 

Maudling continued negotiations with the other six Scandinavian 

states - Austria, Denmark, Norway, Portugal, Sweden, and Swit

zerland. On 21 July 1960, the Foreign ltinisters of "the Seven" 

affirmed at Stockholm their intention to establish a ''European 

Free Trade Association" (EFTA). 

The EFTA ~as a mid-way between the extreme demands (tram 

British point of view) of the ggc and the Commonwealth commit

ments. It allowed each country to have its own tariff system, 

but also be a member of a {limited) free trade area. Moreover, 

the EFTA did not involve what the British feared the 'federal' 

or 'supranational' element. 

Certain developments, however, both inside and outside 

Europe ~~re taking place, which were to convince the Conserva

tive Government of Macmillan of making an attempt to enter the 

EEC. 

"The Six" of the EEC trere witnessing an economic upswing 

with an impressive trade figure. In 1950, Britain had a GNP 

equal to about 48 per cent of the West European "Six". In 1955 

it was 41 per cent. By 1960 the figure was down to 39.5 per cent. 

Figures of world trade showed similar decline in British economic 
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power relative to ~the Six". In 1950, Britnin accounted for 

11.7 per cent ot ~rorlri trade, in 1955 for 11.2 per cent and in 

1960 for 8.5 per cent. In the same years, "the Six'' accounted 
60 

for 17.6 per cent, 22 per cent and 22.6 per cent respectively. 

It ~as also ovident that Britain was becoming 1ncreas• 

illgl,v dependent upon trade with the •six' and less so upon trade 

with the Commonwealth. Thus in 1950 1 44.'7 per cent of British 

trade had been transacted w1 th the Common'tf8al th and only l2 per 

cent with the Six; in 1965, 46.7 per cent and 12.6 per cent and 
61 

in 1960 34.2 per c.ent e.ud 18.3 per cent respecUvely. 

This economic trend had convinced the l3r1 t1 sh J.nd ustr1al· 

1sts that entrs into the EEC would be a 'shot in the ar.m' of 

British innustry. They argued that entry t10ulri also enable the 

British industry to participate in mergers and alliances that 

would be necessary to match the American and Japanese competition. 

Adc'lod to this economic aspect the political argument was 

that Britain wouln be able to regain her big power status by 

joining "the Six~. This argument seemed to carry much weight, 

against the backgronnn of the Suez debacle in 1956. 

Entry into the Common ~~ket is seen as 
a recognition of Britain's changed posi
tion in the world, adoption to reduced 
circumstances, abandonment of grandiose 
self-delusions and a realistic attempt to 

60 Barcla,y, n. as, P• 128. 

61 Ibid. 
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come to terms uith the nations ot 
Britain's size. 62 · 

The American desire that Britain should Join the EEC also had 

great effect on ~JScmillan' s decision. Recalling how Macmillan 

reacted to Kennedy's advice that Britain should join the EEC, 

during the former• s visit to US in l-!a,V 1961, George Ball records 

in his book thus: 

The Prime Minister then made it clear that 
Britain would try 'verf soon to go into 
Europe • •••• Twice during the evening l4ac
millan drev me aside to repeat that he was 
determined to sign the Rome Treaty. ·~e 
are going to need some help from you in 
getting but we aro going in. Yester(fay 

· was one or the greatest days of my lite •. 63 

There l:Tas thus no wonoer wen Macmillan announced on 

31 July 1961, in the Parliament that: 

•••• Her l·~Jesty's Government have come to 
the conclusion that it would be right tor 
Britain to make a formal application under. 
Article 237 of the Treaty (Treaty of Rome) 
tor negotiations with a view to joining 
the Community if satisfactory arrangements 
could be made to meet tho special needs of 
the Un1 ted Kingdom, of the Commonwealth and 
ot the European L'"'ree Trade Association. 64 

un 9 August 1961, the British Government made a for.mal applica

tion to the EEC for entry. Entr1 ne&otiations started on 

62 Uwe Kitzinger, nBritain and the Common Y~ket: The 
State of rebate", Hor1d Todaz (London), June 1961, 
P• 58. 

63 Ball, n. 8, P• 81. 

64 UK, House of Commons, Par11amentarv Debates, vol. 628, 
cols. 1191-9~. 
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10 October 1961 and made some progress. The talks, however, 

after October 1962 followed a slow course until on 14 January 

1963, the French President, de Gaulle at a press conference made 

it clear that he no longer regarded Britain as a candidate for 

admission. 

Britain ••• is insular and maritime, linked 
by her trade, her markets, and her supply 
routes to very varied and often very re
mote countries •••• 

The question today is whether they 
(British) can accept coming inside a 
single tariff wall, renouncing all pre
ferences for the Commonwealth, abandoning 
any privileges tor their o~ farmers, and 
repudiating the pledges they made to their 
EFTA partners. This is the real question. 
It cannot be said that at present time 
Britain is ready to do these things. 65 

The French President then added that it Britain came in, 

the CommWli ty would lose 1 ts cohesion and tall prey to an Atlan

tic grouping, under American control which would soon swallow 

it up. On 29 January 1963, France vetoed the continuation of 

negotiations with the British. 

The 3r1t1sh reaction to the French veto was not hostile. 

But they looked confidently to the future, reaffirming their 

determination to enter the EEC. On 30 January 1963, Macmillan 

stated in the House of Commons that the negotiations were broken 

not because they were going to fail but because they were going 

to succeed. The stalemate, he said, t-Ja.s an end. of a chapter, 

65 iJuotea in l•ora Beloff, n. 3, P• 163. 
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66 
but not the end of a volume. 

Macmillan was quite correct in describing the General's 

veto as the end of a chapte+ - a chapter in the history of the 

British European policy. 'European Unity', whatever it in 

reality meant, had never enjoyed that kind of emotional backing 

in Britain as it had on the continent. This was so despite the 

fact that the most vehement champion of European unity movement 

was not a continental, but an Englishman. ·The continentals 

believed that the nation-state hnd lost its relevance, but the 

British were not quick enough to accept it. Continentals were 

willing to forge their notions to6ether even bypassing their 

national sovereignties. But the British still regarded their 

'sovereignty• as uncompromising. The continentals believed that 

their interests wera strongly linked to their own continent. 

But the British believed that their interests lie outside the 

continent. 

It was this divergence from her neighbours that charac

terized the British response to European unity. Pragmatic as 

they are, the British adopted a cautious, often suspicious, 

attitude towards the post-war unity movement. But by expressing 

their desire to enter the EEC, almost fifteen years after the 

movement had started, the British had realized that their 

destiny lies with the continent, not outside it. It was in this 

66 UK, House of Commons, Par11smentarv Debates, vol. 662, 
cols. 1319-20. 
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sense, Macmillan's application and its rejection by France was 

not only an end or a chapter, but the beginning of a new chapter 

in the diplomatic history ot Britain. 



Chapter II 

THE BRITISH LABOUR AMD nEURUPEAN UUITYn 

The end of the Second \-Jorld Har also witnessed the end 

of the Conservative rule in Britain, and its replacement by the 

Labour Party on 5 July 1945. The Labour's coming into power, 

it was widely believed, would entail a ranical change in the 

traditional British foreign policy. The traditional British 

policy, as already seen in the previous chapter, was generally 

characterizeri by tbe promotion of national interests, defence 

ot the imperial and commercial network, anri the management or 

a European balance as a conriit!on or British security. This 

policy ~s severely assailed by the Labour Party. 

The Labour attacked the traditional foreign policy on 

grounds of its class-character. It was nothing but a·reflection 

ot the interests ot one dominant economic-class - the capitalist 

class. lt was this class which, in pursuit of its interests, 

pursued an aggressive and imperial policy. Such a policy was 

not based, therefore, on morality but on selfish class politics • 

1 

• • • Labour partisans denounced traditional 
policy as something shot through with im
moral power politics and arrogant imper
ialism, which was calculated to further, 
not the well-being of the entire British 
people - still less peace and cooperation 
among the nations of the world - but rather 
the selfish interests and privileges of 
capitalist ruling classes. 1 

J.Uchael Gordon, ~~tl,1ct Apd Conuensus 1~ Labour' a 
lgreign Polisy 1914-6§Cal1fornia, 1969 , p. 5. 
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In contrast to the class-character of such foreign policy, 

the Labour offered an entirely different system of a policy 

based on socialist principles such as internationalism, interna

tional working-class solidarity, anti-capitalism and ant1-

1mper1alism, and anti-militari:sm• Socialist foreign policy was 

coneei ved as international equivalent of the Party's commitment 

to socialism at home. Noting the divergence between the Labour 

and the Capitalist foreign policies, and the identity between 

the domestic and foreign policy of the Labour Party, Attlee 

sa1d in 1937: 

There is a deep difference of opinion between · 
the Labour Party and the Capitalist Parties 
on foreign as well as on home policy, because 
the two cannot be separated. The foreign 
policy of a.Government is the reflection of 
its internal policy •••• Particular instances 
ot action which can be approved by Socialists 
do not effect the proposition that there 1s 

,no agreement on foreign policy between a 
/ Labour opposition allrl a capitalist govern-

ment. 2 •· 

r~at the Labour, in fact, envisaged was a completely different 

system of .international relations. Basefl on the extended appli

cation ot the domestic socialist principles at international 

level, the new system ~$s the one that seemed opposed to 

'Realpolitik'. They were not interested in coming to grips with 

the realities of the interlmtional politics, but to change such· 

realities and uproot the system itself. 

2 Clement Attlee, The LapQur Partv in P~rspectiye (London, 
1937), PP• 226-27. 
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•••• socialist foreign polio¥ oimed at re
forming tho internationnl s3stem in such 
a VS1 that 1 t wuld come to embod.Y those 
socialist object1 ves - economic organiza-_ 
t1on, social ~ustice, traternitJ, and co
operation - that Labour stood tor 1n Bri
tain 1 tself. Socialist foreign policy 
rested, in the last resort, on a powerful 
and insp1r1l•g vision of how relations 
amonc; nations hugbt be conducted. 3 
{El4.pbas1s in t e original) 

vnce the Labour's foreign policy lias considered within 

this thooret1col framet:JOrk, there is uo wooer that. 1 t .meant 

tho complete rejection ot the tradition~! British policy. It 

meant ,.mat the Labour preferred to Call • break in cont!nui ty t • 

Speaking on the eve or the 1945 general election, Harold Laski, 

Chairman of the Party said: 

Labour ~oes not propose to accept the 
Tory doctrine of the continuity of 
foreign policy because we have no 
interest in the cont1nu1 ty of Conser
vative poliC1• 4 

But 1:1as there a Mal break in the cont1nu1 t.v of tradi

tional British foreign policyi rid the Labour Party, once in 

power, effect a reversal of tbe traditional policy or reversal 

ot its O\'!ll doctrinaire formulations? 

Theoret1cnl tozomulatior.s or doctrinaire d1spos1 tious 

Wlderao con.sidorable transfo01ations raced vith realities. Poli

tical parties, once in power, generally f1nri it hard to sustain 

the nraumcnts thoy put torwal'd while in opposition. It becomes 

3 Gordon, n. 1, P• 6. 

4 Cuoted in !b1o., p. 100. 



all the more a difficult task won promises envisaging a comp

lete break with a well-established system and tradition are 

mede. l·10re often than not such promises are either s1gn1t1-

cantly altered or reversed after coming into power. This had 

what prec1 soly happened in the case of the Labour Party. Unable 

to break itself from e ~~11-establishod tradition the Labour 

Party had to revise its nsoolnlist foreign policyn. 

The Labour was a partner in the coalition government of 

Churchill formed during tho war period. The coalition inclurted 

some or the most important Labour leaders who t:rore to pla.v a 

very significant role 1n the post-war Labourite Government. 

Attleo, leading tha party, uas Churchill's reputy Prime ~anister. 

Ernst Bev1n was tho i-Jinlster or Labour and Herbert Norrison 

Home Secretary. Hugh talton and Cripps ~ro other important 

leaders wno actively participated in the affairs of the war

tlllle Government. 

Participation in the affairs of a government that ~s 

· too preoccupied w1 th the prosecution of a world war brought them 

into contnct with the stark realities of international politics. 

The constraints of tho world war not only compelled them to 

take a complacent note of their socialist foreign policy but 

even forced them to toote a fresh view or the val1ri1ty of such 

a policy at all. Thoy wro forced to rethink the premises of 

accepted socialist beliefs .and values. The Labour Coalition 

~Unistors had to adjust their visions to the brute realities 

ot the existing international system. How great was the impact 
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of the Coalition Government on the Labour leaders was expressed 

by Herbert l·:orr1son: "I'uring tho Coalition the Labour members 
5 

had learnt a great deal from the Conser\'ati ves how to govern." 

?hat tho linking ot the Party's 1deolog,y to nation! s foreign 

policy ~~s no more a practicable proposition was evident trcm 

Bevin's statement when he pleaded 1.n April 1945 "for foreign 

and defence policy to be put on a different tooting outside the 
6 

party conflict." 

lt was ui th this bent ot m1nd ond profounri change 111 

their conviction that the ifabour leaders went to polls in July 

1945. The Party's election manifesto, "Let us Face the Future", 

saio very little about foreign policy, and whatever it sairi was 

in vague general! ties. '·hlle reaffirming the socialist princi

ples, the manifesto m~~e no promises. on the other hand, while 

50 per cent of Conservative can~idntes 11n~ed foreign policy to 

matters of defence and armed forces, the corresponding figure 
7 

tor the Labour canniriates was only 12 per cent. 

The reversal of the Party's socialist foreign policy 

became obvious and conspicuous once it entered the gove~ent. 

vnule it is not possible here to prove this contention in a 

global _perspective, it wOuld, h-oweve.r, be sho\l!ll how radically 

5 ~uoted in Ibid., P• 82. 

6 Alan Bullock, 1he Life and Times or »rnat »eJin, vol. II 
(Lotldon, 1960), p. 349. 

7 Gordon, n. 1, p. 100. 
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particularly its approach towards Anglo-Soviet relationship. 

The Labour Party before it entered the government fre

quently attacked the Conservatives for their suspicious outlook 

at the Soviets. It committed itself to developing close Anglo

Soviet amity. This sentiment was expressed in the catchphrase 

"Left alone understands Left", very frequently associated with 

the Labour Party. 

This sentiment, however, dio not last long once the 

Labour came to power. It was at Potsdam Conference in August 

1945 that the official Labour approach to Anglo-Soviet relation

ship became very clear. on two important issues, German repara

tions and the Polish western frontier, Soviet and British views 

clashed clearly. Bevin took so militant a view in defence of 

the British interests that the general expectation that a 

socialist government would easily be able to reach a common 

accord with another socialist government was completely shattered. 

The differences became much more glaring at the Council 

of Foreign Ministers held in London in September 1945. Soviet 

demands for eno:rmous German reparations, the Soviet-imposed 

regimes in Bulgaria, Hungary and Rumania deepened the differences 

further. \1hat particularly alarmed ann irritated Bevin and his 

Government at this Conference was the disclosure of Soviet 

intere·sts in Southern Europe and Mediterranean. The Soviet 

Foreign Minister Molotov's insistence for the large British 
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evacuation from the above area, the Soviet control of the Tur

kish Straits, anrl Soviet acquisition or the to~er Italian 

colonies, enraged Bevin so much that at one point he liken~l 
8 

Molotov with Hitler. 

Another important event indicative of growing chasm bet

ween Britain and Soviet ~lion was Bevin's stand on Churchill's 

Fulton speech of 1946. Churchill's speech was a detailed expo

sition of the British fears of the Russian designs in Europe 

and the consequent threat to the 'Free Horld 1 • \-!hen in Harch, 

more than hundred Labour members moved in the House of Commons 

a censure motion against Churchill's speech, the Labour govern

ment, despite its loud outcry, refused to renounce the statement. 

What underscores the point here is that the Soviet polic1 

of the Labour Government was running very much against the 

spirit of its commitment to 'internationalism' and 'anti

capitalism'. In tact, they would have demanrled that the British 

Government mat:Je concessions to the Soviet union. 

'·!i th their denigration of national interests 
and their insistence that conflict between 
nations was the result of easily surmounted 
misunnerstanding, the principles would pre
sumably have dictated unilateral Br1 tish 
concessions - to the point where the Soviets 
would be convinced of British goo<hd.ll and 
begin to reciprocate. 9 

8 Fitzsimons, Xh~ Foreign Po11ct of the »rit~§b LaboQt 
Goyerpment (South Bend, 1953), P• 31. 

9 Gordon, n. l, p. 104. 
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Discontent within the Labour Party was growing rapidly against 

the Government's Soviet policy. The rank and file of the Party 

were entertaining a strong feeling that the Government, parti

cularly the Foreign Minister Bevin had let down the socialist 

foreign polic.v. 

In race of the mounting criticism of the Government's 

foreign policy by the Party members, the Labour Government in 

1947 issueri a pamphlet, Carris on the· Table, which was a detailed 

pronouncement of Labour's approach to international affairs. 

The pamphlet camo close to almost repudiating everything the 

party had held sacrosanct for decades. Ridiculing those who 

equated anti~communism with fascism, it argued how ill-founded, 

even during war, the pro-Soviet sentiment had been. It emphati

cally statel1 that Britain \'ISS too weak to ta.lte inrlepenrlent 

action. cam:a on the Tablit put the "attai.r..ment ot a united 

independent Europe in the forefront of its aims and declared to 

prevent the crystallization or the wartime divisions in Europe 
10 

into spheres of influence." This should not, however, be 

construed here that the pamphlet was .ravourir.g a 'United Europe'. 

\·!hat all it meant was the r,ormalization of relations between the 

two parts of the divided Europe. 

From what has been said above, 1t can now fairly be 

contended that in the immediate post-war years, the British 

10 Eline lrinnrich, 'Sritish Labour• s Foreign f!olicx 
(Calirornia, 1952), p. 27. 
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Government vie~d Soviet Union as the major threat to her 

security. The later British approach to the Marshall Aid, and 

the NATO could be understood against this background. 

As already noted in the earlier chapter, Bevin was the 

earliest statesman to recognize the significance of the Marshall 

speech ann plaY an active role in the formation of the OEEC. 

Bevin, in fact, invited Molotov with a view to arranging for 

joint action on behalf of all the countries. Molotov accepted 

the initiative. 

Bevin's biographer records the surprise and excitement 

with which Bevin received the news of Molotov's acceptance, 
11 

hoping that it meant a change of Kremlin's policy. The three 

Foreign M11~sters of Britain, Soviet Union and France, met from 

27 June to 3 July 1946 in Paris. No agreement could be reached 

as Molotov preferred bilateral negotiations between United States 

and each European country. The Soviet Union retaliated to the 

Marshall Aid by forming the Cominform. Noreover, it encouraged 

the communist parties in Western Europe to sabotage the Marshall 
12 

Aid Programme. 

When it became clear that Soviet Union intended to wreck 

the European recovery programme and that the four-power agreement 

on Germany han failed to materialize at the meetings of the 

Allied Council of Foreign Ministers in Moscow in March-April 1947, 

ll Francis Williams, Ernst Beyin (London, 1952), p. 265. 

12 Gordon, n. 1, P• 124. 
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Bevin came out lti th proposal for a ':Jestern European union. 

Speaking in Parliament on 2?. Janunry 1948, Bevin said: 

All these developments, point to the con
clusion that the free countries of West 
Europe must draw closel¥ together ••• I 
believe the time is ripe tor the consoli
dation of tlestern Europe. First in this 
context we think of the people of France ••• 
ee are not now preparing a formal political 
union with France. • • • The time has come to 
find wa.vs and means ot developing our rela
tions with the Benelux countries ••• I hope 
that treaties will be signed with our near 
neighbours, the Benelux countries, making 
our treaty with France an important nucleus 
in l-Ie stern l!:urope. t·:e have then to go be
JOnd the circle of our immediate neighbours 
• • • • (to) Italy. 13 

The speech, however, failed to impress the European enthusiasts 

in Britain, especially those who supported the Churcbill1~1 

'United Europe l·:ovement' • A close read 1ng of the speech shows 

that what Bevin meant ~ms no more than close intergovernmental 

cooperation. He t-ras not obviously callir.g for a common "Euro

pean political union" or federation. "Hhnt Bevin evidently had 

in mino was a number of bilateral defensive pacts with the 

West European countries severally, on the model or the Dunkirk 
14 

Treaty, rather than a single political and economic complex." 

The imlliediate result or the ioreign decretary•s speech 

was the signing of the i3russels Treaty on 17 ~·larch 1948. Also 

13 ~uoted in F.s. ~orthedge, Btit•an Foreign PolAQi 
(London, 1962), PP• 46-47 • 

14 Ibid., P• 47. 
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called t·Iestern Union the Treaty was actually a multilate:r:al 

ar:r:aniAment uniting Britain with France, Italy and the Benelux 

coWltries. It aimed at gooperqtion in economic, cultural, 

social and defence fields. The Brussels Treaty, therefore, 

should be understood only within the meaning of the British 

Government's stand on the question of European unity - a kind 

of close inter-governmental cooperation. 

tlhen the Brussels Treaty was announced by Attlee in the 

House or Commons on 17 March 1948, a motion supported by about 

hundred members was moved in. The motion called for a long 

term policy ~to create a democratic fede~at!on of Europe with 

a constitution based on principles of common citizenship, poli

tical freedom and representative government, including the 

charter of human rights." It t..rent on to propose the convocation 

of "a constituent assembli composed of representatives chosen 

by the ~arliaments of the participating states to frame a 
15 

constitution for such a federation." 

The fuotion reflected the ideas of the UQited Europe 

Cprnmittee which was then engaged in preparations for the ~

;atss of The Hague to be held next year. The Government declined 

to give time for the motion to be debated. A few days later on 

28 Narch 1948, Bevin said in the Parliament that the ''solid work 

or Europeru1 unity shouln proceed strictly by way of inter-

15 Quoted in A.H. Robertson, f¥r~;~~ I~st1tyt1ons, Co
QRerat!on: IpteRration; Un1i1cat10D London, 1959), p. 10. 
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16 
governmental cooperation in economic and defence." At about 

the same time, the NEC or Labour Party officially warned its 

members against participation in The Hague Congress, arguing 

that the question of European unification was a matter to be 
17 

dealt with solely by governments. 

The Statute or- the Council ot Europe was signed in London 

on 5 May 1949. As already said 1n the previous chapter, the 

British Government was fi~ly opposed to setting up institutions 

that would act independent of gove~nment control. Finally the 

Statute "bore in every sense the marks of the British resistance 
18 

to federalism.'' 

The belief that Britain was not strong enough to offer 

security to West European countries in face of a RUssian danger, 

also left Bevin with the strong conviction that without American 

support any defensive pact or mechanism would not serve the 

purpose. In fact, the Brussels pact '\17a.S nvalued in London mainly 

as another device by which to 1 ure American power back to Europe. 

The TreRty ha0 sca+cely been signeo before the Labour government 

pet1t1oneo the Truman Arim1n1stration for negotiation on an 
19 

Anlantic-wine alliance. As if to underscore this objective 

the Labour Government entereri into more bilateral arrangements 

16 UK, ~!amentary Pebate5, vol. 473, col. 320. 

17 Gordon, n. 1, P• 144. 

18 Northedge, n. 15, P• 141. 

19 Gordon, n. 1, P• 125. 
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with the United States even ~mile the Brussels negotiations were 

going on. une such arraJlgement 11as Anglo-American agreement to 

station the American bombers on British soil. 

Thus when the 1orth Atlantic Treaty was signed on 4 April 

1949, the Labour Government naturally welcomed and defended it 

wholeheartedly. lt, therefore, appears that the Labour Govern

ment's major objective was to link American military might to the 

defence of Western Europe. Moreover it was to this objective 

that the Government paid mo~e attention than to the question 

ot European Uhity. 

For some years after the war, most or Europe 
was in no shape to undertake joint action 
with Britain tor common purposes. Although 
the organization ot post-war defence began 
with the purely European treaties of ~unkirk 
and Brussels, the essential objective tor 
Britain was always to involve the United 
States in European defence, and when this was 
effected through NATO, it was the British
American link to which Britain continued to 
give priority. 20 

The general conclusion that could be drawn tram the 

Labour Government's approach either to the OEEC or the military 

arrangements like the Dunkirk, Brussels, and llATO, is that 

beyond intergovernmental cooperation and consultation, it was 

willing to concede nothing. 

20 

Beyond intergovernmental cooperation of the 
sort represented by hATv and OEEC, the Labour 
Government would not venture. Cooperation 
was fine, consultation was splendid, inter
national secretariats were desirable; but as 

Kenneth Younger, Chang4ng s:rspectiyes in Br1t1ah 
Fore4sn PolicY (London, 19 ), p. 5. 



soon as the issue ot supranational authority 
arose ••• the Labour Government quickly boggled 
and refused to contemplate the slightest 
surrender of formal British sovereignty. 21 

That the Government was unwilling to sheri any amount of her 

sovereignty was once again marie clear by its stand on the 

Pleven Plan. Hhen the French Prime l-1inister Rene Pleven, called 

for the c~ation of a European l"efence Community ( ETIC) .in 

october 19501 the British Government's attiturle was reserved qnd 

non-committal, because the plan proposed creation of a single 

unified army under the responsibility of a "European retence 

141n1ster". 

lu the early fifties·, l<~hen the Schuman Plan for the plac

ing of European coal and steel productioll under a Common High 

Authority, was being seriously discussed by the French and West 

German leaders, the Labour Government, while welcoming close 

friendly relations between France and ~est Germany, refused to 

accept the principles ot pooling resourcesand placing them 

under a "High Authority", at the outset. The French insisted 

that Britain should accept the principles underlying the proposeri 

European scheme before she participated in the negotiations on 

the "Schuman Plan''. The British Government, on the other hand, 

true to the Br1 tish tra(fi tions of rtiplomatie caution am prag

matism, demanded that the negotiations must precede the adherence 

to principles. How can, the ~ritish argued, a government place 

21 Gordon, n. 1, PP• 142-43. 
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its legal power .unoer a feneral authority, v1ithout first nego

tiating in depth the full political ann economic implications 

or the Plan? Reiterating the Government's position on the 

Schtiman Plan, Stafford Cripps stated in Parliament that 

•••• it was impossible tor His MaJesty's 
Government to take part in the interna
tional consideration or his (Schuman) 
proposals on terms which ·committed them 
.1n advance of such consideration to pool 
the production of coal and steel and to 
institute a new high authority whose de
cisions would bind the Governments 
concerned • • • 22 

The Labour.Government•s.opposition to the Schuman Plan 

had already been explained in the previous chapter. However, 

speaking strictly from the party point or view, this much could 

be said here that the Party largely opposed it on grounds or 

the Plan's 'supranational' character and socialist principles. 

Moreover, the predominantly Catholic supported Schuman Plan 

also was a significant factor in rousing the Labour' s·· suspicions 

about the Plan. The Labour felt 

••• there was something suspect, something 
popish ann reactionary, about 'Christian 
Democr~cy', with its subtle shadings of the 
black and the red •••• Preoccupied at home . 
with nationalizing transport and fuel and 
steel, a Labour .. Government was not apt to 
risk a hazardous venture with Europe ••• 23 

Moreover, the rate of' the British steel and coal production was 

22 UK, Commons, far11ameptary Depates, vol. 680, cols. 147-
48. . 

23 George W• Ball, The Discipline of fower (Boston, 1968), 
P• 77. 



in a relatively far better condition over that of the west Euro

pean states at this time. The crude steel production in Britain 

in 1947 was 12.7 million tons while Continental UEEC countries 
24 

produced only 17.6 million tons. !n 1949, Britain produced 
25 

61 per cent of the coal in the whole OEEC. This economic 

strength definitely must have given the Labour Government, which 

only recently nationalized steel, some confidence to go alone 

outs1rie the BCSC. 

Expressing its opposition to any European political union 

anrl the 1ncompatability of such union with her world-wide commit

ments, Bevin said: 

A political federation 11m1teri to West 
Europe is Lot compatible either with our 
Commonwealth ties, our obligations as 
well as a member of v.ider Atlantic Commu- · 
nit¥, or as a ~orld Power. 26 

vt all her objections to the Schuman Plan, it is quite 

evident that her opposition was basically grounded on the ques

tion of 'supranational principle'. It was so with her approach 

to the v&KC and the Council of Europe and it was equall.Y so 1n 

the case ot the Schuman Plan. 

~he Labour's stand on the question ot European Onity was 

made abundantly clear in a Foreign Policy Statement entitled 

24 l·1eriam Camps, 13r1taiv and ttu~ European CommW1ity, 1955-
2a {London, 1964), p. 5. 

25 G. St. J. Barclay, Cpmmonwealth or Eurog~ (Queensland, 
1970), P• 15. 

26 Quoted in Ball, n. 23, p. 75. 



"European Unity" 1 ssued by the ~tmc of the party on l2 July 1950 • 

It was one of the important documents that in unequivocal terms 

stated the Labour Government's policy towards Schuman Plan speci

fically and "European Unity" in general. 

Arguing its opposition to any federal union on economic 

grounds the document said that "no British government, whatever 

its political opinions, could save Britain from bankruptcy with-
27 

out retaining the general framework of control." This pre• 

cisely meant that Britain could not abandon her economic 

soveroigntJ• 

The document was more vehement on the importance of 

socialist principles. Argu1ng that a continental supranational 

authority would be incompatible with a socialist government, it 

said a 

No Socialist Government in Europe would 
submit to the authority of a body whose 
policies were decided by an anti-social
ist majority ••• No socialist Party ~th 
the prospect of forming a Government 
coulrl accept a system by which important 
fielri s of national policy were surrendered 
to a supranational European representative 
authority. 28 

The logical conclusion that could be drawn from the 

aforesaid pamphlet "European Unity" is that the Labour Government 

was opposed to Britain's participation in any continental poli

tical or economic union that would compromise its socialist 

27 Ewopean trniti (London; Labour Party, 1950), p. 165. 

28 Ibid., P• 166. 
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commitments and/or British sovereignty itself. on the other 

hand, in tune with her preference for a loose intergovernmental 

association the document preferred "an international machinery 

to carry out agreements Which are reached u1thout compulsion." 

Obviously the document meant the OEEC or the Council of Europe 

type or organizations. 

In 1957, wen the European economic community came into 

existence the Labour's opposition remained undiminished. How

ever, one point of maj9r significance on the EEC question was 

that the Party experienced an unprecedented division within its 

ranks. The pro-marketeers and anti-marketeers, as they came to 

be called, \'7ere so severely riivided on the issue with their 

respective arguments and counter-arguments that at one time an 

open break-up or the party seemed imminent. In tact, the EBC 

controversy was a test or the solidarity within the British 

political parties - both the Labour and the Conservative. 

The anti-marketeer group within the Labour Party enjoyed 

the support of a majority or members. They expressed grave 

concern for the Commonwealth and EFTA preferences and argued 

that the provisions of the Treaty or Rome were directly 1n con

flict with the Commonwealth and EFTA arrangements. The main 

objection of this group to Britain • s entry \>m.s that the common 

tariff-wall of "the Six" discriminated against the Commonwealth 

imports into Britain, and in return, the poss1bil1t1 of' Britain 

losing hor trade concessions in their tvo markets could not be 

ruled out. The markets of both Commonwealth and EFTA were 
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larger in size and more profitable to the British than the EEC 

market• In the words ot John Stonehouse, an anti-marketeer, 

••• all Commonwealth preferences will have 
to go, which will mean that the vast Cammon
lrealth market, probably the biggest in the 
world, vill be open, not only to Italy, 
Germany an(f France, but open to Japan, and 
the Unitorl States to exploit. we will lose 
an immense amount of trade unless we safe
guard our Commonwealth connections. 29 

The second argument against entr1 was that the EEC was 

regarded or rather branded as a ''richmen • s club". It is a capi

talist bloc, so ran the argument, whose tree trade and £low of 

capital would ultimately result in the emergence or a few mono

polies and cartels. Free competition, and monopol3 capitalism 

are inconsistent with socialism and planned economy. 

!he third argument of the anti-lliarketeers was that the 

ISEC was an "inward-looking" bod¥, whose character and structure 

went much against the spirit of European w..ity and not in its 

promotion. The "Six" were· rather accentuating the post-war 

divisions in Europe insteacf of bridging them up. 

Lastly, if Britain?[~!~ this "inward-looking" bloc, she 

woulrl be betraying her ~ror~ponsibilities. Both freedom or 
action ann inoependenee in foreign policy may be at stake. 

Entry woulo leave on Britain the stamp of being narro1rtly 

"European" without a global outlook. 

29 · Beport of tbe S1xt~etn Annual Conterence of kabo~ 
farty (London, 1961), p. 212. 
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If Britain joined and became closely 
identified ~ith the foreign policies 
of some of the governments, within 
the .Common l.farket, we might not have 
the necessary freedom for manoeuvre at 
a critical time in seeking to build a 
bridge between the Soviet Union and the 
United States and between China and the 
United States. 30 

It there were the anti-marketeer arguments the arguments 

in favour or entry by the pro-marketeers were equally po~rtul. 

Firstly, the pro~arketeers argued that entry would improve the 

domestic economic conditions. I.t would be a • shot in the arm • 

of the British industry, for free competit.ion would force the 

limping industries either to close down or adapt themselves to 

the continental standards. It l-TaS further argued that the Rome 

Treaty was not necessarily opposed to planning and public owner

ship. In fact, in Italy ann France some sectors were under 

public control. 

A second pro-marketeer argument was that Britain must 
-

realize the loss or her global power ann s~ould be pragmatic 

enough to play a greater 'European' role on the continent. 

Failure to join the EEC would leave Britain with diminished 

international status. Moreover, the long-term value of Common

wealth relationship was uncertain since these nations were 

increasingly assertive or their independence and freedom of 

action in global affairs. 

30 ReQQrt of the f'ftY-ninth Annua~ Conference of haboyt 
fartg (London, 1960), p. 75. 
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Lastly, the pro-~arketeers vehemently argued that if 

Britain chose to remain outside the EBC, there might emerge a 

west European bloc under west German leadership ~ch could 

deprive Britain of a role in European affairs. Thus in the 

words of' Shirley Williams, a Labour pro-marketeer: 

It ~~ stay outside the Common Market, we 
shall leave west Germany, leading a Euro
pean block as powerful economically as the 
Soviet Onion or United States ••• That is 
why I f'eel that this country has an obli
gation to go in ann holp to lead the 
third great bloc, as it will be, in the 
world. 31 

These were, thus, the divergent and contrasting posi

tions taken by the opposing groups within the Labour Party on 

the issue of Britain's entry into the EEC. These differences 

were so great that, as pointed out earlier, they threatened an 

open split in the party. To avoid one such a situation and to 

reconcile the opposing groups, Gaitskell, the leader of the 

Parliamentary Labour Party, proposed the well-known "Five 

Conditions" as a compromise solution. The same five conditions 

wre laid down in "Labour and the Coru.mon z.:arket", a policy docu

ment on the EEC issue, which Gaitskell himself presented on 

29 September 1962 to the National Executive Committee of the 

Labou~ Party at its 196P. Annual Conference. These five condi• 

tions were as follows: 

1. Strong an~ bintting safeguams for the trade and other 

31 R~port of the Sixttoth Annu~l Cgnference or Labo~ 
Eartx (London, 1961), p. ~19. 
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interests of Britain's friends and partners 1n the Commonwealth' 

2. Freedom to pursue Britain's own foreign policy; 

3. Fulfilment of government's pledge to Britain's 

associates in the EFTA; 

4. The right to plan British economy by herself; 

5. Guarantee to safeguard the British agricultural 
32 

position. 

These colld i tions were to a large extent an admixture of 

vague poll tical phrases and underlying suspicions that the EBC 

was a capitalist club. une can avoid the impression tram the 

"Five Cond 1 tiona" that they would obstruct Britain's entry into 

the EEC. Though they were listed as a compromise gesture to 

the pro-marketeers 1 they were both in fact anri spirit speaking 

very much the language of anti-marketeers. 

The Party's anti-market orientation became more pronounced 

1n Ga1 tskell' s marathon speech at the Labour Party's Annual 

Conference in October 1962. 

But before ffiscussing about Gaitskell's speech, a few 

words may be s.aifl about Gai tskell' s attachment to Commonwealth. 

Gaitskell had a sentimental attachment to the Commonwealth: His 

father had served in India. He believed that the Commonwealth 

nations played an historically important role in building the 

British tlnpire. He felt Britain had a duty to protect the 

32 ]eQort gt the S1xty-f1rst AnnUal Conterenge ot tb~ 
lca'Q.our Partx (London, 1962) 1 p. 87. 
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interests - largel¥ economic - of the underdeveloped Common~ 

wealth countries. Britain, once she Joined the EEC would not 

be able to do Justice to her Commonwealth partners. Moreover, 

it would be a betrayal or her COlLinonwalth commitments. Bri

tain • s role as "mother countr1" ot the Common~realth would be 

completely lost once she Joined the IS.&e. It was this attachment 

to the Commonwealth that influenced him to a large extent in 

adopting an anti-EEC posture at the Brighton Conference. 

Strongly disapproving any arrangement that ~~uld under

mine Britain's trsrl1t1onal relationship with the Commonwealth, 

Gai tskell argued that if "Br1 tain enters the Common l·1arket the 

barriers vill go down between.us and the 'Six', but they will 
33 

·go up between us and the Commonwealth." Presenting the con-

trast of economic advantages between the Commonwealth antl the 

EEC, Gaitskell maintained that while in 1961 the exports b1 

Britain to the Cozt.Wonwealth wero 43 per cent of the total Bri-

tish exports, the share or the ~£C in British exports was onl1 

16.7 pe~ cent. Launching a blistering attack against the idea 

ot suprooat1oualisn 1 tho Labour ~eader uarned that poli tieal 

!'ederatioi• would mean "the end o!' Bri tail' as an indepelldent 

nat1on•ntate ••• ~t WOuld mean_au end of tbQYaand zeata ot bfstotN•••• 
34 

And it does mean the end or the Comlilon,1ealth. '' 

33 &eport ot the Sixtx-t1tst AQPUal ggnfeteDQC of tbe 
L£tbgur fartx (London, 1962), P• 156. 

Ib1ft., p. 166. 
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!bat the prevoilina mood ot tho conference was anti• 

mnrkotism 't:las demonotratccl by tho standing ovation that Gait

skell 's speech reoei vod. Harold Hilson proposed that "th1 s 

historic opeech ••• be immedintely sent to be printed and made 

available to every party member in this country ent1 to the \11der 
35 

areas beyond." Giving an emotional vent to the Burkebean 

hyperbole or Gnitskell,, ~·!edgeuood 'Benn said: ''I believe that 

the historic speech that launche6 the historic ~ebate at this 
36 

historic conference ~111 carry us into historic battle." 

It cannot, however, be contended that tho party gathering 

~s masoivcly carried auay by tho anti-~arket wave or Gaitskell's 

grandiloquence. Tho pro~arketeors did not tail to argue their 

case. Favourir1g Britain's entry il'to KEC one of the staunch 

pro-marketeers, Roy Jenkins said: 

I ~ ·l.tot going to pretend that there are 
not those of us who beliove - and I am 
still as convinced as over ot this - that 
Bri ta1n' s destin.v lies \:11th Europe a.llQ 
that Wlloss t<:e go in \;.1'8 shall be both 
poorer and weaker than we need be. :n 

In fnct, the rift between the pro and anti-market groups became 

more exp11c1 t, pronounced and even hootile. Both the opposing 

groups trien to convince the British public as logically as 

possible ~th their respective arguments. 

35 Ibio., P• 158. 

36 Ibid., P• 160. 

37 Ibid., P• 173. 
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These ideological ri1fferences within the Labour Party 

not only rema1n.ed what they were before the 1962 annual. confe

rence but they were further aggravated. In fact, While Gait-

. skell's "Five Conditions" 'When they were first declared were 

expected to reconcile the opposing groups, his speech at the 

Annual Conference instead widened the existing schism within 

the Labour Party between the anti and pro•marketeers much 

deeper. Now the contending groups which were already having 

their associations even before Gaitskell's speech, mounted up 

their respective campaign. Thus the "Labour Common Market 

Committee", set up by the pro-marketeers, with the membership 

of both party members and some trade unionists, started a brisk 

campaign for Britain • s entry into the Common 14arket. 

It set up training sessions for persons 
to speak for EEC entry to locals and trade 
unionists in oonstituencies. It despatched 
speakers to various parts of the country to 
propagate, particularly to trade unionists, 
of entry into the Common Market. 38 

The Committee. propagated that continental states were as advanced 

and serious about social secur1 ty measures and spent as much 

per capita on it~·as Britain. 

on the other hand, the 'victory ~or socialism group' 

representing the anti•marlceteers intensifi.ed equally 1 ts CSJ!lpaign 

against entry into the Common Market. "It argued that entry 

into BBC would restrict government's policy to nationalize 

38 Robert L. Pfaltzgraft, Jr., Britain Faces Eyrope 
(London, 1968), P• 243. 
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The group condemned industry and engage in economic planning. 
39 

the Common l·larket as an instrument of US policy in Europe •" 

The rift was continuing to g~ow further and by the time 

of the 1964 general election, the chasm between the two oppos• 

ing groups went much deeper. 

Here, a few words may be said about the Labour view ot 

'European Unity': 'European Unity', whatever the continentals 

unnerstood by that term, had never enjoyed a favourable response 

among the Labour circles. The Labour, as also the majority of 

the British people did, was essentially unwilling to adhere to 

and participate in any kinrl of European organization - be it 

federal or functional or neofunctional - that restricted a 

nation's sovereignty. l:!hat all the Labour Government was willing 

to accept was a loose association that did not make any demands 

on the sovereign power ot Britain. This was amply evidenced in 

her policy towards the O&EC and the Council of Europe. 

Being a socialist party as it was, the Labour Party 

viewed the continental unity movement with some suspicion, 

particularly in the immediate post-war years, when the European 

movement was largely led by Christian remocrat leaders. The 

vaakness ot the Lett in the West European states and the role 

played by the Christian n&mocratic Parties raised the tears 

that the European economic institutions ~~uld merely be tools 

in the hands of big business. Tho Labour v1elmd the economic 

39 Ibid., P• 245. 
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integration on the continent as a kind of capitalist coalition, 

participation in which would certainly unde~ine socialist 

principles. 

It was thus largely on these two grounds - supranational

ism ann anti-socialist fears - that the Labour Party opposed the 

European unity movement. 



Chapter III 

SHIFT IN LABOUR 1 S ATTITUDE TOWARDS "EUROPEAN 
UNITY" 

In October 1964 the British electorate went to polls. 

The result of the General Election was that the thirteen-year 

old Conservative rule was replaced by that of the Labour. How

ever, it is no exaggeration to say that the Common Market issue 

was virtually absent from consideration in the General Election. 

What had been the most controversial political issue of 1962, 

received attention in the election address of only ll per cent 
l 

of the Conservative and 8 per cent of the Labour candidates. 

Labour's election manifesto condemned the Conservative 

Governments of Macmillan and Home for their readiness to nego

tiate entry Wlder highly Wlfavourable terms. The manifesto 

accused the Tories of having allot~d the Commonwealth share of 

Britain's trade to drop tram 44 per cent to 30 per cent, and 

staten that while seeking "closer links with our European 

neighbours, the Labour Party is convinceo that the first res

ponsibility of a British Government is still to the Cammon-
2 

wealth." The Labour, once in power, would make a drive to 

step up exports to the Commonwealth. The manifesto did not 

suggest that a Labour Government would try again for Britain's 

entry into the EEC. 

1 Robert J. Leiber, British Politics ... and European UnitX, 
(California, 1970), p. 242. 

2 Labour Party, lew ijritain, ManifestQ tor tbe 19§i 
Qen§rat Eleqtigp (London, 1964), p. 19. 
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Even after forming the government, the European issue 

mattered little in tho deliberations of the Labourite Cabinet. 

The new cabinet, which was by no means pro-European, was absor

bed with other matters. Its priorities were with domestic 

problems, the promotion of detente, and the development of 
3 

Commonwealth relations. Its initial policy statements, there-

fore, offered little prospect of a resumption or the European 

venture. Speaking to the British Chamber of Commerce in Brus

sels the Foreign Secretary ¥dchael Ste,mrt reiterated on 11 

February 1965 Britain's riesire tor "closer cooperation between 

the EFTA and the Common l•!arket", anrl reaffirmed her role of 

Commontteal th leattership, and observed that ''no choice was neces-
4 

sary between Atlantic anri European orientations." A clearer 

statement by Harold l'Jilson followed a few days later when he 

told the Parliament that the Government would be prepared to 

negotiate "onl1 it the necessary conditions relating to essen-
5 

tial British and commonwealth interests could be fulfilled." 

In contrast to the above position, the Common Market 

issue began to receive increasing attention of the Government 

during the spring and summer ot 1965 and henceforward on 2 

August 1965, t-Jalter Padley, Minister of State for Foreign Affairs 

3 

4 

6 

~eriam Camps, Eurgpean Phification in the Sixties 
(New York, 1966), P• 141. 

Quoteri in Robert J. Leiber, n. 1, p. 245. 

UK! Commons, ParJ.iamenta:rg tebatgs, vol. 706, 
co • 1003. 
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stated 1n the Parliament that the nF1ve Cond1t1onsn of 1962 
6 

were not "Ten Commandments". Towards the end of 1965, a change 

in the tone of the Foreign Secretary on the rigi~ity of the 

'Five Conditions' was becoming increasingly cle~r. 

By the autumn, the Foreign Secretary showed 
signs of softening the Five Conditions, which 
remained Labour's official policy. At the 
party's Annual Conference, he criticized 
those reservations involving the Commonwealth 
and the problem of retaining independent 
foreign policy and economic capabilities, and 
in Parliament he d escri bod some of the condi
tions as easier to meet than previously. 7 

The above statements, however, were not indicative of a major 

shift 1n party's formal position on the Common Market issue. 

For, even during the election campaigns of 1966 General 

Elections, the Common Market issue received less attention than 

compared to the other opposition parties. t-Jhile 50 per cent 

of the Conservative and 67 per cent of Liberal candidates 

referred to the subject in their electoral speeches the share 
8 

of the Labour candidates was only 9 per cent. Speaking at 

Bristol on 18 March 1966, l·11lson. said: 

\·1e must be free to go on bu,ying food and 
raw-materials, as we have tor 100 years, 

6 ~uoted in Cynthia \·1· Frey, "Meaning Business: The Bri
tish Application to Join the Common Market", .Ioyma1 Q[ 
Common l•lark;et §tgdiea (London), 1967-68, p. 194. 

7 ~uoted in Robert J. Lieber, n. l, P• 244. 

8 Ibid., P• 244. 
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in the cheapest Qnrkets - in Cana~a, 
Aust~11a1 1:ov Zealand, and other 
Common~ealth countries - and not have 
this trade tJreCll:ed by the lovios that 
the Tories nre so keen to impose. 9 

The party's election manifesto also expressed about the 

samo viev. It stated that Britain would be read.v "in consul• 

tat1on with ••• &FTA pertners.o.to enter the &EC, provided essen-
. 10 

t1al British and C~onwoalth interests aro safeguarded·" 

Upon the opening ot Parli~ont in April 1966, the ~ueen•s speech 

agai11 eiWphasizod Britain' n ree.dinesn to Join the COILLlOil l·~rket 

provided her ''essential conditions" , .. -are met. These conditions, 

hol._'Sver, "remained unspecified, and tho Prime I·:inister observed 
11 

that certain of the obstacles to the entry had oiminished." 

It uas from the s~mor of 1966, that a chanae 1n the 

Labour Government's pos1 tion O!h thP Common l':arket became not 

only perceptible but marked. 11<nr the Cabinet largely being pro

European in composition, increasingly concerned itself with the 

Common I-;arket 1ssuo. On 6 t:hy 19661 George Brovn, H1n1ster 1n 

chargo of the newly created Department of Economic Affairs, and 

a staWlcb pro-marketeer himsol£ 1 stated that "the question is 

not t..tbothor Bri tai.n shou.ld Join the ~EC but trhen and on what 
12 

terws., .Roughl.v within a yoar after the Labour Party fol'Qed 

9 ~uoted 1n lhe Gtw.'ditlll {l~chestor) , 19 l•.iilrch 1966. 

10 Labour Party, Time go:.: tiiQ1gion, .i.JWi.tasto to:r tbc. 
1966 Gpne:caJ. m,ectLoa (London, 1966), P• 21. 

11 Robert J. Lieber, n. 1, P• 246. 

12 ~uoted in The Tim.a.c:t (LOnrion), 17 l!a.V 1966. 



the government for the second time, the EBC issue gained momen

tum. The Labour Government entered a new phase, that ot vhole

hearted assertion of ''European1sm '', finally culminating in 

Wilson's announcement on 2 May 1967, that the Government had 

decided to make formal application for membership of tho EEC. 

Uhat were the factors or rather the forces that brought about 

a shift in the Labour's attitude towards the EECi ,.lh.y should 

the Labour Government, Which even on the eve of 1966 General 

Election remained unaltered over its emphasis on the Commonwealth 

and EFTA preferences, decide to enter the Common Market, within 

less than a year after the Election? 

The answers to the above queries could be sought only 

by examining the change in \'lilson's own attitude towards the 

EEC issue. ior to analyze Wilson • s mind over this issue is to 

analyze the mind ot British Labour Party over the huropean issue 

during the period under discussion. There is no exaggeration 

here, nor is there any hero-worshipping. "For the last eight 

years (i.e., 1963-71) the history of Labour Party has been 
13 

interlocked with the history of Harold Wilson.•• It was as 

the party leader, as an effective manager or its affairs, by 

evolving a consensus out of conflicting commitments that Wilson 

retained a firm grip on the Labour Party affairs. 

It was ''!1lson who must take the credit or 
blame for converting the party into a 

13 Anthony Sampson, The New Anatqmy pf Britaiu (London,, 
1971), P• 43. 
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consensus pnrty, ~~oso task \4BS - and still 
is - to recapture the 'mi~~le ground' from 
the Conservatives. He is a consummate poll• 
tical manager and his career thus reflects 
the balances of the Party. ':!bile Gal tskell 
believed in passionate commitment an~ 1n 
meeting arguments head•on ••• wilson believed 
in keeping the party together at all 
costs ••• He attacked from tho lett, but he 
was always seeking the point or balance. 14 

It was ulth such consummate handling of party affairs, 

that ability to mould the party opinion 1n accordance with his 

understanding or the changing situation and his own opinion 

that \·:1lson was ablo to head ott any massive party opposition 

to his decision to apply to the BEC membership. Perhaps ~il

son's greatest contribution to the cause ot Britain's entry 

into C~on Harket finds its best summarization in the words 

of UUe K1tz1ngera 

Haroltt ~-~11 son 1 s almost certainly one of 
those tew men but for Wham Britain could 
not hnve entered the ~ommuni ty. He ren
dered a double service. Strntegically it 
was he who committed the Labour Party to 
the principle of entry against strong 
reserva.t1ons on the part or some of his 
colleagues. By so ~oing he ensured that 
the question of enlargement did not vanish 
from the community's agenda in the sixties; 
and he made the task of Whatever government 
might be 1n power in tho early seventies 
a ver1 much less daunting one at home as 
well as abroad • 15 

It is because of such leading role and contribution to Bri ta1n' s 

14 Ibid., P• 44. 

15 Uwa K1tz1nger, Diplom.a;\l and PerauasiQQ (London, 1973), 
P• 276. 
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final entry into the Common l-1arket, 1 t becomes necessary to 

examine \·Tilson's O'tt!D position on the EEC issue. Henceforward 

it would be tho task of this chnpter to anal.vze 1-1ilson•s ori

ginal stand on Common l4arket, the factors that compelled him 

to turn seriously towards Europe, and tinall.Y his decision to 

undertake a trip to the continent. 

Harold Wilson started originally with a highl.Y negative 

attitude tOl-Jards the Common l·larket. His attitude was largely, 

as coul~ be expected, shaperi by~he usual Labour suspicion of 

free trario, private o~ership, emphasis on socialist planning, 

etc. In 1962, he denounceri the comLluni ty as incompatible ll.ri th 

the substance or purposive public ownership. He categorized the 
16 

Common Narket as 'anti-planning' in its whole outlook. He 

expressed a grave fear of ''the domination of Hestern Europe by 

a Paris-Bonn axis, dedicated to an intransigent line 1n East

West affairs, right-wing possibly semi-neutralist and before 
17 

long, nuclear powered.'' 

Hilson's antagonism towards the Common Market persisted 

not only until 1964 when tho Labour came into power but even 

until the early months of 1966. 

A tor.m of integration which encourages 
a narrot·T 'lJ. ttle Europe' nationalism, · 
an int-rard•looking mentality, whether in 
economic or in pol! tical ter.ms would be 

16 Ibirl., p. 279. 

17 Quoted in t1we Kitzinger, ed ., The Ses;smif Trx (OXford, 
1968) 1 P• 85. 
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a danger ••• t..re believe that Britain has 
a distinct! ve and unique contribution to 
make as a result of our historic role as 
a world power. 18 

one recurring theme that occurs in most of Wilson's 

speeches on the EEC issue was his deep attachment to the pro

tection of Commonwealth interests. Making a virulent attack 

on the Conservative Government for its alleged neglect of the 

Canmonwealth trade, Wilson on 6 Februar.Y 1964, 1n Parliament 

said: 

we made it clear all along that our view 
is that. preferences as such are a much 
less important asset in inter-Commonwealth 
trade now, but we were not prepared to 
sacrifice trade with the Commonwealth in 
order to get into the Common Market. That 
was our position and it is our position. 

TI-
Ending his speech on Commonwealth with a perovation Wilson 

posed a challenge to the Government. 

Conscious that perhaps no one has yet told 
him (the Prime Minister) What my question 
was, I \dll repeat it now, across the 
Table: 'l-7111 he give a pledge that no 
Government of which he is the head will 
consider entry into the Common Market 
on any terms which woulrl reduce Britain t s 
existing freedom to trade with the Common
wealth'? 

19 
On behalf of my party, I give that pledge. 

This concern for the Commonwealth interests remained with 

Wilson even after 1966 when he stated, as already pointed out, 

18 Harold Wilson, Xhe bew Britain (Middlesex, 1964), 
P• 94. 

19 Ibid., P• 124. 
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that essential conditions so.teguard1ng Commonwealth and &;.?TA 

intorosts should be fulfilled before entry into the Common 

f.1arket. 

On Gaitskell's 'Five Conditions• Wilson had this to SBI 

in 1964: ''He said then, anrl we say now, that we are prepared 

to resumo negotiations for entry into the Common Market 1t1 and 

QDl.Y 1f1 we can get 1 the tiye conditions we then laid down. 
20 

. That position stands." (Emphasis added) And this position 

\'!1lson maintained almost unchanged till the Labour resumed power 
\ 

in 1966. l4nk1ng a scathing attack on 18 !-larch 1966, on Edward 

Heath, the Conservative leader, Wilson said: " ••• some ot m1 bost 

friends are Spnniols, but I would not put them 1n charge ot 

negotiot1ons into tho Common l4arket." l~ JLuch more clear state• 

ment occurs 1n the same Dpeech when he said: 

We are reaa.v to Join it sulta.ble sate guards 
tor Br1 tain' s interests, tll'ld our Common
wealth interests, can be negotiated ••• t-:e 
shall continue and intensity these prob
ings ••• Given a fair wind, we will nego
tiate our way into the Common J~;arket, head 
held high, not crawl in. And we shall go 
ill if the conditions are right. 21 

On tho other hand, Wilson mainta1neri that it was Britain's fall

ing proriuction rate un~er the Conservative Government that low

ered her status in the world. He argued that the Conservnti ve 

Government, 1n its overenthus1asm to enter the Common Market 

lost sight of the real economic implications of such entry, and 

20 Ibid., P• 120. 

21 ~uoted in the Gya1"t!1an, 19 14arch 1966. 
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denied Br1 tain of a purposive economic plan. "~ever has our 

influence been weaker than in the periOd when a Conservative 

Government, bankrupt or any ideas for regenerating our economy, 
22 

looked to the Common l1arket to solve all our economic problems.'' 

Moreover Wilson firmly believed that it vas the economic crisis 

created by the Conservative rule that was the prime reason to 

Britain's failure to enter the Market first time. He held the 

Conservative Government, ann not ~e Gaulle, as largely responsi

ble in losing her case in her first attempt to enter the EEC: 

Wilson never believed - at least not while 
he was in opposition - that de Gaulle had 
sabotaged Britain's first attempt to Join 
in 1963; but he always has been or the mind 
that an economically sick Britain would 
never have a chance - either to be accepted 
by the Six or more important to hold her 
head above water inside. 23 

The or.tly solution to get Britain out of this economic 

mess to enable her play a meaningful and influential role in 

the world, Wilson believed, was to strengthen her economic 

position. "Britain's standing in the world. This will never 

be assured Wltil we have fortified our economic strength at 
24 

home •••• " But how could economically strong Britain be cren-

ted? By creating a 1 new Br1 tain' • 't"lho should create such 

'Netr Britain', anti what would be its founnations? The Labour 

Party wouln create it, given the political power, based on 

22 Harold ~ilson, n. 18, P• ~3. 

23 Cynthia w. Frey, n. 6, p. 198. 

24 Harold Wilson, n. 18, p. 21. 
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entirely new economic grounrls, so argueri t·!ilson. He concei vefl 

of a 'Nev Britain' before the 1964 General Elections, which 

he described as below: 

Labour '"ants to mobilize the entire nation 
in the nation's business. It wants to 
create government of the whole people by 
the whole people. Labour will replace the 
closed and exclusive society, by an open 
society 1n which all have an opportunity 
to work and serve, in which brains will 
take precedence over blueblood, and crafts
manship vill be more important than caste. 
Labour wants to streamline our institutions, 
modernize methods of government, bring the 
entire nation into a working partnership 
with the state. 25 

ln short Labour would create a new society. Such a 

society would also take up a better planninG and utilization 

of scientific and technolog1cal skills. This point needs a 

little more attention, for 1t gains a political and diplomatic 

sign~ficance in l!ilson's hands in his efforts to enter the 

Common Market. Wilson's emphasis on the importance of scienti

fic anfl technological skills could be explained in his olom words: 

•• • we believe that the regeneration of Bri
tish identity means ••• the positive applica
tion of science to British industry. vJe .· 
need more scientists. t·le need more techno
logists, we need more engineers, ,.,e need 
much greater encouragement to those among 
us who are capable of innovation, or techni
cal skill for scientific research - and the 
application ot all thesQ things to industry. 26 

t-:ilson also promised to create a 1-:i.r,istry of Technology which 

26 Ibid., PP• 9-10 • 

26 Ibid., P• 50. 
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in tact came into existence under the Labour Government. It 

is better to leave this subject at this Juncture, since it 

would be receiving an exhaustive consideration in the next 

chapter. 

The new society or the 'New Britain' which Hilson so 

enthusiastically talked about before he entered the Government, 

however, proved to be too ioeal to realize after he entered 

office. Onrler the stress of the interplay of several forces, 

the concept of 'New Britain• received the least consiiteration. 

If so, what trere these forces that compelled Harolo Wilson to 

move from his anti-marketism to pro-marketism, to seek member

ship of the Common Market, which once he himself denounced as 

'inward-looking' and 'anti-planning'? The answer is that a net 

work of manifold factors - economic, political, domestic, and 

external - effected an upswing in Wilson's stand on the Common 

Market, ultimately forcing him to announce on 10 November 1966, 

to undertake a trip to the continent to explore the possibili

ties of entry into· the Common Market. Henceforth, an analysis 

or these forces would be undertaken. 

The outgoing Conservative Government in 1964 left behino 

a costly economic legacy - the severe deficit in the balance 

ot payments position of Britain. It was quite a heavy burden 

that cost ann influenceri the Labour Government's policies 

largely. Recoroing that the forecast of the economic situation 

presented by the Treasury to the incoming Government in October 
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1964 showed a deficit of about £800 million on her overseas 

payments for 1964, \·Tilson states that "it was this inheritance 

which was to dominate almost every action of the Goyernment for 

five years of the five years, eight months we were in office" 
27 

(emphasis added). Moreover, this deficit not only remained 

periodic, but it continued until the Labour Government devalued 

the pound in November 1967. Thus the deficit was f:/76 million 

in 1964, £342 million 1n 1965, £133 million in 1966, and £640 
28 

million in 1967. Wilson had to take the decision of devalua-

tion, though he rejected firmly one such proposition in July 

1966, hardly six months before devaluation. Without making a 

digression this much could be said here that it was this de

valuation that offered de Gaulle a diplomatic stick in his re

jection of British application in 1967. 

Another equally constraining factor was the low ratio 

or industrial production when compared to the other leading 

powers. Between 1964 ano 1966, while Britain's industrial 

index rose only by 6 points, that of Japan's rose by 49 points, 

Italy•s by 32 points, France's by 12 points, USA's by 26 points 
29 

ano West Germany's by 11 points. 

With the economic crisis reaching its peak in July 1966, 

27 Harold Wilson, Tbe Labour Goyern;ent 1964-70 (London, 
1971), P• 5. 

28 Donald Maclean, Britisij Foreign Pol1c~ Sipce Suez, 
la56-6§ (London, 1970), p. 97. 

29 Ibid., PP• 102-3. 
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"'1 th severe fall in industrial production, unemployment, conti

nuing deficit in balance of payments, the Labour's programme 

ot 'New Britain' faced a crucial test. The Government was 

forced to take certain steps that ran counter to the 'Ne~ 

Britain' conception. 

The July 1966 crisis and the fateful decision 
not to devalue entailed a decisive switch in 
priorities from growth to stability - from 
investment for future productivity to retren
chment in the interests of the balance ot 
payments and short-run world confidence in 
the pound • 30 

Faced with such crisis-ridden economy, the Government not only 

had to withdraw 1 ts earlier promises, but even started develop

ing eol~-f'eet. 

By July 1966 their (the Cabinet members') 
self-confidence had been shattered. They 
were subjected to a failure nearly as 
shocking as the Suez fiasco was for a 
Conservative Government. Less than tour 
months after the electorate had given him 
(Wilson) a comfortable majority, Mr Wilson 
found himself facing economic catastrophe, 
the National Plan in tatterAs and the 
Treasury Coffers nearly empty. 31 

After the July economic crisis, Wilson reshuffled his Cabinet, 

which was already pro-market in character, and shifted George 

Brown, from the repartment of Economic .Affairs to lt"'oreign Office. 

Moreover, as Wilson himself admits, he turned his attention 

30 Uwe K1tz1nger, n. 15, p. 280. 

31 Richard Crossman, "Britain and Europe - A Personal 
History", 'T'he Rouqd Table (London), October 1971, 
p. 591. 
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seriously towards Europe. Stating reason for appointing George 

Brown as Foreign Secretary, Wilson notes: "We seemed to be 

drawing nearer to the point where we would have to take a deci

sion about Europe, and George Brown seemed to me the appropriate 
32 

leader for the task which might be ahead." And it was from 

this date, that Brown played a very remarkable role in the 

Labour's European policy. 

Secondly, the Common"real th trade, to which Wilson attached 

so great an importance, started dwindling. So far the British 

policy towards the Commonwealth was based on this notion that 

they could lead the Commonwealth as a political and economic 

group, while there was never any prospect that independent 

Commonwealth countries would choose to act together or to follow 

the British lead as they had been compelled to do under the 

Empire. 

It was absurd to expect that a country comp
rising one twentieth of the industrialized 
world would continue to be the main economic 
partner for countries which comprise one-half 
of the less-developed world ••• Yet this is 
what the conception of the Commonwealth as 
an economic system in itself amounted to: one 
more illusion based on the tacit assumption 
that Britain had the resources of a very 
great power. 33 

With the development around 1960 of the Commonwealth 

countries' relation with the rest of the industrialized world, 

32 Harold Wilson, n. 27, p. 272. 

33 John Pinder and Roypryce, Europe After De Gau1le 
(Middlesex, 1969), pp. 149-50. 
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the process of decline in their trade with Britain began. The 

trend of decline is demonstrated belowt 

Year 

34 
United Kingdom's Commonwealth Trade 

(in percentage) 

Exports to Commonwealth Imports from Common
wealth 

----~----~~~----~~------~-----------~-~~-~--~-~-------~~~-~-~---

1961 

1965 

1966 

35.5 

28.4 

25.9 

35.5 

29.8 

27.6 
----------~---~--~----~--~----~--~-------~--~-~~-----------~-~--

It may be noted that the absolute level of exports to Britain 

by the Commonwealt_h countries had not very much declined, but 

the whole of the increment had gone elsewhere, i.e. United States, 

Japan, the EEC, Russia and the rest or the world. Nigeria, for 

example, entered into an individual trade agreement with the EBC 

in May 1966. The United States, which supplied 33 per cent ot 

the import need of the Commonwealth countries replaced Britain 

as the chief provider• The result was that the share of British 

exports going to the Commonwealth fell from 35.5 per cent in 

1961 to 24 per cent in 1967. During the same period British 

exports to the United States, and western Europe rose by 83 
35 

per cent. The Commonwealth, therefore, lost 1 ts traditional 

importance as a valuable trading partner of Britain. It was 

34 Reproduced from Robert L. Ptaltzgratf, Britain Fages 
EurOPft (London, 1973}, p. 190. 

35 John Pinder and Roy Pryce, n. 33, p. 150. 
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this development that convinced many Labour members that the 

idea of Commonwealth as an effective alternative -to the EEC 

was ~~growldless. 
Politically too, Britain lost, particularly in 1960s 

~her diplomatic role and initiative in Commonwealth. 

r~en the Indo-Pakistan war broke in 1965, Wilson hastily dec

lareo that India to~as the aggressor, though he withdrew this 

remark at a later stage. Moreover, since both the warring 

parties were members of the Commomvealth it \-TOuld have been 

appropriate tor Britain to bring the parties to the negotiating 

table. On the contrary, this diplomatic initiative was taken 

by Russia, instead of. Britain. The Tashkent Agreement of 1966 

not only indicated the diplomatic skill and strength ot Russia, 

but also the declining political role of Britain in the Common

wealth. "Britain's inability to deal 1:rith it (Indo-Pak war) 

damaged her standing greatly in the eyes of the rest of the 

world. In th,e end ••• RUssia succeeded where Britain and Common-
36 

wealth had 1' ailed • " 

Similarly the Labour Government's decision only to apply 

economic·measures against Rh~esia anrl on its unilateral dec-
' laration of indepennence on 11 ~ovember 1965 led to a severe 

breach bettJeen the African Commonl:Tealth members end Britain. 
I 

Britain's refusal to use foreo fgainst the illegal regime of 

36 l•fary Proud-b-oot, British ·Politics and Government: J,951-'ZO 
(London, 1974), p. 171. . 
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South Africa as demanded by the African states made the African 

states and other non-African Common,realth states to doubt the 

Labour Party's hgna tides as the champion of Commonwealth 

interests. Even some of them like, Ghana and Tanzania broke 
37 

diplomatic relations with Britain. The net effect of these 

developments was that l'lilson had to have a second look at the 

continued advantage of strong relationship with the Commonwealth. 

\iilson was profoundly Wlhappy at the WtJ¥ 
he was treated b.V his COimilonwealth col• 
leagues in 1965 and 1966 over the issue 
ot Rhodesia and one has only to rend h1s 
o~ account of the September 1966 con
ference, and of his 'cold but controlled 
fury' to recall just ho~ close to the 
dissolution of the COlDUionwealth thlngs 
had come. 38 

)!OreOVer one ShouJ.ti alSO nOte \'!ilson IS aCCent OD the proteCtion 

of Commonwealth interests after 1965. ·As discussed above, dur-

. ing his attack in 1964 on the Conservative Government over its 

Commonwealth policy, he unreservedly plaeeri Commonwealth 

interests above the Common l4Arket question. But during 1966, 

Wilson's tone became rather milrier and vague on protecting the 

Common~~alth interests. In the Queen's speech of April 1966, 

it was stated that Britain ~ould enter the EEC provioeri her 

conditions 1trere met. These conditions remained Wlspec1fied and 

the Prime Y~ister observed certain of the obstacles remained 

37 H.S. Chopra, De Gau1le and European Dgitx (Uew Delhi, 
l974), P• 201. 

38 Uwe Kitzinger, n. 15, p. 283. 
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to entry had diminished." Again in his 10 November 1966 

speech, vJilson announced in Parliament "Whether it appears 

likely that essential British and Commonwe·alth interests could 

be safeguarded if Britain were to accept Treat¥ of Rome to 
40 

Join the EEC." But the Prime l41n1ster remained silent on 

what exactly these essential conditions were. "Wilson main

tained his freedom ot manoeuvre by refusing to detine the 

nature of these essential British and Commonwealth interests. 

·In reality, the Labour Government's European policy had under-
41 

gone a remarkable transformation." 

It can, therefore, be seen here that Wilson, Who, in 

1964, demanned a ple~ge from the Conservative Prime Minister 

not to accept terms of entry into EEC Which would reduce Bri

tain's existing freedom to trade with the Commonwealth, and who 

pledged himself on behalf of his party, remained quite ambi

guous and unspecific over the same pledge. He had never gone 

beyonfl what exactly his "essential conditions" would mean and 

never clarified whether it would mean the retention of ''existing 

freedom to trade with the Commonwealth". 

Thus it is difficult to avoid the conclu
sion that CoJlUJonweal th countries were 
increasingly and probably correctly viel'Jed 
in Br1 tain as a burden than an asset. Just 
as Britain was feeling the need to cut back 

39 Robert J. Lieber, n. l, p. 246. 

40 Duoted in The TtMQS (London), 11 November 1966. 

41 Robert J. Lieber, n. 1, p. 247. 
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on defence and foreign policy commitments, 
so nov, there was growing awareness ot 
Britain's inability to carry the full bur
den or her Commonwealth commitments 
either. 42 ' . ., 

,~. 

j 

Britain • s relations w1 th the EFTA partnersLalso. strained 

during this period. The 15 per cent surcharge on imports in· 

eluding those from the EFTA, in order to meet the balance or 
payments deficit created substantial resentment among the EFTA 

members. The action was taken without prior consultation. The 

EFTA members issued a statement on 20 November 1965 that tho 

"Brit1sh trade restrictions were inconsistent with the United 

Kingdom's obligations under the (EFTA) convention and Associa-
43 

tion Agreement. 11 By imposing the surcharge without obtaining 

the prior agreement 

Britain, the largest anrl most important 
member o! the EFTA had shattered the feel
ing of trust within E~~A and aroused latent 
suspicions in ~"!estern Europe about the 
depth of the British commitment to European 
ecouomic and political un1 ty. 44 

However, in recember 1966, the EFTA IDE'eting in London approved 

the rnlson Government's decision to attempt to negotiate. 

I•:oreover, trade ".d th the EFTA also coulri not come to the 

expectations of the Uniteri IC1ngdom. The import-export figures 

between UK and EYTA were surpassed by the corresponding figures 

42 Mary Proudtoot, n. 36, P• 211. 

43 ~uoted in Ibe Sunday Timu~ {London), 21 November 1965. 

44 Robert L. Pfaltzgratf, n. 34, p. 172. 
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bet~een Britain anri the EEC. Thus in 1966 Britain's percentage 

of exports to the EFTA van 14.6,. while to the EEC the figure 

t1aS 19.0 Similarly the import percentage from EFTA to Britain 
45 

in 1966 was 14.1 while the same f'rom the EEC was 18.5. 

From the above picture of the Commonwealth and EFTA as 

alternatives to the EEC, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion 

that by 1966, both the Commonwealth and the EFTA, with their 

declining value, came to be de-emphasized by the Labourites. 

"The Labour Government had ••• recapitulated the Conservative 

stages on Europe. There had been first the flirtation with 

Commonwealth and the Ev~TA alter.nat1ves ••• then the cautious 

acceptance of conditions and with the political overtones de-
46 

emphasized." 

In contrast to the dwindling value of the Commonwealth 

and the EFTA to Britain, the latter's trane l'rith the Common 

Market increased in the sixties. This happened, it should be 

noted, in spite of the trnf'le barriers imposed by the EEC on the 

non-EEC countries. Fo~ instance, while Srita1n's export per

centage to EEC ~as 16.7 per cent in 1961, it was 19.1 in 1966, 

and while Britain imported 15.4 per cent of goods from EEC in 
47 

1961, in 1966 the figure rose to 18.5 per cent. !~Ot-t logically 

46 Ibid., P• 172. 

46 i'iiria.m Camps, EuroBean IDJt.fica.tJ,on ill the Sixtiea, 
(~ew York, 1966), P• 194. 

47 30bert L. Ptaltzgratf, n. 34, P• 172. 
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it follows that if the trade could increase with the Common 

l4arket even though there were trade barriers, there was every 

possibility of Britain enjoying larger markets without trade 

barriers once she joined the Common Market. 

on the other hand, by remaining outside the Common Market, 

Britain had much to lose. rli th the Commonweal tb countries 

developing trade relations with the EEC, the EFTA failing as an 

effective alternative, ann with the Common Market enjoying 

largest markets, Britain han to face an international situation 

where economic constraints against her were growing more power

ful, thereby further deteriorating her balance of payments 

position. 

The present commWlity, ••• is the world's 
largest trading group. Its imports from 
the rest of the world rose between 1958 
and 1967 b¥ ninety per cent bringing 
their total value to $30,800 million: of 
these over a third came from developing 
col.Ultries. In the same period its total 
trade - imports and exports - rose from 
_$32 1 000 million to $621400 million, an · 
increase or ninet;v-tour per cent. It 
these figures are taken as a yardstick, 
even the present communJ.ty is twice as 
important a factor in world trade as 
Britain: a situation which does not fit 
at all with its supposed inward-looking 
characteristics. 48 

Another aspect of this growing •outward-looking' character of 

the Common Market was that apart from having the coWlter

etfect of depriving Britain of sizeable markets in the rest ot 

48 John Pinder and Roy Pryce, n. 33, p. ~. 
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the world, the practical economic transaction "'~ th the EEC 

posed a danger. The danger was that tor the Common1o.10alth in 

future, it voul~ be EEC, but not Britain that might constitute 

largest market. 

As tar as trade with the Commonwealth is 
concerned, tho Six, which b7 now import 
from the overseas Commonwealth about two
thirds as much as Britain does, increased 
these imports by a quarter between 1962 
and 1967, while Commonwealth exports to 
Britain stagnated; and the allegation that 
was often heard during the 1961-63 nego
tiations, that the Community would exclude 
the manufactures exported by low wage Asian 
Commonwealth countries,. is contradicted by 
the experience ot Hong Kong, whose exports 
to the Community· increased by two and a 
halt times between 1962 and 1967. 49 

The growing size of the Comt1on Harket' s CODIL1erc1al 

interests, and its effect on the British trade and econOUJ1 soon 

convinced the Labour Government of the advantages ot Joining 

the Common Harket with her wide prospects of growing trede rela

tions. Speaking in Parliament on 16 .November 1966, Brovn 

informed the House or the "economic advantages or a market ot 

around 280 million people, potentially a very prosperous 
50 

one •••• " 

A different aspect of the Common Market was that the 

valuable economic advice it gave to the internal economies of 

the member states. Though not supranational 1n character, the 

49 Ibid., P• 155. 

50 ~uoted in Elisabeth Barker, Britain in a Divided 
Eurooe l.Q4§=70 (London, 1971) , p. 220. 
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EEC partly under the "Action Programme" (the l.fed ium term econo

mic plan) and partly under Article 108 ot the Treat1 or Rome 

gave constant advice to the member coWltries, particularly bet

ween 1962 and 1965. 

Italy has been warned against increasing 
private consumption ••• France was asked 
to ease credit tor short-term as well as 
long-term loans; Germany was urged to 
balance internal supply and demand ••• 
None of these recommendations would have 
been resisted or resented by Britain. 
The freedom to make wrong economic deci
sions would, if Britain joined the stx, 
be marginally curtailed • 61 

The above views expressed by a Labour l~mber of Parliament 

reflect the general growing view among mall1 Labour! te s that the 

'Five Conditions• were no longer relevant Ullder the changed 

cond1 tions. 

Moreover, the very working of the Comffion Market in prac

tice came to convince the Labour Government that the EEC was 

not as rigid 1n practice as it would appear from the provisions 

ot the Treaty or Rome. 

In tact, the existing community does not 
go nearly tar enough in a federal direc
tion. The Common Narket, consisting 
largely of a Customs Onion plus a common 
agricultural policy, 1.s not too strong 
in economic integration. lt is much too 
weak. 52 

61 Roy Hottersley, "Those Five Condi tiona", Sociallgt 
QgmmgntatY (London), October 1966, P• 182. 

52 John Pinrler and Roy Pryce, n. 33, p. 65. 
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i'.iost importantly, the COil1Llon Uarket crisis of 1965, and 

the resultin~ concessions were a victory to the irench position 

that levies on agricultural imports into EEiC should not be linked 

to the strengthening of the country institutions. This firmly 

convinced the Labour Government that the EEC was not 'suprana

tional' in operation. One of .the factors that influenced Uilson' s 

change of minn on Common Market issue might have been the lesson 

of the 1965 crisis that in its practical working the Common 

Market was not rigidly adhered to the 'supranational' principle. 

~1hen '·.'ilson lTBS asken by a Conservative member in the House of 

Commons on 2 l·lay 1967 as to wh.Y he had charJ.ged his mind on the 

Common ~mrket issue, his reasoning was that "my experience of 

the working of the C~unity, the actual practical working ••• 

renders unfounded the fears arm anxieties which I certainly 

had ••• based on a literal reading of the Treaty of Rome and the 
53 

regulations made Wlder it. n 14oreover overtures from friendly 

members of EEC to Britain gave the same impression that the 

practical working of the EEC t-Tas, 1n fact, flexible. "Friendly 

Common Market governments assured the British that the way in 

which things actually workeri inside it was much less rigid and 
54 

inflexible than might appear from outside it." 

However, it should be noten here that Britain strictly 

maintained a neutral attitune towarris the Common Market crisis. 

53 Quoted in Elisabeth Barker, n. so, p. 219. 

54 Ibid. 
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Reporte~ly, opponents of French policy in 
the Common l·'iarket, in particular Belgium 
and Germany, askerl the British to commit 
themselves to the qome Treaty. Britain 
might not only emerge as the leaner of the 
EEC five, but offer proof of British commit
ment to an integrated Europe. At the very 
least she could strengthen the Five in 
their·contlict with France. These views 
were said to have the support of the US 
officials, who believed that Britain 
might be letting a unique and historic 
moment slip by. 55 

Whatever maY be the truth in these reports, one thing 

was certain - that Britain was not inclined to exploit the 

situation. The .main reason. seems to be that Britain's, part!.:. 

cularly the Labour Party • s own conception of loose European ·~ 

political integration was more akin to that of de Gaulle than 

that of "the Five" which demanded a more thoroughgoing supra

national organization. 

From the above account of the nature of EEC's practical 

working, ann the views that the Labour lea~ers expressed on it, 

1 t can fairly be co::·clutien that the earlie.r fears about the 

Common l~rket that it was 'inward-looking' or 'supranational' 

were well riisproved. 

The continued domestic economic crisis, and the uternal 

economic constraints compelled the Labour Cabinet to have an 

effective recourse from the Commonwealth and EFTA to that of the 

EEC. one such important proposed alternative was the creation 

of the hAPTA 0Jorth Atlantic Free Trade Area) which would inclUde 

56 Robert L. Pfaltzgratr, n. 34, p. 170. 
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the USA, Canada and the EFTA. This proposal was not only rather 

unrealistic, but under the existing Conditions of Anglo-American 

relationship it tailed to carry much weight. 

The NAFTA proposal was characteristic because in a tree 

trade area, attempts by the less advanced to set up mOdern 

industries are alwa,ys liable to be nipped in the bUd by the 

strongly established industries ot the more advanced. In this 

sense, the disparity between Britain and America, in terms ot 

income, productivity am capital-intensity, is much greater. 

Insteari of improving the British economy, the reverse might 

happen, because American in~ustry is so much more powertul and 

advanced • Moreover: 

••• in an economic union between the United 
States, Britain ann other small or medium 
sized countries, policy would be made in 
uashington. In making policies with its 
partners in Europe on the other hand, Bri
tain would be among its equals in economic 
and political strength. British citizens 
would be reasonably sure that their inter
ests would be given due weight as is proper 
1n a democratic system. 66 

un the other hand, politically too, the nature or 'special 

relationship' weakened much to give a serious thought to the 

.NAFTA proposal. Anglo-American relations under the Wilson

Johnson regimes were much strained, it not very poor. Britain's 

attitude to American Vietnam policy was disappointing to the us. 

In June 1966, Wilson clearly d1ssoc1aten Britain from the 

56 John Pinder and Roy Pryce, n. 33, p. 85. 
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extended American bombin~ polic,y. The feeling in the united 

states was that Britain should, like Australia and New Zealand, 

have sent a token force to join.the Americans. 

The British argument was that this would 
be unsuitable since Britain was the eo
chairman of the Geneva Conference and thus 
committe~ to a neutral role •••• ~ilson's 
attempts to mediate between the united 
States and North Vietnam were resented ; 
and were regarded, any W81t as a gesture 
designed to placate his own left wing 
rather than a serious peace-move. 57 . 

Moreover 'Hilson's decision to leave Aden, and her subse

quent decision to withdraw from the whole Persian Gulf area and 

from the Far East were subjected to strong criticism within the 

United States. Also British trade with North Vietnal11 and Cuba, 

though on· a small scale·, ws a continued source of irritation 

to America. "On both sides of Atlantic therefore, the 'special 
58 

relationship' seetned to make less good sense.•• 

It was against this background of the strained ~glo

American relations, the NAFTA proposal disappeared as quickly 

as it was initiated. On the other hanri, added to the declining 

influence of Britain in Western Europe, anrl the Commonwealth, 

the strainen •special relationship' added one more minus point 

to the o1plomatic status of Br1 ta1n. 

Now that th& maJor external factors that contributed to 

~ the shift in the Labour's stand on the Common Market question 

57 Mary Proudfoot, n. 36, p. 208. 

S8 Ibid., P• 209. 
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have been considered, it remains to see what role domestic 

forces such as pressure groups, public opinion, the inner-party 

controversy over EEC issue played. 

Sectional pressure groups normally occupied a formidable 

political position in the British political system. The Labour 

Government consistently based its domestic actions on intimate 

consultations with non-parliamentary groups such as the CBI and 

TVC. 

The Confederation or Britieh Industries (CBI) one or the 

most important British pressure groups had few reservation to 

press upon the Government. The CBI leadership held an enthu

siastic pro-European attitude, which was especially manifest 

in the important ann highly publicized report the organization 

issueri in recember 1966. The most important single CBI announce-· 

ment ~s that 90 per cent of some 865 firms saw a "clear and 

progress! ve balance of advantage" to British entry and that 70 
59 

per cent foresaw an advantage tor their fizms. ·"The report 

found potential advantages of dynamic growth, technological 

cooperation, size of market, investment, and competitive 
60 

stimulus." 

The content and fervour of industry's position thus 

committed it so overwhelmingly to Common 11arket that the Govern

ment had 11 ttle compulsion to bargain in detail. "Oil the whole 

59 The Guardian, 8 14arch 1967. 

60 3obert J. Lieber, n. 1, p. 269. 
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the industry was satisfied with Prime Minister's estimate ot 
61 

300 million eager buyers." on 17 May 1967, the CBI President 

A.J. s. Brown stated his organization welcomed entry unreservedly 

and be "advised that companies begin to size up their situation 

vis-a-vis the community and the actions necessary to rearty them-
62 

selves for entry." 

The seconrt important pressure group, the Tra~es Union 

Co'Wlcil ( TUC) had never played a powerful role in the prior 

European deliberations of the Conservative Government, but it 

was only consul ted • However, 

during 1962 its (TUC) policy had been more 
favourable toward Europe than that of the 
Labour Party, and the ensuing four years 
had somewhat augmented this attitude. 
While the trade w11ons remained divided on 
the European question, most members of the 
TUC' s lsconomic Committee saw the European · 
inhibitions as outdated. 63 

At the start of the new attempt, the TUC claimed an over

whelming majority in favour of entry. The chairman ot the TUC, 

Harry J"ouglass explained that the Congress saw in Europe an 

opportunity for a larger exploitable market, and hence less 
64 

chance of unemployment. Eventually, despite the tact the 

TUC's consultations with the Government involved little in the 

61 Cynthia w. Frey, n. 6, p. 218. 

62 F1nagc1a~ Times (Lonrion), 18 May 1967. 

63 Robert J. Lieber, n. 1, p. 267. 

64 The Times, 14 I~ovember 1966. 
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nature ot bargaining, the TUC Economic Committee supporterl the 

Common Market application. 

A thirrl important pressure group is the- National Far

mers • Union (DFU). This organizatio11 1 though it played an inti

mate role in European policy during 1956-58, during the sixties 

the .NFU encountered a serious erosion of its political position 

largel.v due to 1Mer-tighting within the Union. By 1966 however, 

larger farmers, .vounger men, and producers 
of corn and beef tended to see definite ad
vantages for themselves, should Britain 
enter the Common Z.larket. Another important 
change was that G.T. Williams replaced a 
resolute anti-European, Sir Harold wooley, 
as President during the spring or 1966. 65 

Earl.Y in :r:ecember, the liFO Presi~ent iesueri a report claiming 

that the Uh1on was not oppose~ to the Treaty ot Rome, nor did 

it seek changes in it, but thnt it did seek an 'adjustment of 
66 

the regulations'. However, the NFU failed to extract any 

specific pledge from the government, concerning modifications 

in EEC agricultural regulations. 

ruring tho three years following the 1963 ~ebacle, public 

ann elite opinion in Britain became increasingly receptive to 

the prospect ot COiilmon ,t.~arket entr.Y. By the beginning ot 1966, 

66 per cent ot the public indicated it would approve a govern

ment decision to join tho Common .i'iarket, and throughout the year 
67 

a consistent two-thirds or more maintained this disposition. 

66 Robert J. Lieber, n. 1, p. 266. 

66 · The Guardian, 2 recember 1966. 

67 Robert J. Lieber, n. 1, p. 268. 
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Elite sentiment was even stronger, ranging from 75 per cent to 
68 

perhaps 90 per cent in favour of entry. Thus the period pre-

·Ceding his November 1966 announcement, Wilson obtained a highly 

favourable response for his decision. Such solid approval 

impl~ed a decioed advantage tor Wilson in dealing with the Party 

dissidents and special interests. 

As tar as the stand of the Labour Party on Common Market 

issue was eoncerne~, it wns still a ~eeply riivided house until 

1964, an~ even after. But a fnetor of consioerable importAnce 

warrants serious attention here. The Labo~r members elected to 

the Parliament both in the 1964 and 1966 General Election were 

relatively younger, internationalist in outlook, and more sym

pathetic towards Common Market entry. Moreover, while the 

cont1Lued efforts ot pro-market Qrgan1zers converted some mem

bers after the elections, 

••• some changed their attitudes for reasons 
similar to those affecting Wilson: worsening 
economic problems, the increased indepen~ 
dence of Buru~e, the departure ot Adenauer, 
and the perception of a lack of al ternat1 ves 
which the experience ot governing had brought: 
but above all there was the fact that the 
Prime l'J.nister himself was opting for 
Europe. 69 

Hilson, with his f'ull grip over the party, coulri carry a majo

rity of the Parliamentary Labour Party (PLP) members as his own 

68 raviri Calleo, Hritain's Future (New York, 1968), 
P• 202. . 

69 Robert J. Lieber, n. 1, pp. 251-52. 
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attitude started moving in favour of the Common l4arket. Thus 

by recember 1965, Wilson couln advise a group of young pro

European MPs that there was no point in their pushing a campaign 

within the party. The effort coulrl only be decisive, as theJ 

would find that things would ultimately go their 011ll way 1n any 
70 

case. In obtaining the party majority, Wilson, no doubt, used 

all tactics - persuasion, warnings, threats • and in formulating 

his European policy: 

••• the Prime Minister had virtually ignored 
·Labour's NEG and the party conference. Only 
in the fall of 1967, ~11th Government and 
Parliament already committed, did he seek 
the endorsement of these bedias. At that 
time he succeeded in obtaining virtuall¥ 
w1conditional support from the NEC, and ••• 
the Annual Conference endorsed the Govern
ment's Common Market application bi a mar
gin of more than two to one. 71 

Within the Cabinet, Wilson, like Macmillan, utilized 

prime ministerial leverage to shape the choice so as to minimize 

opportunities for successful opposition. \~le 1n 1964, Cabinet 

was not ~efinitely pro-market one, the one that succeeded it in 

196n W'iS largely pro-European. However, once lvilson came to 

move more seriously tOl-!ards Europe, he reshuffled the Cabinet, 

anrl shift~ George ~row.n from repartment of Economic Affairs 

(DEA) to Foreign Office. Henceforward Wilson in collusion with 

Brown, a staunch pro-marketeer himself, shaped the European 

70 Nora Beloff, ~serve~ (London), 13 October 1966. 

71 Robert J. Lieber, n. 1, p. 254. 
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policy. This noes not mean there were no anti-marketeers within 

the Cabinet. Peart, Castle, Greenwood and Douglas Jay were anti

marketeers. In tact, the last minister, Douglas Jay, was the 

champion or ant1-marketeers within and outside the Cabinet. 

Wilson finally edged him out in 1967, while the other three re

signed in May 1967. When seven parliamentary private' secretaries 

abstained on 10 ~~ 1967 despite three-line whip, Wilson forced 
72 

their dismissal with relative ease. Thus the .NEC resolution 

stated on l october 1967J "The Labour Party fully supports Bri-
73 

tain 1 s application to enter the EEC ·" 

So far an examination of the various factors - economic 

ann non-economic, domestic ann external - that exerteri their 

relative influence on the thinking of the Labour Party on the 

Common Market issue has been undertaken. At the same time one 

can hardly fail to get the impression that of all the factors, 

the economic factor had been the most predominant one that 

caused a change in \4ilson • s mind • The recurring balance of PS¥

ments deficit, declining trade value or the Commonwealth and 

EFTA, lack of effective alternatives to the EEC, the growing 

prospects of economic advantages if Britain joined the EBC - all 

these economic forces were predominant in pulling Wilson towards 

Europe. 

The Prime Mil1ister had started ott with a 
fir.m belief in the value of continuing 

72 Ibid., P• 254. 

73 Tbe Times, 2 Octo~r 1967. 
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Britain's peace-keeping role of Suez, to 
fill a power vacuum, protect Britain • s 
commercial interests, deter the Chinese 
from aggression, please the United States, 
and so on. But ver¥ soon the view grew 
that Britain's real interests lay in Europe, 
not east or Suez or even with the Common
wealth. No doubt economic considerations 
were of paramount importance in persuading 
the Government to drop Britain's global 
role. Antf economic considerations best 
explain 1~ Wilson's conversion to the 
policy of entering the European Economic 
Community. 74 

Moreover, the very flexible working of the EEC, and the rising 

standard of living of the EEC citisens convinced the British 

people of the econ.omic. advantages that might accrue from 

membership. 

Perhaps ••• the decisive factor tor Wilson 
was that he became intellectually convin
ced b¥ the arguments showing that Britain 
sooner or later would have to make a fresh 
effort to Join the Common l>iarket 1n order 
to avoid finding itself both economicall¥ 
and politicall¥ on the outer fringe ot West 
European affairs, with a static standard 
ot living while standards in the Common 
Market countries were rising rapidl¥· 75 

On 22 October 1966 the Cabinet discussed European policy at 

great length. George Brown and Michael Stewart presented a 

paper that argued the case for entry into the Common Market. 

"George Brow.n believed that there was now an open door into 

the EEC, ann moreover that no one woulrl take Britain seriously 

74 Mary Proudfoot, n. 36, p. 208. 

75 Elisabeth Barker, n. 50, P• 219. 
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76 
unless . she actually applied • ,. H'hile some ministers like 

rouglas Jay, Barbara ·Castle, Richard l•!arsh1. opposert the paper, 

some like Richard CrosSJnan and Wedg~od Benn expressed re~er

vations. ~Just before summing up the discussion, Harold Wilson 

sprang on the Cabinet his own idea - which he had put to George 

Brown only that same morning - of a tour ot the six cap1 tals 
. 77 

to be made by both of them Jo1ntly.n 

Having put betore the Cabinet his own v1ew1 \'lilson made 

the dramatic announcement in the Parliament on 10 IJovember 1966. 
) 

Spe~ng to the Parliament, \Ulson said that the Government had 

decided, 

to embark on a series ot discussions with 
the individual Heads of Govermuent or the 
Six in order to establish whether it appears 
likely that essential British and Common
wealth interests should be safeguarded it 
Bri ta1n wre to accept the Treaty of Rome. 78 

.Armed with massive party support, public approv91, and a parlia

mentary resolution, Wilson an~ Bro~ un~ertook their exploratory 

tour to the continent to holt'f talks with the leaders of the Six 

during January, February am March of 1967. It was during this 

trip that rJilson spel t out and popularized the famous ~European 

Technological CommWlity" concept. t!hat :reall1 this technological 

communit¥ means, what were its political and economic implications, 

would be the task of the next chapter to examine·. 

76 Uwe K1tz1nger, n. 15, p.-283. 

77 Ibid., P• 284. 

78 ~uoted in Ihc timea, ll Lovember 1966. 



Chapter IV 

\•llLSVll'S CONCEPT UF EOROPEA.N TECHl~OLuGICAL 
CVlJihUlUTY 

A new d1mens1oo was added to the European integration 

in the second half of 1960s with \•Iilson' s popularization of the 

idea ot a "European Technological Community". The idea was 

spelt out in a well-defined and serious manner by the Labour 

Prime l.U.nister, Harold 't'Jilson. The establishment ot a "Techno

logical CommWlity" by the European states was the maJor theme 

ot l'Tilson • s speech at Guildhall in zrovember 1966. It was also 

an important aspect or Wilson's campaign in the EEC countries 

tor Britain's entry during the early 19ays or 1967. Referring 

to America's near-monopoly of the strategic grovth of indus

tries in western Europe and calling on them to pool together 

their sc1ent1t1c and technological resources, Wilson laid do~ 

a seven-point "technology plan" on 13 November 1966 at his 

Guildhall speech. His proposals wrez 

1. Bilateral talks on computers, electronics, and the 

civil application o! nuclear eneriJ• 

2. 1·1ultilateral discussions on the same subJects. 

3. Co-operation between the CBI (Confederation ot 

British Industry) and their opposite numbers, the employers• 

associations towards this end. 

4. The setting up or a multilateral European Institute 

to study the areas tor action. 

5. The Cret-tt1on of 'European' companies. 
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6. The Board or Trade to examine the field of patents, 

monopolies, restrictive practices, and campaD¥ law to fit in 

with this wider economic integration. 

7. The Trades Union Congress to co-operate 1n turther-
1 

ing these objectives. 

Emphasizing the urgency of closing the technological gap 

between Europe and the United States, Wilson said: ~ie can 

create a vast and powerful European technology. The immediate 

task is to stop the gap tram widening. The next step is to 
2 

narrow it." Wilson made it clear that while Britain could not 

accept a technological community as a substitute for membership 

of the &EC, he felt that efforts to establish 'the essential 

technological component' ot an enlarged commWli ty were too 

urgent to be postpotled until atter Br1 tain' s entry. 

During his earl1 1967 tour of the West European capitals, 

he laid great emphasis on Britain's entry into the EEC. But 

in his speech of 22 January 1967, at Strasbourg, his stress on 

the setting up of the Technological Community became more pro

nounced. Expressing his reaction against the growing economic 

domination of Europe by USA, in a rather bitter language, Wilson 

consistently reiterated one major point: that unless the European 

states were going to admit Britain as an effective member ot the 

Common Market, Britain would not be able to collaborate with 

1 Quoted in Stuart de l'iabotiere, Towargs Qne Europft 
(Middlesex, 1970) 1 pp. 87-88. 

2 Ibid., P• 88. 
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them, with her high technological capability and potentiality, 

which would greatly contribute to narrow the "technological gap". 

The concept of "Technological CommWlity", of course, did 

not fail to receive favourable respons~ from the European 

leaders, including de Gaulle. \-Ihatever might have been their 

individual views on the details of the plan, they were all in. 

agreement with Wilson on one point: the need for an organization, 

with the scientific-technological participation of European 

nations in it is essential to counter the growing "technological 

gap" between America and Europe. Commenting on the impact that 

Wilson's speech made, tb§ Times said that "it had the warm wel

come it deserves trom Government ~ inrtustry, both inside and 
3 

outsi~e the Common Market .• " Later Wilson also records in his 

memoirs that he "believes nothing did more than his original 
~ 4 

proposal convince Europe that Britain 'meant business'·" 

Outside his party, at home, \-lilson • s conviction was sharp 

and supported by industrial and scientific circles and by many 

civil servants too. "For Britain it was comforting to believe, 

as she "ras encouraged by her indus trial and scientific writers 

to do, that in her application tor membership of the EEC she 
5 

somehow held technological aces or trumps.•• But this conviction 

3 The 'UJnes {London), 15 November 1967. 

4 Harold l'lilson, The Labour Qoyemment 1964-7Q (London, 
. 1971), P• 300. 

5 Roger Williams, European T§ChnQlogy; The folitics ot 
Qgllaboration (London, 1973), P• 28. 
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was by no ~eans confined to Bl'i tain. In the words of a CoWlcii 

of Europe Report, published just a few days atter Wilson's 

Guildhall speech: "To be viable 1t is doubtful lfhether a Euro

pean Technological Community coultY 'go it alone' vi thout the 

Un.ttted Kingdom... One cannot except the United Kingctom to agree 

to a European Technological Community unless it also becomes a 
6 

f'ull member or the EEC." 

However, 't-111 son • s concept or Technological Community 

itself must be viewed within the broader context of the Europe

America economic relationship. For it is only in this background 

that the real motives of Britain in proposing this plan, and the 

diplomatic significance of this. concept could be analysed. It 

1s tor this reason that a proper understanding. of the economic 

relations between the European nati~ls and United States becomes 

necessary. 

"Technological go.p" has become a popular aphorism, parti

cul& .. ly since the early 1960's to express the nature of economic 

relationship between USA ar.ri her European allies. It is an 1n

constestable tact that in the post-war era, US investment 1n 

l1estern Europe was growing at an astonishing rate. The chief 

reasons tor this trend were: the inability of the European 

industry to compete with the giant multinational corporations 

of United States, the global size of these giants with their 

power to compete vith the European goods on world markets, and 

6 Quoted 1n Roger Williams, n. 5, P• 37. 
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their huge prof! ts that enabled them to reinvest. Moreover, 

the drain or the European scientists and engineers to USA and 

the merger or the smaller European firms into the American 

oligopolies further contributed to the widening economic and 

technological gap. 

The most pronounced expression ot this phenomenon is 

manifested 1n •servan-Schreiber' s" 'ijle AQlerican Cha1lenge, which 

opens with a statement: "Fifteen years from now it is quite 

possible that the world 1 s greatest third industrial power, just 

after the United States and Russia, ~11 not be Europe, but 
7 

American industry in Europe." In tact, 'J:be &ne:ricrm Cha,llenae 

is the first systematic and analytical exposition ot sway ot 

US industry over \'!estern Europe. The rich sector-wise statistics 

that substantiated the books' theme made over~melmingly glaring 

to the Europeans the growing economic gap between them and the 

USA. ._!oreover, the Europeans vere more concerned about the long

ter.m effects ot the technological gap and the expanding US 

1r.r.dustry in Europe. nHhat disturbs Europeans is not merely the 

pre sent 1mbelance ot technological pol:rer between the United 

StatGs and ~estorn Europet but the long-term consequences ot 

l~erica•s overall commar~1ng lead in those basic and applied 

sciences ~Thich are constantly producing new technologies of 
8 

economic and military importance. 

7 Servan-Schreiber, The American. ChaJ.ltiUUl (London, 1968), 
.P• 4. 

8 Robert Gilpin, F;ance in tb!, Age of tbe ~Qientific 
atate {Princeton, 1968), p. 19. 
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1-;uch of the fears of American dOlliination that are ex

pressed above are tJOt groundless. They are strongl,y supported 

by facts. Thus the direct investment by US it. \'Jostern Europe 

between 1960 and 1966 increased !rom $6.7 billion to $16.2 
9 

billion. While between 1950 and 1967, US investment in the 

same region rose by 300 per cent, it was up by another 300 per 
10 

cent between 1958 ann 1965. t-Jhat is more dreadful to the 
' Europeans is that US investment within USA ann the rest of the 

world is &uch lower than it is in the European Economic Commu

nity. 1•1hile between 1965 and 1966, the American investment in 

America itself rose by 17 per cent, and in the rest of the uor1d 

it increased by 21 per cent, in the EEC the rate of investment 

went up by 40 per cent, that is, more than twice the rate 
11 

invested in the USA itself. ~ the other hand, 40 per cent 

of US direct investment in UK, France and ~est Ge~any is owned 
12 

Just by three giants - Genere.l Notors, Ford and the Esso. 

r1hat emerges from these facts is that the US has· '\·Tell explo1 ted 

the ColW!orl harket. 

vn the other hand, the giant size ot American industries, 

anCI the world-w1de markets they eLJoy, the certa.+nty that the1 

9 Ibid., P• 43. 

10 L. I~etzemackers, "American Investment 1n Europe", Common 
Matket (The Hague), no. 15, May 1967, p. 180. 

11 Servan-Shre1ber, n. 7, p. 9 

12 Ernest Mandel, Europe Yersus America? (London, 1970), 
P• 22. 
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face little competition on world market, and their high profits 

have tempted the European industrialists to invest not in Euro

pean business but to invest in American firms. Profit motive 

couplen tdth profit guarantee tempted the Europeans to drain 

away European capital into US corporations. "Nine-tenths of 

American investment in Europe is financed from European sources. 
13 

In other words, a .ua.2:. t.he.m., 1Q lwi. WI.• '' The huge American 

investment thus is the major symptom or imbalance between Europe 

and America. 

Moreover, the net effect of the direct American invest

ment resUlted in the direct competiti~l of American industries 

with the Europe~l industries. uperating with the advantage of 

largely available finance capital, sophisticated technology, 

greater size, vide markets, and high profits, the American firms 

dwarfed and absorbed many European firms. 

American technological rlominance far from 
being rii rectly poli ticaltrstimulated was 
derived essentially from two economic cir
cumstances; the fact that the Dniterl States 
possessed the world's largest homogeneous 
market, vith special governmental neeris in 
advanced technology, anrl the related fact 
that she had so many more giant companies 
than Hestern Europe, these companies en
joying substantial advBOtages in terms of 
tho integration ot activities, risk-taking 
in R & n, investment tactli ties, general 
leverage, ann so on. 14 

13 Servan-Shreiber, n. 7, P• 11. 

14 ~,;iu1nn, J .B., 'tTechnological Competition; li;urope v. 
US", Harvard Bu~J.ness ae~, vol. 4, July-August 
1966, P• 113. 
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The American competition forced many industrial mergers 

\'11thin \'Jest Europe both at natioi~nl and international levels. 

Though computers were first manufactured in Britain, the more 

sophisticated liD~ computers invaded the British market in the 

late 1960s and compelled the smaller British computer companies 

merge ~ith one another. vut of the merger o£ the Powers-Samas 

and Holler! th, the ICT (International Computers and Tabulators) 

emerged which soon absorbed the computer divisions of the GEC 

and AEI. 

English Electric Lao, lr!hich in 1967 formed another com

puter group linked with the Radio Corporation of America. Yet 

their mergers tailed to challenge the IBM, and in 1968 the ICT 

finally merged with the English Electric Computers Ltd. But 

what made the '3J.~i tish computers to merge in such a rapid manner 

in spite of the fact that Sritain ~ms the first to produce com

puters? The ansl-:er is the superior technological qual! ty of the 

IBI: computer, 1 ts large markets which enabled 1 t to sell even 

at a loss in Britnlx~, and the high profits that enabled it to 

improve the techn()log1cal su~histication still further. Simi

larly, the th.ree great ltaliar ... Chelllical '!'rusts (Edison, '"~onte

catini ar~ the Ehi} aLd the three J.f'rench steel corupan1es - de 

vier~el, Oidelor and l4osellane de Siderurgie were compelled to 

merge together ill face of the A.mer..lcan cuwpetition. !he simple 

truth that ~erges from their meraers is that concentration o~ 

capital at national level is tak.1Hg place in face of international 

competition. 
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Apart from these mergers, close co-operation between 

top \;Jest European firms has taken place to contain the US compe

tition. For instance, the main French Chemical Company, Rhone 

Poulenc works in close collaboration with the German Bayer 

Company. The Swiss Corporation, Brown Boveri and the German 

Krupp trust agree~ to bu11~ a nuclear reactor together. 

The large amounts of (tirect investment by the American 

multinationals gave vay to the proliferation or a large number 

of their subsidiaries. A sturly or the European Economic Com.

missioL revealed that since 1965, 80 per cent of Common V~ket 

computer production, 24 per cent or the ~otor industry, 15 per 

cent of the synthetic rubber ir.~u~try, ar.d 10 per cent of tbe 

prOduction of petro-chemicals were Uilder the mens.aetr.et:.t of 
15 

Atuer1cOJ~ 1nd ustries. Bettieer, 1958 and 1963 over 3,000 Ameri-

can con.~tn1es either set up subsidiaries ili the bEC or gained 
16 

cor.r.trol over the already existing firms -w:l. thin 1 t. 1'he 

pheLOIUeilal spread of these subsidiaries ultimately led to the 

absorption of many European firms. 'il1e absorption or Hachines 

Bull (of Frencs) ami. oi' the electrOl.tic c01tputer section ot the 

Italian firm of Olivetti by the L~eriCaJ! General Lleatr1e trust 

is a case 1n point. Even the Labour Party ~nieh, as the opposi

tion party opposed a U~ firm acquiring a substantial share in 

the tm: i-1otor Company, 1oots, allowed the same firm to take full 

15 Err&est f,iandel, u. B, p. 21. 

16 Ibid. 
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control or it in 1967, trhen it was in po,.mr. 

It is this huge capital investment and international 

concentration of capital that led an economist to forecast 

that by 1985 only 60 giant corporations would dominate the 

capitalist world, of which 50 would belong to United States of' 
17 

America. Already as in 1960s more than halt of US subsidiar-

ies in Europe belonged to 340 American f1r.ms appearing on the 
18 

list of 500 largest f'ir.ms in the world. 

Another aspect of the American predominance over the 

European economy and of the technological imbalance is "Brain 

t'rain''• . A large number of the \'/est European scientists and 

technologists have been migrating to USA. Lured by higher pay 

and better research conriitions, the European brains are crossing 

their continental boundaries over to USA. Thus between 1956 ~nd 

1963 the number of scientists and engineers migrated to US was 
19 

1500. In tact more than 50 per cent of the scientists and 
20 

technologists in the capitalist world belong to United States. 

A sturly conducted by the British Government on the problem 

ot Brain Drain stated that sheer frustration was the single 

17 R· Latters, & Million pol4ar§ (Paris, 1970), p. 64. 

18 Servan-Shreiber, n. 7, p. 18. 

19 Freeman and Young, ThQ Resea;rch and DeyelgQlAent Effort 
in Western Europe, I~orth AJAerJ,ca and Soviet Union 
(Paris, 1966), P• 72. 

20 Bounkina, "Soviet View of Interimperialist Contradic
tions at the Present Stage", Wl. (1:elh1), January 1975, 
P• 13. 
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biggest motive that prompted her scientists and technical ex

pertise to leave the Oni ted Kingdom. lt is true that lack of 

proper research amenities, unattractive salaries, too much 

fo~alism and hierarchical relationship within the research 

institutions are among tho major factors compelling the brain 

drain from Britain. In Layton's words: "Lack of promotion, 

upper management, opposition to new ioeas and methods, unwilling

ness to embark on bold commercial initiatives to sell new pro-
21 

ducts all play a part in the orain from Rrita1n." 

v!hat is applicable to Britain, or course, equally applies 

to the other West European countries. Making a hypothetical 

analysis or the direct effect of the European brain drain to 

USA, Layton says that the loss of 10,000 men trained at the cost 

of $65,000 by each country is equ1 valent to the annual transfer 
22 

to the United States of an investment of $500 million. More-

over, this brain drain entails a two-fold inverse effect on these 

countries. Firstly, they contribute greatl.v to the already 

advanced technology of united States and secondly the loss of 

these brains to European countries forces them to pay tor the 

import of knowhow and skills trow us. The following table 

demonstrates the burden on the technological balance of payments 

as a result of their payments for the American technical know-how. 

21 Christopher Layton, Ey:ropean J\dyenged Tectmglogx 
(London, 1969), P• 19. 

22 Ibid., P• 18. 
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Bat1mat~ ~~gbQolggical Balan~e g! favm~n:t.a 
· in millions of dollars} 23 

Transactions Receipts Payments Balance 
with United 
States 

UK 1961 17 86 - 69 

France 1962 11 53 -42 

west Ger.many 1963 10 52 - 42 

West Europe (including 
others) 42 261 -209 

Not only the above given reasons encouraged brain drain 

but also the poor R&D (Research and Development) expenditure 

by the European states is the main reason. Reluctance of 

governments to spend and contribute largely to the R&D effort, 

poor investment· in human resources, a system of higher education 

not much contributory to scientific knowledge and ideas, and the 

absence of larger corporations to invest heavily on research -

these are the manifold factors that ririfted the gap between the 

American ann European technology and managerial services tar 

apart. 

By comparison with the American model Euro
pean educational systems \18re too tradi
tional, too inflexible incapable of fully 
tapping the intellectual reserves ot their 
respective populations, and lacking in 
facilities. European students shun the 
applied sciences, and thus the gap is 

23 Robert Gilpin, n. 8, P• 74. 
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undoubtedly related to value system in 
Western Europe and the United States. 24 

Thus while the US annual average R &: D expenditure is S20 bil-
26 

lion, it is Just $5 billion tor west Europe. In 1965, the 

US spent 3.61 per cent or her GNP on R&D, whereas tor West 
26 

Europe the figure was only 2.0 per cent. The magnitUde ot the 

US spending becomes more amazing when it is learnt that the 

single IBM's annual research cost is greater than the annual 

sales of Britain's largest computer tir.m, the ICT (International 

Computers ann Tabulators). 

Given these facts it is not difficult to understand why 

the technological and managerial gap between America and Europe 

is so wi~e anrl why the US fir.ms raise higher profits over those 

ot their European counterparts. The combined total profits or 

ten biggest tirms in each country, Britain, France and west 
Germany (30 in all) was S2 billion, while the total.prorits or 

27 
the General I~otors alone was S2 .25 billion. In terms or per 

capita production, US technology and management skills raised 

it by 60 per cent above that of Germany, 70 per cent above France 
28 

and 80 per cent above that ot Britain. In the arena of 

24 Servan-Schreiber, n. ?, P• 46. 

25 R· Ptaltzgraft, The Atlantig Communlt,y (London, 1969), 
P• 77. 

26 Robert Gilpin, n. 8, P• 72. 

27 Ibid., P• 38. 

28 Ibid • P · 3 g. 
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management, it ma,y be stated that Europe opened her eyes only 

recently to the i.wportance or management and management stUdies. 

So large is the gap between US and Europe in this field that 

while in US there are 160 business schools and 24,000 management 

consultants, Britain has only a,ooo management consultants fol-
29 

lo~d by France with 11000 and West Germany with 300. Robert 

;::cl'Jamarn, former us rerence Secretary vi'ewed this gap differently. 

In h1s view, the gap between Europe and US was not technological 

but ~anagerial". Servan-Schreiber almost agrees with him. 

The Atlantic gap is not a manifestation of 
technological failure, in fact, not a 
technological gap at all. But nue instead 
to managerial nisparities between the United 
States anrl Europe, ann as such an expression 
of natural comparative advantage in inter
national economic affairs. 30 

Such is the nature of the economic gap between united 

States of America and West Europe. A deep chasm exists between 

these t~o continents. Rather it is a chasm that is widening 

instead of narrowing. The growing interest, the overriding 

control of Western industry by the US giant firms, the rapid 

drift of brain drain, and then the wideniug technological and 

managerial gap, all these developments have iutensified the worst 

fears of the west European countries. It is this phenomenon 

that compels tho Hest European countries to think alld act 

29 Stuart de lo Uahotiere, n. 1, p. 137. 

30 John J'liebolri, "Is the Gap Technological?", Foreign Affair3 
(New York), no. 46, 1967-68, p. ~76. 
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seriously about integration. Integration both 1n the economic 

and innustrial field to close the gap between themselves and 

America. Anri it is against this background of resentment and 

sensitiveness or the European states to the American economic 

sway over them that the Technological Community or Harold Wilson 

needs consirleration. Wilson's concept was voicing the mood of 

European nations. It was not a sheer brainwave of the British 

Prime l.U.nister. 

Many Europeans were alread.Y thinking of a strong common 

scienti:t'ic and technological collaboration. ''Even before this 

(Guildhall speech) the Italian Foreign I.U.nister, Signor Fant"ani 

had speculated on the desirability of a 'technological Marshall 

Plan 1 • General de Gaulle had alerted his own Government to the 

same question and France had proposed a study by the EEC Com-
31 

mission of industrial ann research policies in the S1i.~ What 

Wilson proposed was thus an idea, of course, in a succinct and 

constructive manner which spoke the language of other Europeans. 

Britain herself might not have been a party to the Common Market 

When she proposed a common technological community but the Bri

tish people anri also the Europeans knew that Britain's destiny 

was invariably linkeri up with Europe's destiny. 

On the other hand, Wilson's interest in science and tech

nology fields can be traced back to even before the Labour Party 

3l Roger Williams, n. 3, p. 22. 
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came into power. From the moment Wilson took over from Gait

skell the party's leadership, he set out to identify himself 

with science and technological reforms. Based on the report 

submitted by the ''Trent Committee on science policy", which was 

appointed by the Conservative Government to recommend guidelines 

tor reforming the existing science polic.v of Britain, the Labour 

Party promised ill the 1966 electoral campaigns that a Ministry 

of Technology would be created • The new Ministry, I~1 stry of 

Technolog.v in fact came into existence subsequently as "a new 

kind of Government department, set up to achieve aims which hAd 
32 

not previously been the direct objectives or official action." 

In terms of practical validity the British Prime ~Unis

ter•s idea was not an exorcise in "Platonic" abstraction but it 

was backed by concrete precef'fents anti facts. For instance, in 

~eoember 1961, 11 European states, inclurting Britain and France 

set up the CERN (European Organization tor Nuclear Research). 

This combined effort in nuclear research proved so effective 

that in Layton's words, "in Just over ten years this great enter

prise has thus ended the imbalance in h16h energy physics in the 
r Atlantic world reve~ing the brain drain in the field, and placing 
' 33 

Europe on a plan with America and Russia." Another example 

of such co-operation is tho Euratom, though the provisions of 

this Treaty remain least implemented. Its main obJective was to 

32 eunday TimeA, 22 January 1967. 

33 Layton, n. 16, p. 95. 
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develop a joint research programme financed by common budget 

and pooling knowledge to~etber. The Euratom envisaged the con

struction ot a big plant, cOIIlparable in size to three US plants, 

but "the snag is that outside Britain and France, no one in 

Europe at present has the know-how to build and operate such a 

plant efficiently. Hence the importance of the British contri-
34 

button." 

Concerning aeropace and telecommunications, the ELDO 

(Economic Plan Space Vehicles Launcher J:evelopment Organization), 

whose first stage Bri ta1n unri ertoolr to complete, and the ES!l:O 

(European Space Research Organization), to which UK is the largest 

financial contributor, are the maJor instances of co-operation. 

The Anglo-French Concorde and the Air-Bus Programme bet

~en Britain, France and Germany, the Franco-German agreement 

to produce Tan·sall, a transport aircraft are the major cooperative 

efforts in the field of aircraft. 

Besides, the other European commercial undertakings of 

which Britain is a major participant are: the Anglo-French strike 

aircraft Jagua, the Anglo-French helicopter NH 13, Eurocontrol 

(European military air traffic control system), the Combat (the 

International Space Telecommunication System), the Anglo-German 

fighter Eurojet, the British-German and rutch project to enrich 

uranium by ultra-centrifugation a.M the MCRA-75 mult1plepurpose 

Ib1rl., p. 116. 
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jet fighter built jointly by Britain, Italy and west Germany. 

But what is substantially lacking in these common efforts 

is a whole-hearted support and spirit to place the national re

sources at the n1sposal or these projects. Unless the nations 

are reany to overcome their national barriers they cannot.hope 

to compete successfully with the American counterparts. It was 

to this point that Wilson was trying to turn the attention or 

European nations. Britain threatened to withdraw from the con

corde project because the project could not face the competition 

from the Supersonic Transport. 1·1aCh1nes Bull and uli vetti could 

have been saved from the General Electric hands if only Britain 

was allowed into EEC and the British computer industry the most 

advanced in rlest Europe, collaborated with them. 

In proposing the r.European Technological CommWli ty '' vlilson 

was not simply altruistic or naive to the advantage that British 

participation in such a community would bring. Among the West 

European countries Britain was technologically the most advanced 

nation in 1960s, along with the larger size of her companies and 

her investment potential. She hns the greatest number of firms 

of international scope. Among world's 500 lnrgest firms, Britain 
35 

was right behind the OS with her 55 firms. Among firms doing 

more than $250 million worth ot business a year 8.4 per cent 

were British in sixties compared to West Germany's 6.3 per cent 

35 Servan-Schreiber, n. 7, p. 119. 
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36 
and France's 33 per cent. Also Britain's expenoiture on R & D 

~s the largest in West Europe. In 1963-64 she spent 2.3 per 

cent or her national income Yhen comparerl to 1.6 per cent by 

France an~ 1.4 per cent by Best Germany. Yet Britain's R & D 
37 

effort ~~s only 1/lOth of US in terms of money. 

UK has the greatest defence potential among the West Euro

pean countries but her small size discourages that potential to 

exploit fruitfully. Britain*s nuclear technology was an advanced 

in its Olm type of reactor as its American rival. But the small 

size or her home market and shortcomings in or6anization and 

management led to discouraging results. Moreover, "Britain con

centrates her efforts on electronics, electrical equipment, 

nuclear energy and aviation - t~at is, on those very areas that 

the European community should be developing to compete with the 
38 

Uniterl States." 

It was these rich potentialities end at the same time the 

inability of Britain to exploit them singly that Wilson had in 

minn when he talkeri about the Technological Community. He cer

tainly thought that with her technological superiority, Britain 

as a future member in the proposed technological community, would 

bo able to repl~ce, to soma extent, it not completely, American 

superiority and predominance in Western Europe. But this would 

36 Ibid., P• 119 

37 La;ton, n. 16, P• 57. 

38 servan-Schro1ber, n. 7, p. 119. 
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be possible only if Britain entered the Common Market. Secondly, 

Wilson tried to make a tactical use of his concept of Technologi

cal Commur.~.1 ty in his diplomatic manoeuvres to get into the EEC. 

By overplaying the European fears of American ghost and 

by pandering to their detestation of American domination, Wilson 

hop~ that the technological gap vas one major unifying factor 

that would strengthen the British case to enter the Common Market. 

In fact, the European Technological Community was skillfully 

invoked by Wilson to muster strength for his case. It was the 

major diplomatic gimmick that loomed large 1n his dialogue and 

public speeches during his 1967 \-Jest European tour. "The chal

lenge America • s technology poses to lSuropean industry made this 

a political trump card in Britain's attempt to Join the Common 
39 

l1arket." r!hen i.-lacmillan applied for entry he had nothing 

tangible to demonstrate the 'huropeanness• of Britain but speak 

in plain language, but in her second attempt, her rrime }Unister, 

a hard bargainer and pragmatist as he is, invented and applied 

a neu device, the Technological Community, to exhibit the sin

cerity of Britain's 'Europeenness' and emphasize the advantages 

of her immediate entry into the Common Market. 

39 Layton, n. 16, P• 263. 



Chapter V 

BRITAin'S SECurm APPLlCATivl~ FOR BNT.RY To EBC 
-A~~ ITS R&JhCTiv~ 

The explorator.r visit of the British Prime l~1h1ster and 

his .Foreign Secretary to the continent took place in the first 

quarter or the 1ear 1967. lt is important to emphasize here 

the 'purpose' or the t-Jilson-Brown tour. The trip was 'explora

tory', in the sense- that the British leaders were going on a 

mission around the capitals of "the Six" member-states or the 

EEC to probe whether the conriitions exist or not to negotiate 

Britain's entry into the EEC. The purpose or the trip, there

fore, in itself was not to negotiate the British entry. It is 

in this respect tha,t the Labour Government's approach to the 

question or entry into the Common Market riiffers from that ot 

the preeed ing Conservative Government. The lo!acmillan Government 

did not think it was necessary to investigate whether political 

atmosphere on the continent was congenial tor its attempt before 

the negotiations actuall¥ started. on the other hand, it con

sulted the Commonwealth COWltries instead or "the Six"• 

The probing mission ranged over a period of about two 

mouths startir!g on 15 January 1967 ar4i ending on 8 14areh 1967. 

While it may not be necessary here to analyze the response of 

each country to the visiting leaders, this much could be said 

here that, apart from France and west Ge~any, in the rest of 

the four capitals the leaders enjoyed favourable reponse. As 

both Wilson anri Brown subsequently recorded in their memoirs, 
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they were satisfied w1 th their talks with the heads or the four 

states. For instance, Wilson notes the impression he had after 

his talks with the Italian Prime Minister: "It was very clear 

that Signor Moro, the Prime Minister, strongly supporteri the 
l 

British entry anri woulri go to greater lengths to achieve it." 

But it ~s the political anri economic significance of 

France anrl West Germany which demand attention on the reaction 

or these two countries to the Labour leaners. 

The British leaders visited France from 23 to 25 January 

1967. It was this visit that was significant in several res

pects. From their speeches and talks, three most important 

concl us1ons could be drawn. First, the¥ argued Britain 1 s case 

on 'political' grounds emphasizing the¥ •meant business•. J.iore

over, Britain's entry would contribute to the strengthening of 

European unit¥• Secondi¥, that economically Britain was not in 

a weaker position and her sterling commitments would not be a 

burden on the communit¥ after her entry. Lastl¥, Wilson spelt 

out, as already discussed, the concept of a "European Technologi

cal Community" stressing that the pooling together of European 

scientific ann technological resources was imminent in race of 

American domination. 

~ilson argued that politically united Europe could play 

a role in international atta1rs which was no longer open to 

1 Harold Wilson, toe Lapoqr GQvernruent, 1964•70 (London, 
1971), P• 327. 
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individual nation-states of Western Europe. It was at Stras• 

bourg on 23 January 1967 that Wilson arguen this political case. 

\~ile stressing on the importance of European integration to the 

Council ot Europe, Wilson said: 

\rJe mean business. And I am going to S81 
why we mean business... we mean business 
in a political sense because, over the 
next one year, the next ten years, the 
next twenty years, the unity of Europe is 
going to be forged, and geograpey and his
tory and interest and sentiment alike 
demand that we pla.,v our part in forging 
it, and in working it. 2 

In fact, Wilson's Strasbourg speech was almost Gaullist in many 

places. His remarks that "\'Je live in an age or nation states'' 

and that loyalty to the Atlantic alliance "must never equal sub-
3 

servience" closely echoeri Gaullist sentiments. r.'hat l-Iilson was 

attempting was to convince Europe, and in particular the General, 

to whom he sent a copy or his speech beforehand, that the "spe

cial relationship" was compatible with the membership or Common 

Market. Both coulri be reconciled without undermining either. 

But in the process of conveying this view to de Gaulle, it seemed 

that Wilson was willing to undermine 'special relationship' and 

even equate US with the USSR. Thus in course ot his talks with 

de Gaulle, Wilson notes: 

The task of the great European power - and 
I instanced France and Britain - was not to 

2 Quoted in Uwe Kitzinger, D1Rlom§C! and Persuasion 
(London, 1973), P• 285. 

3 The Times (London), 24 January 1967. 
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be mere messenger-boys between the two po\-JSr 
blocs. \1/e had a bigger role to pla,y - and 
other nations wanted us to play that role -
bigger than waiting merely in the ante-rooms 
while the United States and Soviet Onion set
tled everything directly between themselves. 4 

Having explained his case on political groWlds, Wilson 

turned to another important problem which was discussed at great 

length in his Paris talks - the sterling problem. Discussion 

centre~ upon the sterling balances Which the French regarded 

simply as debts subject to repayment at any time. In course of 

his talks ~ilson gave a seventy-five minute 'exposition' to de 

Gaulle on the subject, promising that Britain would not land 

"the Six'' in embarrassing financial obligations. Addressing a 

press conference after the talks, Wilson explained what he told 

the French President about the sterling problem: 

•••• apart from, of course, our gold and 
convertible currency reserves, we have 
assets, second time reserves, on a scale 
considerably greater than the total ot 
our obligations •••• {Moreover) there is 
not at the moment MY suggestion that the 
banking liabilities and assets should be 
transferred within the Community. 5 

Having listened to Wilson's arguments, the French Presi

dent refrained himself from making commitment or promise. Rather 

the General expressed fears of change in EEC' s "fundamental 

character" if enlargement takes place. He offered an "arrangement" 

4 l'filson, n. 1, p. 336. 

5 Quoted in Geoffrey \·Jarner, "France, Britain and the 
EEC" t The Yftarbook of Hor1d Affairs 1968 (London), 
P• 116. 
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or ''association" bet't-Jeen the Six ann Britain. This offer was, 

however, declined by Hilson. 

Although the talks between the two leaders were incon

clusive anri failen to produce agreement, Hilson expressed the 

view that the .French had been 'friendly and corriial'. Later 

when he returned to London, \-Jilson described his Paris talks: 

No relevant question was overlooked or 
made light or. uur hosts were impressed 
by our depth of purpose in everything we 
said and our desire to Join tho EEC. We 
did not ask the French Government to 
answer yes or no, or to put an.y particu
lar questions to it. 6 

\·lhatever impressions the British leaders might ha~e got 

from their talks with the French leader, one thing that clearly 

emerged from the non-committal attitude of de Gaulle was that 

he still entertained reservations about British entry. Hardly 

a month back, George Bro~m, who was in Paris to attend a NATO 

ministerial meeting, had a meeting with the General. The Foreign 

Secretary notes in his personal record: 

I argued as strongly as I could about 
all that Britain meant to Europe and 
the great part that she could play 1n 
Europe, but it was very clear that de 
Gaulle was adamantly against us. 7 

Just on the day Wilson left Paris, the French Foreign 

Affairs l41nister, Couve de l-1urville gave a television interview 

6 ~uoted in Robert L. Pfaltzgratt, Britain Faces Eurgpe 
(Philadelphia, 1969), p. 185. 

7 George Bro"m' In li.V ~·:a.v (London, 1971), P• 220. 
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that could enable one to have an insight into the French think

ing on the British entry. The French tUnister emphasized the 

very financial difficulties that Wilson sought to explain awS~• 

He argued the monetary and economic difficulties that the British 

entry into the Community might entail, and, concentrated his 

fire on the problems raised by starlings role as a "reserve cur

retlcy", or "non-European currency" as he put it. Coinciding with 

\·!ilson • s departure from Paris, "1 t was evident from 14. Couve de 

Murville t s guarded statement • that no green light had been given 
8 

to a possible British application." 

The Paris visit of the British leaders was followed by 

Bonn. But the German visit was complicated by several events ot 

the week preceding. The timing ann content of these events 

caused much diplomatic embarrassment to the visiting team. Bri

tain had been host to the RUssian Primo Minister, Alexie Kosygin. 

The Russian loader, while offering Britain a Friendship Pact with 

his coWltry, had at the same time used Britain as a platform from 

which to vilify the Federal Republic. Secondly, George Brown 

made a statement on the eastern frontier of Germany Just before 

he lett for Bonn. Answering a question whether British policy 

on Ger.man reunification had changed to include recognition of 

tho Oder-Aeisse line as the eastern frontier or a reunited 
9 

Germany, Bro\ .. 'll replied: "Yes, in a way". 'Ibis incident, which 

8 Lord Gladwyn, te Gaulle's Europe or 1·[by tbe Gen~ral 
Saxs Ng (London, 1969), P• 120. 

9 'Jlle 'rimes, 16 February 1967. 
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received t-!ide coverage in the German press, dalilpened the atmos

phere in which the talks on British Conunon 1-larket relations 

were held. 

Lastly, wile l·!ilson and 'Brown were in Bonn, Douglas J93, 

.the President of the Board ot Trade, expounded to a private 

meeting of the Labour l·IPs the grave dangers to Britain's balance 

of payments, were she to join the EBC~ 

The substance of Jay's criticism was em
barrassing at a time when the Government 
was trying to persuade Bonn that it would 
beneti t trOUI hav1t,6 Br1 tain in the EEC, 
and at the same time trying not to discuss 
removing the British army from the Rbinej 
and yet the President ot the Board of Trade 
saying in effect, that the army cost Bri
tain·too much as it was. 10 

tihile it cannot precisely be said what intl uence the 

above events had on the British-German talks, it was quite evi

dent that the visiting leaders had a cool response to their case. 

As t-:!1 son records in h1 s own words: 

Ue got the impression that rr Kiesinger' s 
approach was very much •softy, softy 
Catehee General'. But how softy? Then, 
ann subsequently, we became increasingly 
convinced that he wouln never be prepared 
to press his undoubted conviction that 
Britain must be admitted to the Six to the 
point of annoying General de Gaulle. 11 

Hilson substantiates his impression by noting that the German 

10 Cynthia w. Frey, "Meaning Business - The British Applica
tions to Join the Common ~arket~, Jgurnal gf Cammon 
Hawt Studigs (London), 1967-68, p. 209. 

ll Harold Wilson, n. l, p. 368. 
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Chancellor was too oriented towards Paris to improve the Franco• 

German relations. 

Wilson was quite correct in his reasoning. For the 

Germans were not willing to go to the extent or pressurizing 

the General since the new German Government headed by K1es1nger 

was more interested in improving the Franco-German relations 

that were strained ~uring the periorl of Erhard, who was supposedly 

pro-American. Therefore, for all verbal support they had given 

the British in the past, they lrere not prepared to sacrifice 

their new "Ostpolitik'' (and the new Chancellor's hopes or settle

ment with France) to get Britain in. 

For another reason also the Germans had reservations about 

the British en~ry. With her accession to the Treaty ot Rome, 

strategically speaking, Britain might replace West Germany as 

the principal French ally in Western Europe. In that case it 

would be the Franco-British and not the Franco-German alliance 

that would dominate the commWlity. Z.loreover: 

collaboration in the development of advanced 
technology, the possibility or creating an 
Anglo-French nuclear force, and the prospects 
or agreement on major political issues might 
lead to a new Franco-British ententg, isolat
ing Germany. 13 

The exploratory mission to Europe formally ended on 8 

March 1967, when Wilson an~ Brown returned from Luxemburg. 

Though it is quite clear from the declared purpose of the tour 

1.2 !he o.bserve:e (London), 19 February 1967. 

13 Robert L. Pfaltzgraff, n. 6, p. 187. 
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that it 1ms only 'exploratory', there is every reason to can

clurie that by the time they completed their tour, the leaders 

returned home ~1 th the firm conviction of applying for member

ship. "Gradually our line got firmer and firmer, and by the 

time we had finished (the tour) we had virtually decided to 
14 

make our application." Similarly Harold Wilson had become 

so politically convinced by the time the probe was completed 

that "no one was in the least surprise when Britain put in a 
16 

for.mal and unconditional bid for membership." 

on 21 Harch 1967, the Cabinet began a detailed study of 

the European reactions and domestic implications to the Wilson

Brown talks. During this stUdy, the Cabinet was lett with no 

doubt that the Prime l;:fnister and the Foreign Secretary had 

already made up their minds to apply. Though there were oppo

nents like the formidable nouglas Jay, Barbara Castle, Fred 

Peart within the Cabinet it was not a difficult task tor the 

Prime Minister to overwhelm them, and hence reach a rlecision to 

apply without any threat of resignation by any Cabinet V~ister. 

Wilson's ann Bro~~·s report to the Cabinet 
on their European tour was said to have con
vinced all but the severest of doubters 
(Jay and Peart) that the EBC would be no 
threat to Britain's independence and that 
as a result, by the end ot Harch there was 
no serious question ot a split in the 
Cabinet. 16 

14 George Brown, n. 7, p. 206. 

15 Uue Kitzinger, n. 2, P• 286. 

16 l:be ypseryer, 16 Harch 1967. 
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Having obtained the approval of the whole Cabinet, the 

Government now turned its attention to thwart any attempt, both 

at governmental and party level, that might prejudice the impend

ing appl1cntion for membership. Thus a t·Jbite Paper on problems 

~icb aould face ·the British trade if Britain entered the EEC 

( l'rhich was prepared by Douglas J91) was held up during the 

summer of 1967 as negotiations would not get underway until the 
17 

autumn. 

At party level, tho Prime Y~nister adopted a stiff atti

tude to prevent any crisis that would prejudice the negotiations. 

fie mat'fe 1 t clear 1n micf-Uarch that the Parliamentary Labour 

Party (PLP) would take no vote on an EEC application. The MPs 

would be 'consul ted ' (rather than informed) • At another meeting 

of the PLP, ~'11lson sald that although Br1 tain was a loyal ally 

of the United States and sought friendly relations with Soviet 

Union, it could not accept the idea that all great issues should 

be settled b,v these tuo superpot-.~rs "because ve in Europe are 

not suftic1ent1¥ potrerful, economically and therefore politically, 
18 

to make ••• our o'W!l 1Il!1 uence felt. " This, he said , was the 

broad philosoph.Y ur~erlying the Government's approach. Though 

the hardliners remained unmoved, the parliamentary Party as a 

~mole was rallied. 

17 TQe Financial Timaa (London), 13 July 1967. 

18 Cuoted in Elisabeth Barker, Brttain in a D&y1deri Europe, 
19§l-7Q (Lo~on, 1971), p. 2?.6. 
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After obtaining the approval of the Cabinet,- and of the 

Parliamentary Labour Party, Wilson declared on 2 May 1967, in 

the Commons that the Government had 

decided to mrute an application under 
Article 237 of the Treaty of Rome for 
membership of the European Economic 
Community ann parallel application for 
membership of the European Coal and 
Steel Community and Euratom. 19 

In presenting the application to Parliament Wilson emphasized, 

as he emphasized during his recent tour, that decision to apply 

was overridingly political: 

Tho Government's purpose derives, above 
all, from our recognition that Europe is 
now faced with the opportunity of a great 
move forward in political unity and that 
ve can - and indeed we must - pla.v our 
full part in it ••• This 1s a historic 
decision which would well determine the 
tuture of Britain, of Burope, and, indeed, 
ot the world, tor decades to come. 20 

At the same time, the Prime i·J.nister did not forget to emphasize 

the economic advantages that would accrue to Britain, and the 

scientific and technological collaboration that would be promoted 

by Britain's entry. Thus he spoke of: 

The long-term potential for Europe, am 
therefore tor Britain, of the creation 
of a single mnrket or approaching 300 
million people, with all the scope and 
ineenti ve \11hich this will provirie tor 
British industry, and the enormous 

19 UK, Commons, far41amentarx Dtbatea, vol. 746, cols. 
313-l4. 

20 Ibid • Col· 741-
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possibilities which an integrated strategy 
tor technology, on a truly continental 
scale, can create •••• 21 

The \tillson Government • s decision, discussed by the House from 

8 to 10 May received one of the largest majorities that a Bill 

ever received - by 482 to 62 votes. 

By th1s t1me the arguments in favour ot Britain Joining 

the EEC were becoming reasonably tamil1ar and sounded convincing 

to many people. Moreover, the 1967 forecasts ot the economic 

ettect on British rood prices and balance of payments were much 

less alarming. For the moment, the prospect ot a French veto 

did not loom very large. 

However, de Gaulle gave a press conference on 16 May 1967 

full of warnings ann gloomy pret'lictions. It vas at this con

ference, the General put in what came to be called his 'velvet 

veto• on the British attempt to enter the EEC second time. 

" ••• There is no question or a veto, and there has never been 

one", so said the G.eneral. But then he continued that Britain 

must undergo a "profound transformation" before she joins the 

CommWli ty, and there would be "destruct! ve upheavals n within the 

Communit1 if she joins before such transformation. But the 

General's main concern was the economic weakness ot Britain and 

her sterling problem: 

tihile one does not dispa1r of the pound 
holding its oun ••• it will be a long time 

21 Ibid., col. 316. 
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before one is certain about this ••• Parity 
and monetary solidarity are essential con
ditions of the Common l•larket and could not 
possibly be extended to our neighbours 
across the Channel unless some day the 
pound sterling shows itself in a completely 
new position. 22 

; 

\•Jhat, in short, the General meant was that the sterling must 

cease to be a world trading and reserve currency before Britain 

could join. The alternative to anmitting Britain as member by 

de Gaulle was either some sort ot associate membership with the 

EEC, or to wait until she achieved profound economic anri politi• 

cal transformation. 

From the General's statement what becomes obvious is that 

the old struggle between France and Britain was still continuing. 

And it became evident from the French President's latest speech 

that he had not made any change in his national strateu about 

Europe and the role France should pla.J in 1 t. De Gaulle 1 s frank 

statement that British entry would 'completely overthrow the 

equilibrium' w1 thin the EEC, which would, in effect, take awaY 

from France one ot its principal reasons tor being part of it, 

explains 1n no uncertain terms that France still wants to retain 

her dominant position within the EEC. "A threadbare ratio

cination ••• a strictly personal veto, motivated above all by an 

old man's conservative obJection to any disturbance of things 
23 

as they are." 

22 Quoted in Elisabeth Barker, n. 18, P• 227. 

23 The EcswomJ.tt (London), ?.0 !·1a.Y 1967. 
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The British reaction to the General's speech, as Wilson 

put it, "We will not take no tor an answer"• "lilson rejected 

associate-membership on the ground that it would lay obligations 

on Britain without giving it any share in the decisions which 

would shape the future or the European community. 

on 18 June 1967 Wilson visited de Gaulle tor the second 

time. He had told the General wh.V the British did not believe 

that any ot the problems were insoluble and that why he did not 

intend to take 'no• tor an answer. He once again talked about 

technological cooperation. However on his return he informed 

the Parliament that he did not want to suggest that de Gaulle 

was more enthusiastic about British entry than before. "The 

meeting clearly left de Gaulle unmoved, except that he may have 

begun to think that given the Labour Government's doggedness and 

drive, it might be a mistake even to allow negotiations to 
24 

begin." 

The battle over the British application started at the 

end or May, when "the Six" held a summit meeting in Rome. De 

Gaulle demanded that the Six must first hold, 'profound and pro

longed' discussions on the general problems which would be raised 

b¥ the enlargement or the Community. None of the Five accepted 

the French argument, tor the Rome Treaty said explicitly that 

the Community should be open to other European countries. But 

there was no wa¥ ot opening negotiations with Britain, unless 

24 Elisabeth Barker, n. l.B, p. 228. 
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and ·until the French agreed to 1 t. There was a prolonged argu

ment on this issue between "the Five" and France. The Six at 

last reached a compromise, 'When, on 26 June 1967, they agreed 

that the EEC Commission should prepare a report on the British 

application. It may be noted here that a suggestion that the 

British Government be invited to make an opening statement to 

set out its negotiating position was vetoed by Courve de Mur

ville. He even forbade the Commission to have any contact with 

the British during the preparation of report • 'rhus 1 t is quite 

clear that the French tried all they could to stall negotiations 

on British entry. 

This was the situation when George Brown· presented the 

British case before the \tJestern European Union (WEU) .on 4 July 

1967. In fact, this itself was a sheer diplomatic tact. When 

Bro\otll was invited to open a debate on European eeonom.Y, which 

was attended by the members of the EEC Commission, he made use 

ot this opportunity to put forward the British application, 

taking enough care to prevent the French objection to it. Bro-wn's 

speech contained fifty paragraphs, of which the first forty-nine 

vere all about the British reasons tor entry into the EEC, while 

- the fiftieth said ' 

I hope that the statement which I have 
made to you this afternoon will help the 
community in its consideration or our 
application anrl enable negotiations to 
open as soon as the opinion or the Com
mission bas been given •••• I am, therefore, 
formally conveying the text or my statement· 
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to you, Herr Brandt, as Chairman of the 
single Council or Ministers of the Euro
pean Communities. 26 

\-Then the debate was opened the Foreign Secretary delivered the 

first forty-nine paragraphs ot his speech. Since the opener 

of the debate by custom is invited to have the last word, Bro~ 

delivered the fiftieth paragraph of his speech in the following 

manner: 

••• when I was called upon to wind up I 
delivered the 60th paragraph containing 
the formal conveyance or our application, 
and I duly handed the full text of all 50 
paragraphs ••• to the chairman and the pre
sident, Jean Louis .Re.Y• Herr Brandt, the 
Chairman, was, ot course, well disposed 
to us, so our formal application was in 
before the French realized what was 
happening. 26 

Even after Bro~ was able to place the British application before 

the EEC Commission, the French still tried to prevent it from 

further consideration. Andre Bettencourt, the Deputy French 

Foreign Minister, attempted to prevent.the statement from being 

'accepted by the Community institutions, but Joseph Luns, the 

rutch Foreign Minister and Chairman or the meeting, handed copies 

of the statement to Willy Brandt (the current Chairman or the 

Council or l41nisters or "the Six") ann to Jean Rey (the new 

President of the merged Commission) and announced that the state

ment had therefore been t accepted 1 by the Community. 

The Brussels' Commission, charged· with the task ot 

26 George Bro~, n. 7, p. 221. 

26 Ibid., P• 222. 
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reporting on problems arising out.of new applicants to the EBC, 

presented its report to the EEC Council of Ministers on 29 

September 1967. The Commission unanimously recommended to the 

ministers that negotiations with Britain and other applicants 

should be started immediately. "Uoquestionabl.Y", the report 

said, "the Communi t¥ must accept certain risks where an Wlder

taking of this importance, the achievement of European unitica-
27 

tion, 1 s to be attempted." 

So tar so good. But the chapter on economic questions, 

11.'hich had been prepared under the supervision of Raymond Barre, 

a Gaull1st professor, brought out a very poor picture of British 

economy and the position of the sterling. The Commission argued 

that it would be hard to see how, after Britain's entry, sterling 

could conti11ue to holrl a pos1 t1on in the international monetary 

system different from that of the currencies of other member 

countries. It broadly hinted that the pound ought to be de

valued. In short, the CommJ..ssion served those major eCOllomio 

risks which the French had been harping upon so long. In effect, 

the Commission's report, as far as the economic aspect was con

cerned, seemed to provide de Gaulle a well-argued case to justify 

his reJection of British application a little later. 

With all the authority ot its (comparatively) 
independent position as a comwunity institu
tion, the Commission had provided an endorse
ment ot all the French Government's economic 

~uoted in Elisabeth Barker, n. 18, p. 229. 
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objections to British membership, and a 
cast-iron pretext tor de Gaulle to pro
nounce his veto. 28 

Th.e Commission 1 s views on the scientific and technologi

cal collaboration, which argument vfilson so enthusiastically 

put forward to the European leaders, was equally discouraging. 

It cut across the basic argument put for
ward by Wilson that Britain's entry into 
Europe woul~ help bridge the 'technologi
cal gap between western Europe and the us. 
The report pointed that many or the Bri
tish research programmes were not only 
duplication ot the European effort, but 
were also 'expensive and unproductive 
undertakings 1 • 29 

The overall effect or the Commission's report was that though 

on political level, it favoured negotiations to~ entry, its 

economic analysis virtually amounted to the denial of the first 

aspect. 

During October, the Common Market Ministers met twice. 

The French argued that the Community should settle its o~ inter

nal problems before edm1tt1ng new members, and that negotiations 

with Britain should not start until her balance of payments posi

tion was stabilized. On the other hand, Italy am three Benelux 

countries pressed for an earlier opening or negotiations, while 

West Germany a~opte~ a cautious approach towards the problem. 

l·thile the W:rangle within the Community was going on the 

28 Ian ravi~son, Britain aPd the Haktng gf Europe (London, 
1971), P• 64. 

29 H.S. Chopra, De qauJ.le and European Un.\ti (New Delhi, 
1974), P• 208. 
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question of starting negotiations, the British people_experienced 

one of the severest monetary crisis, culminating in the devalua

tion or the pound. on 18 November 1967 the poWld was devalued 

by 14.3 per cent. The British Government entertained the idea 

that by devaluing the pound it would be able to satisfy one of 

the French conditions, that is, stabilizing the balance ot pay• 

ments. But it had, in tact, the counter effect. Devaluation 

gave the French President the immediate reasorJ tor reJecting the 

British entry as the Nassau agreement had done four .rears earlier. 

It was on 27 November 1967, nine da.Ys after devaluation, 

that the General used his "velvet veto" in its nakedness. He 

rejected· the Labour Government's attempt to enter the BEC for 

the second time at a press conference. While reiterating the 

objections to entry that he raised in 1963, tfe Gaulle this time 

concentrated on economic, and particularly on monetary affairs. 

Aided by the Brussels Commission's report and the recent pound 

devaluation, de Gaulle made a vindictive attack on the weak posi

tion of British economy nnrl its pound, and hence her inability 

to Join the Common l-1arket. 

The Common l4arket is 1ncQ!ilpatible with 
Great Br1 ta1n' s eeonont;~ as it stands, 
in which the Chrml1C balance of P&¥ments 
deficit is proof of its permanent 1m
balance and wbich ••• involves factors 
which that country could not alter with
out modifying its own nature.... The 
Common Market 1 s further incompat1 ble 
with the state of sterling, as once 
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again highlighted by the devaluation, to
gether with the loans that have preceded 
and are accompan.v ing 1 t. • • • 30 

In addition to the economic obJections, de Gaulle pointed out 

the lack of a European outlook on the part of Britain on issues 

of maJor international importance. 

In his estimation Britain did not yet place 
primary emphasis on European interests, 
since the British retained the special rela
tionship with the United States, as well as 
special commitments in various parts of the 
world which distinguish them from the conti
nents. 31 

Here, undoubtedly, the General hoo in mind the British opposition 

to the EFC policy at the time of nthe Kennedy Round Trade nego

tiations" in Geneva, the continued British presence in the Bast 

ot Suez, ano London's support for the US policy in Vietnam. 

Similarly, the eagerness of the British Government for the Non

Proliferation Treaty, the similarit.v between the British and 

American policies in contrast to the French policy during the 

Arab-Israeli war in 1967, did not enhance Britain's prospect of 

fulfilling the Gaullist criteria tor entry. 

un the other hand, de Gaulle's own economic and diplomatic 

position was much stronger than it was in 1963. The eagerness 

or the West German Government to maintain closer relations with 

France and improved Franco-Russian relationship added more weight 

to France's existing dominant position on the Cabinet. 

30 Quoted in Uwe K1tz1nger, n. 2, p. 38. 

31 Robert L. Ptaltzgrart, n. 6, p. 197. 
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\ihat means, whether political or economic, 
do the Federal Republic and the other four 
Governments have at their disposal to dis
suade de Gaulle from using his veto? There 
are precious few of them... He has turned 
his back on integration through NATO, paid 
a visit to Moscow, won his battle tor a 
common agricultural policy in Brussels, and 
at the same time chipped the wings of supra
nationalism in the EEC. 32 

Qnoe again it was clear from the General's 'second veto' that 

he was well determined to sustain the statue ADQ on the continent. 

A close reading of de Gaulle's veto speech would hardly leave 

one without doubt that the General's reasoning against British 

entry was entirely political, and that Britain did not fit in 

his European framework. 

The simple fact that the detested Brussels 
Commission had reported that in spite ot the 
admitted economic and financial difficulties, 
negotiatiolls for British entry should cer
tainly be begun, as well as the fact that 
this was the evident wish of France's five 
partners, made it abundantly clear that the 
French attitude was entirely arbitrary. As 
with the Caesar, Reason had been subordi
nated to will.. • • 33 

Yet, the second veto differed in two ways from the first. It 

was, as already pointed out, explaineri on economic reasoning. 

Secondly, the British people coulri sense this time, at least 

after the May 16 speech of the French President that a possible 

rejection of the British Government's effort to enter tor the 

second time could not be ruled out. The subsequent French oppo

sition to the consideration·of the entry application by the 

32 Geoffrey Warner, n. 6, P• 121. 

33 Lord Gladwyn, n. a, p. 124. 
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Commission, the frequent adverse statements bJ the French Foreign 

l~ster, with the full knowledge of the General, did not sur

prise them greatlJ when the second veto wa~ applied. 

The Labour Government, as 1f prepared tor the onslaught, 

remained tirml,y stuck to its stand. In response to the French 

strateS¥, the Wilson Government was to present Common Market 

membership as inevitable to sUggest that although Br1ta1n's entry 

could be delayed, the British could not be permanently excluded. 

The British were determined to make a success ,of negotiations 

and according to \vilson, to "carry them forward as quickly as 
34 

lies within our PO\.rer." Wilson 1 s speech in the House of Commons 

was a restrained'ane without involving much attack on the French 

action. The only one most critical remark that he made vas about 

de Gaulle referring to the latter's ''mil statements of fact or 

wrong deductlons, based on a rathar'out-of-date approach." He 

concluned his speech by declariug that "the great debate will 
35 

continue, not ~"lly ln Bri ta1n, but throughout Europe.'' un 20 

December 1967, George Bro~ told the House of Commons that the 

Government would now enter into consultations with those five 

members ot EEC who supported the opening of «egot1at1ous. 

one rather predictable cvnsequence of.the French veto was 

that controversy flared up between "the Five" and Franco within 

34 UK, Commons, farliamentarx rebates, vol. 746, 
col. 1096. 

35 Ibid., col. 1097. 
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the tiest European union {\'lEU) • The Five, though not actually 

prepared tor any severe action against the French exhibited a 

defiant mood. Thus on 21 october 1968, the Five put forward 

a plan for cooperation in foreign and defence policy, and tech

nology and monetary affairs with Britain, despite the French 

opposition. Again at a WEU Council meeting in Luxemburg in 

early February 1969, Britain and the Five agreefl to an Italian 

proposal that before taking decisions on certain foreign policy 

questions, the governments would consult together through WEU. 

This too was opposed by the French. Yet the Five continued to 

hold meetings with the British Government. This policy on the 

part or the Five partners irked the French Government very much, 

and it eventually bo.Ycotted the WBU meetings, though it did not 

withdraw from the \·JEU altogether. 

Meanwhile, there was convergence of certain developments 

both inside and outside France. The importance ot these develop

ments, apart from being international in character, seemed to 
' 

effect a maJor political change vi thin \-lestern Europe. Hore 

great was their importance, because under. their spel;I., the 

strategic thinking· or General de Gaulle so tar as .western Europe 

was concerned, und~rwent a discernible transformation for the 

first time in the post-world w~r period~ 

Undeniably, most import~nt of these developments ·was the 

"May Revolution" of 1968 in France. ~~at·was initially a rela

tively mild student protest movement turned into an uncontrollable 
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industrial uprising, due to a rather mishannling of the situa• 

t1on. For the first time the Fifth Republic of France witnessed 

a severe challenge to the 1nnomitable political authority or 

General de Gaulle. In face of the large-scale industrial 

strikes, the General had to concede some ot the major economic 

demands of the workers, which in effect meant a maJor burden on 

the exchequer. Another effect ot this internal political crisis 

was that there was a large outflow of French currency which was 

converted into gold or other foreign currency. 

The immediate result ot the flare-up was 
that a vast number ot Frenchmen, both big 
businessmen .and private 1lld1 viduals, re
acted exactly as they had done during 
France • s many previous upheavals, by tak
ing their money out of the country and 
changing it into foreign currency or gold 
across the frontier •••• In June the French 
Government borrowed the SSS5 million from 
the I.M.F. anrl in July it negotiated a 
Sl,300 million credits with a group of 
foreign central banks. Thus instead gt 
being a tully autonomous acent on tbft 
international scene General de Gau1le waa 
noy, for the first tLme in ten years• to 
sqme extent at the will pt hia EuroRean 
partners - an~ ot the Americans. 36 
(Emphasis added) 

Thus the two-fold effect of the "Ma.v Revolution" was that 

while severely undermining the political authority of the 

Gaullist regime, it also, with its economic consequences, compel

led the General to seek the favour or foreign governments. 

Another indirect international effect of the "Ma.v 

36 Ian Davidson, n. 28, PP• 88-89. 
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Revolution" was the world currency crisis. With the fall or the 

French reserves from $6.9 billion to a4.oo billion and with the 

rise in the German reserves, caused by the conversion ot Francs 

into Deutschmarks, from ss.s billion to 810.9 billion between 

April and November 1968, there was a severe monetar.v crisis not 
' ;n 

only between these two countries, but an international crisis. 

To resolve the crisis, from November 20-22, the "Group 

of' Ten" met at Bonn. Initially there was pressure on Germans 

b1 the Anglo-Saxons and France - a rare coincidence of interests 

of these three powers against Germany in the post-war period - to 

revalue the mark. With Germany's refusal, the pressure was 

turned on France. But France refused to devalue her franc. The 

French Government, two days later, received an assurance ot 

support from President Johnson, and a S2 billion ot credit b.Y 

the "Group ot Ten", restored the Franc to 1 ts 1968 pari t1• A 

major lesson that de Gaulle learnt here was the 

plased \aerman.v on one hand alld the Anglo-Saxons 

"The ch~e of frQllt f'orced upon the General b.Y 

reverse roles 

on the other. 

economic circum-

stances was significant. His irritation with the Germans was 

scarcely veiled.. His dependence on the Anglo-Saxons was also 
38 

difficult to hide." 

~~at seemed to be more striking from the Bonn meeting was 

its political implications rather than its economic consequences. 

37 Uwe K1tz1nger, n. 2, p. 44. 

38 Ibid. 
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The Germans, for the first time, in the post-war period made 

the General a~are of the fact that they could stand up not only 

against de Gaulle, but agai~st the West itself inclUding the 

United States of America. This in fact was the manifestation 

ot the growing economic strength of Germany that instilled in 

her a new awareness or her personality and assertion of her 

diplomatic strength. If today she could resist the pressure of 

the whole West, what guarantee was there that tomorrow she would 

not oppose the French within the EEC itself? 

For ten years he had had little difficulty 
in mesmerizing, black.ma111ng or caJoling 
successive German Chancellors into accept
ing his leadership ot Europe, and there can 
be little doubt that or all his diplomatic 
obJectives the subordination of Germany to 
France was by far most important. Nov that 
tor the first time the Germans bad thrown 
ott the F.rench yoke ••• De Gaulle could still 
surpr1 se the world, and he could blame the 
troubles of franc on the forces of' 'odious 
speculation, but he could not conceal the 
fact that Franco's position was now ser
iously ~akened. 39 

A difterent but equally important political implication 

of the monetary crisis was the support g1 ven to Franc by the US 

to stabilize the French currency's parity. It is not suggested 

here that a single friendly gesture by the US to France had 

brought about a change in the latter's attitUde towards the 

former. But a combination of this overture with a later develop

ment did relax de Gaulle's rigid attitude towards America. on 

39 Ian Davidson, n. 28, P.P• 95-96. 
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31 Marah 1968, President Johnson annoWlced an end to the bomb

ing of North Vietnam. By· the end c;>f October all bombing was 

stopped and the National Liberation Front was accepted to take 

part in peace talks. Now the image of a militarist and imper~ 

ialist OSA was beginning to look less convincing to de Gaulle. 

The Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia on 20 August 1968 
that 

was another dramatic developmentLfrustrated the very concept of 

de Gaulle's ·''Europe from Atlantic to Urals". Apart from the 

domestic troubles and international crises, developments within 

the EEC pointed to the growing resistance to the will or de 

Gaulle. 

On 15 January 1969, the Benelux coWltries announced what 

came to be called the ,.Benelux Plan". The content of the Plan 

was that European countries inclurl1ng those outside the community 

should embark on regular consultations on foreign policy. Any 

country which took part would have to Wldertake always to consult 

its partners before taking foreign policy decisions, though it 

would not be obliged to fall in line with their views. There was 

no question of unanimity, or majority voting, no sup:ranat1ona11ty, 

no link with the Rome Treaty or the Community. In this sense 

the "Benelux Plan" was both vague and innocuous. The plan 

received the full support of Britain, followed by.Norway, Denmark 
40 

and Sweden. 

But more than the content of the plan, it was the spirit 

40 Robert L. Pfaltzgraft, n. 6, P• 237. 
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behind it. It was a united action of three EEC members - smaller 

though they may be in terms ot power - seeking extra-EEC arrange

ments. b~at was important vas not whether the plan would 1n tact, 

materialize or not, bU:t the very sponsoring or the plan by three 

EEC members, given the timing of its proposition, rather signified 

their reaction against the kno'Wrl policy of France. These countr

ies were tire~ of finding that their loyalty to the rules of the 

Community was repeatedly used against them, and the1 were now 

thinking on lines of forming a group which would rise above the 

EEC. Though Italy and Germany did not throw their weight in 

favour of the plan, they at least came to be convinced that the 

CommWlity· could no longer be subJected to the domination or one 

or two states. This was almost explicit 1n the statements of 

the \~est German Chancellor. "Willy Brandt ••• pointed out that 

there was no hope of political cooperation in ~urope until the 

enlargement of the Communi t.v had been. agreed. France and Germany, 
41 

he said, are no substi tu.te for the Community." 

Shaken by internal crisis, both political and monetary, 

raced with mounting disillusionment ,d.th his policies within the 

EEC, anrl unnergo1ng a change in his oun image of the roles or 

superpowers, General de Gaulle was compelle~ to reconsider 

seriously the prolongeri validity of his political strategy • 

••• by Februar.v 1969 de Gaulle's thinking 
on his world political strategy had changed 

41 Ian ravidson, n. 28, P• 72. 
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substantially, as hari his feelings on 
one ot the t,.,o Anglo-Saxon powers \-Ihom 
he had in military, in monetary in eco
nomic and in diplomatic wa.vs been so 
anxious to oppose. 42 

It was against this background of the developments that 

exerted an influence over the General's review of his political 

strategy, there took place in February 1969 the so-called 

"Soames Aft air". J.1uch had been written, interpreted and reinter

preted, to get to the precise meaning of this affair. Yet its 

implications still remain conflicting and ambiguous. 

un 4 February 1969, on de Gaulle•s invitation, the British 

ambassador to France, Christopher Soames had about a two-hour 

talk with the French President. After the meeting with the 

President, the ambassador sent a full account of the talks to 

London, only after checking up that account with the French 

Foreign l41nister, Michel f'\ebre. 

According to Soames, de Gaulle was apparently proposing 

a massive reorganization of the European scene. The ·European 

CommWlity would be dissolved in a looser and wider European Free 

Trade Area including Britain, the Six and other countries, with

out any of the supranational implications ot the .Rome Treaty. 

The l1orth atlantic Treaty organization would be disbanded. And 

the new Europe would be ruled by an inner club ot the tour big 

COWltries - .{!"ranee, Britain, Germany and Italy. The General also 

42 Owe Kitzinger, n. 2, p. 43. 
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suggested that there ought to be talks on monetary, economic, 

political and defence questions, and told Soames that if Bri

tain l~re to ask for talks along these lines. The authenticity 

of this account, which was by no means doubted, once checked 

up with the French Foreign tUnister, was further established by 

Couve de r.:urville' s own recording of this account in his memoirs. 

For de Gaulle, if Britain with her followers 
entered the Community, the latter would be 
radically transformed an<' become a tree trade 
area with arrangements for trade ill farm pro
ducts. That might not nevertheless be such 
a bad thing. The two governments could talk 
about it, but on condition they also discus
sed the resulting political association in 
Mbich the four principal partners, France, 
Britain, GermanY and Italy. would necessarily 
plav a kev rgle •••• if one day there were a 
truly independent Europe, then there 1wgld ng 
l;onger be any need tor a 1iATO as such, with 
America's preponderance and her oammar~ing 
position in it. 43 

\·11th the full account of the de Gaulle-Soames talks in its hands, 

the Foreign Office, now headed by laohaol Stewart, handled the 

issue with two interpretations: that the French President, now 

in the mood ot reviewing his strategy, might sincerely be wanting 

to prevent a complete estrangement of relations with Britain, and 

.perhaps beginning to want an understanding with Britain, partly 

as a counterweight to the dominant economic position of West 

Germany; or, it might simply be a device by de Gaulle to drive a 

wedge between "the Five" ann Britain and enable France to break 

out of the isolation in which she found herself in l1estern Europe. 

43 Quoted 1n Uwe Kitzinger, n. 2, pp. 4f>-47. 
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Two days after the de Gaulle-Soames meeting, Britain 

replied to France expressing her readiness for Franco-British 

talks, provided that other members of the Community were also 

kept informed of this. The reply noted that Britain did not 

share the French view of NATO. ~e Gaulle was not happy with 

this reply. 

Meanwhile, Wilson, who was on a visit to west Germany, 

was advised by the Foreign Office to reveal the affair to 

Keisinge1-., which he did. uther \"lEU IUembers were also informed 

of it before the French Government had been told of British 

interests. Then the Foreign Office also made public the summary 

of account given by Soames. The next day the French Government 

protested against the British action, described it as 'diploma

tic terrorism' and deliberate distortion. 

The Labour Government was criticized both in the press 

and the House of Commons for handling the affair clumsily nnd 

offending de Gaulle unnecessarily. In his memoirs, l•lilson has 

lamented that he was 0 Wlwillingly manoeuvred by the Foreign 

Office, but other evidence suggests that he could not make up 
44 

his o~m mind what to do •••• " 

Just what de Gaulle aimed at by this affair still remains 

unsettled. Did he really want a restructured Europe in which 

Britain would have a role to play at par with France, or did he 

44 Ian Davidson, n. 28, pp. 99-lOO. 
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mean it only as a diplomatic gambit to reassert his waning 

influence on the continent? nnid de Gaulle - or did he not -

start steering French policy into the curve which finally led 
45 

to the Treaty of Accession?n 

The controversy created by the "Soames Affairn was soon 

overshadowed by de Gaulle's retirement from the French pol~tical 

scene on 27 APril 1969. In June 1969, Pompidou, a Gaullist 

succeeded de Gaulle as the French President. 

on 10 July 1969, Pompidou proposed that the Six should 

bolo a summit meeting of heads of state to discuss the 'comple

tion', the 'deepening' and 'if it took place• the enlargement' 
46 

of the Community. ~~at din the French President mean by 

'completion' anrl ·~eepening'? By'completion', the President 

meant completion or the Community's agricultural policy ~ its 

financing rules. And by deepening he meant any other extension 

Qt the Community's common policies that might occur to h1m 1n 

the meanwhile. Then what about 'enlargement'? vnly after 

'completion' and 'deepening' of the Community. 

Now it was quite evident from Pompidou's statement that 

he was in no haste in regard to the 'enlargement' of the CommW11ty. 

To h1m, the •completion' must precede the 'enlargement•. In 

plain words, when the enlargement takes place, the newly admitted 

members must be bound by the common agricultural policy or the 

45 ~ Kltzinger, n. 2, p. 57. 

46 Xbe nme a, 11 July 1969. 
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Community. They should have, so that, a fresh opportunity to 

negotiate a new policy at the time of enlargement. 

on 1 December 1969, the Summit meeting of "the Six" was 

held at the Hague, at which British membership was to be dis

cussed. The meeting was dominated by the personality of Willy 

Brandt, the new Social Democrat German Chancellor, who was more 

enthusiastic than Kiezinger in support ot British entry. "The 

Six'' agreed that preparatory work for the opening of negotia

tions with Britain and the other three applications should be 

completed as quickly as possible. However,. France scored a 

major point here: that negotiations with Britain could not 

start until "the Six" had settled the two issues - common agri

cultural policy and community finance. 

It was within short span· of time that "the Six could 

obtain agreement on the above twin issues. The substance of 

the agreement wasa 

There were to be transitional arrangements 
for the period 1970 to 1974; from 1975 
on~ards, all levies on agricultural imports 
from outside the community "Jere to be paid 
over directly to the Community Fund, to
gether with all customs duties and a certain 
proportion of value added tax. The Fund 
woulrl be used to finance the agricultural 
system anrl also for certain other pur
poses.... The existing system by which the 
member-states made contributions on the 
basis of agreed fixed percentage would 
cease completely. 47 

47 TQe FinanCial TimeA, 30 December 1969. 
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Without examining here the effect of the Community's agreement 

on the member-states, it would be better here to undertake what 

would be its effects on Britain, a non-member. 

The agreement meant that Britain, once she becomes a 

member, could no more raise levies for her imports on percentage 

basis, but on the basis of the auantitx of her imports. Since 

Britain is the largest food importer, naturally she had to pay 

more tor her levies - which amounts to largest contribution to 

Community Fund. Even if the Community Fund could be defended 

on the ground that its largest percentage would be spent on 

modernization of her agricultural system, then also the argument 

cannot sustain itself. For Britain had a very smaller agricul

tural population, while French agricultural population was quite 

large when compared to Britain's. Moreover, British agriculture 

was relatively more efficient and maoernized when compared to the 

French. Obviously, the largest "beneficiary would be France, and 

Britain the heavy sufferer." 

In plain terms, the Community Agreement on farm policy 

anrl finance made it "much more difficult for Britain to request, 

or be granted, special concessions over its contribution to the 
48 

agricultural system.r' With this agreement 1n hand, France 

could face Britain in a powerful bargaining position. Pompidou 

might have readily agreed to remove the veto, but having obtained 

48 Elisabeth Barker, n. 8, P• 241. 
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his interests withiu the Community structure, be was offering 

Britain a Hobson's choice. 

The probability of an outright veto was 
thus reduced. But that still left open 
the choice between two very different 
negotiating strategies: one that could 
have come close to blocking entry dt. 
fagtq, insisting on ter.ms so stiff that 
the B:r1 ti sh would give up themselves, 
and the other that of actually having 
them in. 49 

The contents of the EEC agreement on farm and finance had 

the predictable effect of ~ampening the spirits of the Labour 

Government. Ever since the ~11son Government stepped up its 

European oomentum, 1 t took granter pains to convince the British 

public that Br1 tain once enteroo, could somehow be able to try 

to reduce the burden imposed by the Comcon Agricultural Policy 

(CAP). It could also explain ott that the industrial benefits 

or entry could more than balance the disadvantages of the CaP. 

But how could the Government predict that the new wholesome 

agreement would precede her entry. 

However, since. at the 1969 party conference the Labour 

leaders pledged to issue a Nh1te Paper on the EEC issue, they 

felt obliged to come out with it in February 1970. The ~hite 

Paper, approved by the ~ole Cabinet, promised "the Government 

will enter into negotiations resolutely with good faith." The 

latest ~~te Paper lacked that spirit of the one the Govor.nment 

49 Uwe Kitzinger, n. 2, p. 72. 
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gave in 1967. In 1967, the White Paper· forecast a 10 to 14 per 

cent rise in food prices, while the 1970 paper predicted the full 

application of the CAP would raise foorl prices between 10 to 25 

per cent. \·1h1le the 1967 Paper put the burden on balance of 

payments between £175 to £250 million, the figure for 1970 was 
50 

put at the upper limit or £1100 million. The rest of the Paper 

contained the familiar arguments of long benefits to industry 

and also of political benefits of entry. 

By the time Wilson called for a general election on 18 

June 1970, public apathy to the Common Market was already cons

picuous. The Common Market issue itself mattered little in the 

election campaigns of both the major parties. The election mani

festo of the Labour Party spoke familiar words of protecting the 

essential conditions, but it also inclUded one cautious note: 

\'le have applied for membership of the 
European Economic Community and nego
tiations are due to start in few weeks' 
time. These will be pressed with deter
mination with the purpose of joining an 
enlarged community provined that British 
and essential Commonwealth interests can 
be safeguarded • 

•••• if satisfactory terms cannot be 
secured in the negotiations Britain will 
be able to stand on her o~ feet outside 
the Community. 51 

50 Xhe Ecgnomist, March 1970. 

51 Laboyr Part2 1 lWw Britain'§ strong 1 Let's Mals;e It Qreat 
~9 Liye ina Hanifeato t9r the 1970 General ElectiOn 

London, 1970), p. 28. 
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Whether Britain woulrl have been able to stand on her own under 

a Labour Government, should the negotiating terms turned out 

unsatisfactory, depended on the result of election. An adverse 

vote tor the Labour Gover.nment, resulting 1n its replacement by 

the Conservative Government in June 1970, brought the five and 

halt 1ear old Labour movement towards Europe to an end. 
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of solidarity among \10rk1ng classes in Europe. Adherence to 

socialist foreian policy naturally influenced tho Labour Party 

to view the European unity movement ann tho Conservative Govern

ments such as those led by the Christian remocrats of the conti

nental states with suspicion. This suspicious outlook certainly 

was one ot the important initial factors that led the Labour to 

oppose the continental enthusiasm tor European unity. 

In the aftermath or · the Second \·lorld ~!ar the so-called 

• socialist foreign polic.v 1 , proved to be impracticable. Confron

tation with the stark realities of international politics, ex

perience in governwent, post-war developments in Europe, Bri

tain's o~ economic and military capabilities, her Commonwealth 

commitments, and above all the deeplJ ingrained national habits 

compelled the Labour leaders to reinterpret their "socialist 

foreign policy u. 

This reinterpretation of "socialist foreign policy" had 

1 t s logical impact. 'I~ational sovereignty • and 'national 

interest' which were earlier ttenounceri as outworn shibboleths 

ot a capitalist class were pursue~ with equal thoroughness. 

\~ether it was the L~bour's opposition to the "federal attempt" 

1n Council of Europe, or to the single unified "European Army" 

or the Schuman Plan - all these wero opposed largely because the 

Labour Government was unwilling to shed aJJ.¥ amount or national 

sovere16Dt.Y. The 1ni tial opposition to the .EEC also could be 

explained to a large extent on this groWld. 



Chapter VI 

CONCLUSION 

The post-war history or British LaboUr Party's European 

Policy was a history or commitment, conversion and adjustment. 

It was a commitment to socialist ideology both in internal and 

external affairs. It was a commitment based on a totally dif

ferent 'system' or values and principles. And it was this doc

trinaire commitment that provided the Labour Party a framework 

through which it viewed things both internal and external to 

Britain. 

nuring the inter-war period, the British Labour Party was 

committed to a "socialist foreign policy", which if adopted 

since its· assumption or power in 1945 would have meant a comp

lete change in the British foreign policy. Britain's traditional 

conservative foreign ·policy was subjected to scathing criticism 

both with regard to its principles as well. as strategy. Indeed, 

the 11 social1st. foreign policy" envisaged a new alterilati ve to 

conservative principles and strategy. Such an alternative had 

both positive ·and negative elements. In the former category 

were inclUded internationalism and socialism, and in the latter 

category anti-militarism, anti-imperialism and anti-capitalism. 

The above alternative based as it was on socialist faith ·, 

. that compelled the Labour Party to view Europe 1n a different 

way. It meant an end to the trat:fit1on.al 'balancer' role played 

by Britain on the continent, developing cooperation with the 

other socialist coootries 1ncluri1ng Soviet Russia, and Pl'<llllOtion 
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Besides the entry into the BEC was certainly the severest 

challenge to the solidarity within the Labour Party. The deep 

divisions within the Party over this issue not only reflected 

·a lack of consensus 1n the Party, but also lack of a clear and 

well-defined approach towards Europe. In tact there was a con

fusion td thin the Party over foreign policy. This contusion 

which steLmled out ot a simultaneous pursuit ot several options 

was not merely confined to Labour Party alone but it was a 

national contusion. There t1aS the Commonwealth commitment, the 

ne~~~ created EFTA commitDent, the so-called 'special relation• 

ship • w1 th the us. The contusion became much contoWlded after 

Britain made its first attempt to enter into the BEC in 1961-62. 

undoubtedly one must not attach too much importance to what the 

former US Secretary of State, rean Acheson had said about Bri

tain having lost her Empire and about her inability to find a 

new tangible role. Nevertheless, it did mean that Britain needed 

to develop a new pattern ot relationship with her neighbours 

across the Channel. 

The official stance of the Labour Party on the EiC issue 

was laid do~ by Gaitskell's "Vive Cor.ditions''• The 'Five 

Conditions' of course, was a cart pulled in different directions. 

There was the reiteration or Commonwealth commitment, the EFTA, 

the socialist principles, pursuit ot 'independent foreign polio¥' 

and the Common Agricultural Policy. Fulfilment of these condi

tions meant that Britain could not join the Common Market. The 
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Party leadership, particularly Gaitskell, regarded the Common• 

wealth relationship as a vital British interest to be safeguarded. 

Joining the Common Market meant break with a great heritage,. a 

'thousand years of history'.· These "Five Conditions", intended 

as a compromise solution, however, tailed to bridge the rift -

rather they widened it. On the eve of its accession to power 

in 1964, the official stance ot the Party was decidedly against 

joining the BBC. 

In 1966 tmen the Labour Party resumed power in Britain 

with a comfortable majority it shifted from its anti-market 

policy to pro-market policy. Economic factors did play a predomi

nant role in the reversal of its policy. Commonwealth lost its 

traditional trade potential. EFTA ·railed as a counterweight to 

the Common Market. The Common 1-1arket itself was sharing a larger 

percentage of world trade with a corresponding decline in Bri

tain • s share of the same.· Moreover, there was a discernible 

change in the attitude of the British public. National debate 

on Britain's entry into the EEC became so intense that it became 

imperative for the Hilson Government to review its policy regard

ing application for the EEC membership. 

In the process or Britain's conversion to "Europeanism" 

Wilson's own role ~as highly significant. He played his role 

as Party leader with such consummate skill both in balancing the 

contending forces ann also averted an imminent split within the 

party. In 1964 when he stepped into power the Party was torn 



asunder an the Entry i~sue, but in 1970 he stepped out of power 

when the Party unhesitatingly supported.his decision to join 

the EEC. Even outside the Party, his role as a national leader, 

his firm pursuit of the EEC membership merit equal attention. 

The importance of Wilson's role in the late 1960's lay 

in the fact that he perceived correctly the widely varying 

political and econom+c forces and was successful in welding them 

together so that his pursuit of national cause could be advanced. 

There exists a great scientific and technological disparity bet

ween Western Europe and America and undoubtedly it was the most 

contentious issue of that epoch. Wilson was shrewd enough to 

turn this disparity into a diplomatic instrument that made more 

lively the debate on Britain's entry into Europe. 

The second British attempt differed in various ways from 

the first. But it differed more importantly in the sense that 

it tried to convince the continentals of the sincerity of Bri

tain's 'Europeanness•. Labour leaders- Wilson and Brown- in 

their continental tour tried to convince the host countries of 

Britain's 'political will' to join the EEC. Yet de Gaulle's 

intransigence over the question of Britain's entry remained un

affected. But even in face of this exceptionally difficult 

opposition from the French President, the British leaders were 

not discouraged. Indeed Wilson Government's greatest contribu

tion lies in the tact that its singleminded pursuit of the 

European venture paved the way for Britain's eventual entry into 
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the EEC. 

Certain developments that were taking place towards the 

end of 1960's and after tended to create a situation favourable 

for British entry. Undoubtedly the most important development 

was de Gaulle's exit from the French political scene. The 

General • s retirement from power ·removed one of the tormid able 

obstacles to the British entry into EEC. 

Moreover, the growing power of west Germany within the 

EEC compelled France to take a fresh view at the strategic 

environment on the continent. West Germany indicated her asser

tiveness even before de Gaulle was out of power, lmen she refused 

to nevalue her currency. Willy Brandt's •ostopol1tik 1 disproved 

the Gaullist notion that West Germany could not open relation

ship with the East over the head of France. Brandt showed that 

West Germany could act independently of France. France was now 

faced with a situation where the growing economic and political 

power of West. Germany was likely to cause disequilibrium within 

the EEC. 

Under the prevailing conditions," the only best alterna

tive open to France was to bring 1n Britain to counter the 

strength of west Germany. Thus Pompidou•s decision to admit 

Britain into the EEC, coupled with Willy Brandt's strong support 

for it, enabled Edward Heath to take Britain into EEC formally 

on 2 January 1973. 

In retrospect, it is difficult to .avoid the conclusion 
' . 
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that more than any other single factor, it was the six years 

work of the Labour Government that did much spadework for the 

eventual British entry into the ECC. 
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